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ABSTRACT
More than two decades after its introduction, neoliberal ideology has increasingly created a class
and race-based gap in relation to student achievement in Ontario’s education system. Due to
market-based rhetoric shaping policies and legislation, schools are increasingly encouraging
students to adhere to the demands of a newly globalized world with a focus on the economy,
regardless of their background. This study aims to analyze the presence of neoliberal reforms in
Ontario’s education system through decisions made in government from Mike Harris’ in 1995 to
the present Doug Ford administration. Specifically, I investigate how the so-called knowledge
economy has produced a system that enables students deemed marketable, often from middleand upper-class white backgrounds, and disables non-marketable students, most often the
working poor and the working class, and racial and ethnic minorities, through funding cuts,
heightened accountability, and standardized testing. By evaluating Ministry of Education policy
documents and documents for both Conservative Premier campaigns, I analyzed the rhetoric
used to introduce, consolidate and solidify neoliberal discourse throughout the past twenty years.
The results showed that by simplifying education to quantifiable measures, the education system
now measures concepts such as equity and inclusion in schools through standardized testing and
monthly reports. Further, the rhetoric used to solidify equity and inclusion within the system
focuses more on the presentation of both rather than materializing its action in schools. In order
to minimize the current student achievement gap in our education system, funding needs to be
focalized in social services cut by our government level to properly re“instate” the intended
actions of these policies.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
The education system has long been a center of class and race-based inequity in Ontario
(Clandfield, 2014). Since the advent of mass, publicly funded education in Ontario, working
poor and working-class students have done less well than their middle-class counterparts (Curtis
et al., 1992). However, due to neoliberal market reforms in education over the past decade or
more, these inequities have deepened and intensified (De Lissovoy, 2013; Camfield, 2011;
Noonan, 2005). According to some scholars, the problem is that neoliberal reforms have worked
to stall democratic education in ways that undermine the academic achievement of minoritized
students, in particular working poor and racialized students (Brown, 2015; Sears, 2003). This
class and race-based inequity has produced subtle and not-so-subtle barriers that contribute in
powerful ways to the marginalization and social exclusion of working-class students.
Over the past decade or more, the globalization of neoliberal policy solutions to Ontario’s
education system has been more concerned about producing neoliberal citizens capable of
competing in the global market than developing democratic citizens (Sears, 2003). Some
academics have pointed this trend out, noting that “underachievement and closing the
achievement gap to maximize productivity of the citizenry and capitalize on Canada’s diversity
in an international context” has become the focus (Rezai-Rashti et al., 2015, p. 161; Sears, 2003;
Clandfield, 2014). Neoliberal reforms urge schools to direct focus on turning students into
citizens who would be most profitable to the economy, i.e., upper- and middle-class (Ross &
Gibson, 2006), altogether altering the way we approach educating the working-class and
minorities. Rather than focusing on the enrichment of all students’!academic experiences,
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schools are being encouraged to place significant effort on improving student performance on
standardized test scores, as they have become exclusive in determining what constitutes student
success (Virone, 2016). The supposed success of education defined in test scores and a narrow
curriculum that prioritizes math and reading over art, music or emotional intelligence is one of
the distinguishing features of capitalism's realization in the education system. The second is that
primary stakeholders, meaning students, educators, and parents, are given little formal influence
on how schools run. Finally, funding for schools comes from taxes, with the rich having
incentives to try and cut taxes because of the progressive and redistributive nature of taxation,
including taxes that pay more to fund the education of kids other than their own (Schneller,
2017). Capitalism legitimizes social position and inequality in schools by privileging the
“haves”, like middle- and upper-class white students, and marginalizing the “have nots", such as
the lower-class and visible minorities. As a result, this has a significant impact on the academic
achievement and development of students of marginalized groups.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to explore how a hyper capitalist-driven education system,
fueled by the neoliberal reforms implemented over the past three decades, has shaped and reshaped Ontario’s educational landscape, with a focus on minoritized students. I am concerned,
then, with how successive governments — from Mike Harris to Doug Ford — have branded and
re-branded core neoliberal policies in such a way that education is privatized, thereby deepening
class polarization along with its racialized and ethnic diversities. Additionally, I will focus on the
concepts introduced within the neoliberal agenda, how they have impacted education governance
within the province, current curriculum standards, and funding in education. This will be done to
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help offer solutions to researchers, policymakers, and educators in a way that addresses issues of
equity and equality for all students in Ontario’s education system.
I now discuss some of the key definitions employed throughout this proposed study. The
following section provides the reader with the meanings associated with the terms used within
the context of the proposed research. However, the description of each term is not meant to be
absolute nor universally definitive.
Definition of Terms
Classism: The systematic oppression of poor and working people by those who control
resources including jobs, wages, education, housing, food, medicine. There are economic,
political, and cultural dimensions to class oppression (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017).
Low Income: In Ontario, low-income families are measured by the number of members in the
family and on the community size of their geographical area, therefore varying per household.
Thus, according to Statistics Canada (2018), an average family of four, two parents, and two
children, low-income, could be considered making between $26,000 for families inhabiting rural
areas, and $40,000, for families in areas inhabited by over 500,000 people. While this study is
being pursued in Ontario, ample research has been recorded in the United States regarding the
educational gap between social classes. However, their tiered system revolves mainly around the
utilization of the working/lower class, middle class and upper class. Therefore, for the purpose of
this study, both low-income, lower class, and working-class will be used interchangeably to
define the same group of individuals.
Equity and Inclusion: Both equity and inclusive education are interconnected. Equity refers to a
condition or state of fair, inclusive, and respectful treatment of all people. In contrast, inclusive
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education refers to education based on the principles of acceptance and inclusion of all students
(Ministry of Education, 2009). This type of education focuses on the students’ ability to see
themselves reflected in their curriculum, physical surroundings, and the broader environment.
Diversity is honoured, and all individuals are respected (Bottani et al., 2007; Jurado de Los
Santos et al., 2020).
Marginalization: The act of marginalization in schools is when certain factors within schools,
communities and local, and national policies, such as curriculum, school or classroom
organization, assessment, or those related to cultures, policies, and practices, act as barriers to
learning and participation at some time during a child’s schooling (Petrou et al., 2009).
Minoritized Groups: A social group that is devalued in society. This valuing encompasses how
the group is represented, and to what degree of access to resources it is granted, and how the
unequal access to resources is justified (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017).
Oppression: The discrimination of one social group against another, enforced by institutional
power. Oppression occurs when one group can enforce its prejudice throughout society because
it controls the institutions (Brady, 2017).
Social stratification: This academic term refers to the separation of a society’s population into
relationally-hierarchically layered categories, membership of which is associated with
differential levels of social prestige, and which differential ‘life-chances as defined in terms of
varying opportunities for access to education, income, property, and the power to secure one’s
ends in life (Pike & Zureik, 1975). So, for example, in and out of schools, people with physical
and cognitive disabilities are viewed as less valuable than people without these disabilities.
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Structural: This concept refers to the way systems of oppression (e.g., class-based oppression)
are built into the very foundations of society. This includes shaping a society’s norms, attitudes,
values, traditions, culture, politics, and institutions, including schools (Lyu et al., 2019).
Whiteness: Whiteness is an academic term that describes social hierarchy by race. The system
prescribes which beliefs, practices, habits, and attitudes are the norm and then enables the
unequal distribution of power and privilege based on skin colour (Dei et al., 2004). More
specifically, the term whiteness refers to the power of privilege, white dominance, and white
people's assumed superiority. In this sense, whiteness must be understood as a structural system
that confers a wide range of economic, political, and social unearned benefits on white people.
Background
Before elaborating on my theoretical perspective in the next section, I provide some
background and context to the study by briefly highlighting the current political, cultural, and
social context. I begin this section with a brief description and definition of neoliberalism and
briefly discuss neoliberal educational policy in Ontario.
What is Neoliberalism?
The term neoliberalism has no clear definition. This is not surprising. D’Agnese (2019)
states that with regards to education, many concepts are “slippery and complex in nature,”
including the concepts of “democracy, cosmopolitanism, or education itself.” D’Agnese goes on
to note that “one can hardly provide a consistent definition of these concepts without omitting a
number of features and understandings” (2019, p. 696). That being said, for the purpose of this
study, the term neoliberalism will refer to an approach to the state’s role in the economy and
society that is characterized by small government, hyper-deregulation, hyper-privatization, and
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economic and fiscal policies that reduce, if not eliminate government spending (Gattinger &
Saint-Pierre, 2010). In addition, the neoliberal project is also characterized by hyperindividualism situated in the context of free-market capitalism. Hyper-individualism appears to
be a supreme and necessary value for the neoliberal project, as the state is conceptually no longer
able to support an individual or their needs. To put it a little differently, neoliberalism is a
concept that focuses on human capital development, where human capital is what the individual,
the business world, and the state seek to enhance to maximize competitiveness (Brown, 2015).
To put the matter into clear terms: Neoliberalism changes a market economy to a market society.
Neoliberalism took root within Canadian society in the 1970s when economic conditions
changed. As with most western democracies, the neoliberal reforms were a response to the
failing Keynesian state (Basu, 2004), which was successful following the Great Depression but
quickly grew outdated in the late 1960s. Part of the economic crisis was centred on inflation,
where Canada experienced an “inflation that more than tripled in the first half of the decade due
to the oil price boom, while unemployment doubled” (Basu, 2004, p. 622). Furthermore, large
federal expenditures on tax incentives and cuts, combined with increased pressure on automatic
stabilizers caused by deteriorating economic conditions, created more problems of persistent
growing annual deficits (Bradford, 2000). In this sense, some economists, politicians and others
saw the ballooning of the welfare state as the key social and economic problem. Too much
money, it was felt, was being spent by governments on propping up the welfare state in ways that
were deemed inefficient. The postwar welfare state was the problem, the private-corporate world
was the solution, so the neoliberals argued.
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Neoliberalism assumes that people flourish when they are set free as individuals to
compete in the market. One of the forefathers of neoliberalism, economist Milton Friedman,
emphasized this concept in his essay Neo-liberalism and Its Prospects, arguing that
neoliberalism is innovative because it “accepts the nineteenth century liberal emphasis on the
fundamental importance of the individual, but it would substitute for the nineteenth century goal
of laissez-faire as a means to this end, the goal of the competitive order” (Friedman, 1951, p.91).
The concept of freedom thus gains a biased definition, as Sen (1995) connects freedom with
capabilities and choices; Friedman’s argument indicates otherwise. Friedman’s notion of freedom
for citizens proposes it is achieved through the protection against external coercion, specifically,
by diminishing state intervention through the limitation of interference with citizens’ choices,
goals, and decisions and how they attempt to achieve them. For neoliberals, a free market
encourages competition among individuals’, whereas state intervention violates their notion of
freedom and ability to act on their own interests or needs.
Obstacles that prevent people from acting in their own individual self-interest include the
welfare state, regulations, and of course, organized labour. Those who supported neoliberalism
also took aim at labour unions (Camfield, 2011; Cherlin, 2014). For neoliberals, “unions were
too strong, the welfare state support for the unemployed too generous, and the public services
and state enterprises too inefficient” (Noonan, 2005, p.11). This neoliberal sentiment caused
many government parties to renew their interest in deregulation and privatization, working to
undermine labour unions across western democracies. Following many other governments
around the world, like in Britain and the United States, Canada looked to implement neoliberal
processes that establish efficiency and cost-benefit analysis as the driving force for social,
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economic, and political change as a means to solve the economic crisis. Neoliberal reform often
infiltrates all areas of government in the Western world. It has been disseminated to such a
degree that it has been accepted as inevitable and imperative to maintaining social and economic
order (De Lissovoy, 2013).
Neoliberalism in Ontario’s Education System
The infiltration of neoliberalism into Ontario’s public education system responded to
growing concerns of the current system failing to adhere to the demands of an increasingly
complex and globalized world (Carpenter et al., 2012). Canadians were growing increasingly
concerned and “stressed the need for governments to recognize the rising force of global
capitalism, and to promote educational policies that stressed market-style modes of governance
in relation to financing education, curriculum planning, and assessment methods” (MacLellan,
2009, p. 56). Thus, facets of the neoliberal agenda were being introduced within the education
system across the nation, with some provinces taking action quicker than others. In 1993 the Bob
Rae NDP government established a Royal Commission on learning. The commission’s final
report, For the Love of Learning: Report of the Royal Commission on Learning, was a lengthy
550-pages and made 167 recommendations, a point I will return to in a moment (Basu, 2004).
The report, which was not released until 1995, was designed to provide a new “shared” vision for
Ontario’s education system. This shared vision was based on three key questions: (1) What are
the values and principles that should guide the education of Ontario’s elementary and secondary
school students? (2). What are the key goals of Ontario’s elementary and secondary school
system, and who are its clients? (3). How are strong partnerships in education ensured? (The
Love of Learning, 1995). In order to make this shared vision a reality, the document provided
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several key recommendations. These recommendations were categorized mainly within “four
core areas: community alliances, early childhood education, teacher professionalization, and
information technology” (Basu, 2004, p.623). The Royal Commission on Learning expertly
structured this report to exhort its readers the necessity of educational reform while explicitly
condemning certain aspects they later praised as a solution.
The introduction to the report criticizes national and international test scores as a basis of
interpreting how students are progressing in the education system by stating that “it’s simply
irresponsible to report the results of these tests as if they were horse races with clear winners and
losers,” simply because the “quality of learning is not easily or effectively tested with simple
quantitative measures” (For the Love of Learning, 1995, pp. 3 & 35). However, the statement is
followed by an emphasis on the recommendation of creating a standardized test as it is owed “to
the public to demonstrate how well it’s doing with our children” (For the Love of Learning,
1995, p.35). Despite condemning standardized tests for not thoroughly testing the whole child,
the solution to ensuring public satisfaction with the education system was suggested in the form
of a standardized test that is highly publicized online for the public to scrutinize and evaluate. It
is not entirely uncommon for the public to utilize these scores in determining where they choose
to live, even before they have kids (Kempf, 2016). Other elements of hypocrisy were pervasive
throughout the report, although often concealed using expertly constructed rhetoric. For example,
the suggestion of standardized testing was presented as a void in the education system,
essentially guised as an “owed right” to the public. By positioning their argument as something
that is “owed” to the public, their recommendations reinforce the sense of fear at the time that the
public was paying for an education system that was failing them. The introduction of
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standardized testing created constant examination for the public and community on the quality of
education in their neighbourhoods and schools.
Further elements of hypocrisy were present with the creation of the Ontario College of
Teachers. The report acknowledges that teachers are often under-appreciated and disrespected,
going as far as to boast that they are everyday “heroes” (For the Love of Learning, 1995).
However, not too long after, the report reinforces its creation of a regulatory body, like the
College of Teachers, because “every aspect of the education system needs to be monitored
regularly. That includes teachers” (For the Love of Learning, 1995, p. 18). The progression
towards government bodies to regularly monitor every aspect of education, including teachers,
students, administration, and parents, coincides with the skewed notion of freedom emphasized
by Friedman and F. A. Hayek, another renowned neoliberal philosopher. Neoliberalism is
presented as a concept based on freedom, where freedom realistically benefits only one side. As
seen in the recommendation of standardized testing, which was boasted as a right to the public, it
impedes the education process itself by demanding students be held to a standard that is not
equal for all and measured purely on quantitative results. The Royal Commission on Learning
Report marks the beginning of a period of austerity in education in Ontario, as it was sifted
through to gather key recommendations while ignoring others deemed too costly or ineffective.
It wasn’t until Mike Harris’ Progressive Conservative government in 1995 that some of
these structural changes began implementation, foregoing specific policies like the early
childhood education programs while pursuing others that specifically benefited the neoliberal
agenda. Harris’ government was elected to power based on his platform called the Common
Sense Revolution (CSR), which promised to create more jobs, reduce taxes, and implement cost-
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saving strategies without affecting the quality of public services, including education (Basu,
2004). Harris’ Common Sense Revolution was inspired by Margaret Thatcher’s Education
Reform Act of 1988 in the United Kingdom, which promoted a “back to the basics” ideology
based on the idea that students need to get back to the basics. To do so, Harris’ government
focused on three significant areas of change: governance, finance, and curriculum.
When elected, Mike Harris’ Conservative majority government, in true neoliberal spirit,
slashed funding to universities and municipalities, privatized various industries and services, and
instilled private sector approaches across the public sector (Basu, 2004; MacLellan, 2009;
Bocking 2020). Harris’s government also had their eye on public education. To do this, Harris
looked to “slowly increase control at the centre through the appointment of regulatory bodies
while reducing power at the board and local level” (Basu, 2004. pp. 624-5). This was done
through the creation and implementation of Quangos, also known as Quasi Autonomous NonGovernmental Organizations, such as the Ontario College of Teachers (OCT), the Education
Quality and Accountability Office (EQAO), the Education Improvement Commission (EIC), and
the Ontario Parent Council. These regulatory bodies were devised to help monitor, shape, and
control institutional behaviour that adhered closer to market values (Basu, 2004). As a result, this
concerned many in the education system, as teachers challenged the creation of the OCT, calling
it a plan to further centralize and regulate schools, allowing the province more control over
curriculum, funding, standardized testing of the students, methods of reporting to parents and the
discipline of teachers (MacLellan, 2009). Carpenter et al. (2012) point out that advocates of
neoliberalism gained political traction by promoting less invasive social policy, as evident with
Harris, describing that “state intervention should be reduced to a minimum and that issues of
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public concern should be decided through market behaviour” (p. 159). The sleight of hand by
Harris worked, as the state had not lessened its role but only instead changed its nature of
involvement.
Within a few years, the local institutions saw an increase in responsibility handed to them
without an increase in power to cut costs. In 1997, the province saw a significant divide between
the state and teacher unions with the unveiling of the Education Quality Improvement Act (Bill
160). Bill 160 included a repeal of Bill 100 (the School Boards and Teachers Collective
Negotiations Act) which placed teacher bargaining under the Labour Relations Act, the use of
non-teaching professionals to deliver selected programs, the removal of principals and viceprincipals from teacher union bargaining units, the removal of taxing powers of local school
boards, an increase of instructional days for students and a set standard for classroom sizes
(MacLellan, 2009). This attack on teaching freedom ignited one of the largest protests in
Canadian educational history (Basu, 2004). While the protest didn’t necessarily generate a
significant win, it gained considerable public support for teachers. Overall, Harris’ government
reduced the education budget by $400 million (MacLellan, 2009), causing the Liberal
government to be favoured during the 2002 provincial elections where Dalton McGuinty became
the next Premier of Ontario. This shift in political parties sparked hope amongst those who had
stood firmly against the educational policies and legislations made so hastily during Harris’ time
in office. However, this hope would be met with more dismay, as McGuinty’s party only adjusted
their approach to continuing the previous neoliberal agenda Harris had introduced, rather than
changing it, as many had hoped.
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McGuinty’s government tackled the neoliberal agenda to solve the growing deficit quite
differently. Where Harris’ government opted for war, McGuinty attempted a much quieter
approach. Harris’ rationale for the abrupt and assertive solution was acknowledged by his
Minister of Education, John Snobelen, who was captured on camera saying he would invent a
crisis to support the school system's overhaul. Snobelen divulged in a presentation to senior
bureaucrats that “creating a useful crisis is part of what this will be about… so the first bunch of
communications that the public might hear might be more negative than I would be inclined to
talk about” (Brennan, Toronto Sun, 1995). Whereas, the Liberal movement, first with McGuinty,
followed by Kathleen Wynne, attempted to stabilize the new order, which entailed presenting it
as a rational and inevitable process, conversely making allies out of their former enemies (Sears
& Cairns, 2018). What ensued was a shift towards mending the bad relationship that had
occurred during the Conservative reign in government, with the Liberals bearing a much more
neutral approach to the education system. In later years, the neoliberal agenda established in
education became synonymously known as lean education, which is “the specific education
regime that has developed in the context of a neoliberal policy framework to prepare students for
conditions of lean production in workplaces and a narrower conception of citizenship without a
social safety net” (Sears & Cairns, 2018, p. 395).
To promote this new look on neoliberalism, the Liberal government consolidated lean
education as an emphasis on partnership, especially between teachers and other former resisters,
by drawing upon a neutral policy science to frame education decisions to be more technical,
rather than political, and by developing curricular programs that encouraged students to prepare
for their roles as citizens (Sears & Cairns, 2018). Education is advocated to prepare students as
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citizens, but the definition of what encompasses citizenship education has been altered. Prior to
the lean education model, preparing students for their roles as citizens was based within the
nation-state, emphasizing cultural expression, environmentalism, and youth-oriented issues
(Gattinger & Saint-Pierre, 2010). Today, to coincide with the neoliberal reform, citizenship
education has been adapted to civility and a student’s readiness for the workforce.
Soon after, many educators, administrators, and parents who strove to abandon the
market reforms put in place with Harris were left with sentiments of despair. Though shifting the
political party in charge, McGuinty’s Liberal government showed little interest in repealing the
centralizing reforms initiated before him, including central control of funding in education
(Bocking, 2020). With that, EQAO test scores and high school graduation rates were still highly
regarded as key metrics to define success, exacerbating Harris’ Conservative government of topdown policy (Bocking, 2020), which is seen as sacrificing teachers’ classroom autonomy. In
October 2012, after nearly a decade in power, many were shocked to hear that Dalton McGuinty
had resigned as premier amid scandals relating to the cancellation of gas plants in Oakville and
Mississauga (Global News, 2013). After his term, Kathleen Wynne, who served various cabinet
posts under McGuinty’s government, replaced McGuinty as Premier and continued after winning
the 2014 provincial elections.
While the province saw a change in Premier, very few changes were made during the
Liberal reign in power, as Wynne continued with many of the policies put forth by McGuinty’s
government towards education. She promoted a system that altered accountability, through the
adjustment of the School Effectiveness Framework (SEF), from being a measurement imposed
from external sources to being regarded as a “transparent process that lead to individual and
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collective responsibility for strong evidence-based practice and continuous improvement in
student learning and achievement” (Sears & Cairns, 2018). However, the system was
continuously contradictory with constant pressure and emphasis on EQAO and other forms of
standardized testing. This meant that teachers were foregoing creative approaches to learning
and, instead, “teaching to the test” as a means to coincide with the logic in the lean education
model. Furthermore, this framework utilized test results as a “lever to transform schools, creating
a rigid, narrow set of criteria” while selling itself as an autonomous sphere of self-reflection for
teachers and schools (Sears & Cairns, 2018, p.408).
The ‘success’ of McGuinty and Wynne’s changes in education was based mainly on
increased EQAO test scores and graduation rates. However, many people challenge this idea of
“success” as it has distorted a significant part of education (Bocking, 2020, p. 202). Putting too
many resources into standardized testing eliminated many vital aspects of education, such as
kids' skills and competencies for long-term success. In terms of neoliberal education, when
government, administration, and teachers begin placing the aims and expectations of
standardized testing scores on students as the desired, and only, key outcome, the action of
learning itself loses a great significance. Despite their perceived success in implementing
changes to the education model, both Wynne and McGuinty ignored recommendations made by
Don Drummond, their chief economist, to eliminate or alter its all-day kindergarten initiative due
to its high cost (Toronto Sun, 2019). He also advised cutting costs by increasing class sizes,
ultimately decreasing the number of teaching positions by 5,900 over five years. Almost like déjà
vu, the growing concern of citizens over the increasing debt ensuing at the hands of the Liberal
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government caused Kathleen Wynne to be succeeded by Conservative Doug Ford during the
2018 provincial elections.
Matching Harris’ concern for reducing expenditures when coming into power, Doug Ford
acknowledged and implemented the recommendations made by Drummond while making further
cuts in education to address the deficit. Ford won his title as Premier by promising a government
that was “for the people,” publicly rejecting the changes brought by the Liberals as they were
“out of touch with the needs of everyday people” (Thomas, 2020, p.135). While undermining his
opponents as being elitist and out of touch, Ford conceived a budget for 2019 that undermined
the fiscal capacity to adequately fund program spending. Within his first year in education alone,
the Ford government removed $100 million budget for school repairs, withdrew $25 million
from the Education Programs-Other Fund, limiting grants available for programs like afterschool jobs for youth in low-income neighbourhoods, tutors in classrooms, leadership programs
for radicalized students, and daily physical activity for elementary students, scrapped the Ontario
College of Trades, removed free tuition for low-income students and increased class sizes,
resulting in possibly 3,400 lost teaching job over the next four years (Syed, 2019).
The quick-paced nature at which these reforms were being fulfilled was a process
familiarized during Harris’ time in office, called omnibus legislation, which “allows governments
to amend, repeal or pass into existence several often unrelated initiatives in a single article of
legislation—with increased frequency and scale” (McDowell, 2019, p.143). The neoliberal
reforms woven throughout the omnibus bill projected by Ford were met with a provincial-wide
teacher protest in 2019. As with the previous Conservative government, many teachers, parents,
and the general public have argued that cuts to the education budget will directly impact the
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learning of Ontario’s youth. The reduction of teachers in schools means fewer classes being
available to students, although typically not sacrificing math and literacy core subjects due to
testing, meaning many arts, language, and social science classes will be drastically reduced.
While Ford adjusted specific policies to appease protesters in March 2020, Minister of Education
Stephen Lecce commented, “If the unions reject this most recent, student-centric offer, parents
should rightly be asking what exactly the priorities of the unions are” (D’Mello, 2020). Mirroring
tactics used by Harris in the 1990s, the government tried to shift public disdain onto unions and
teachers for lack of settlement. Despite being more than 20 years old, the core education policy
has remained largely unchanged (Pinto, 2015); between Harris and Ford’s Conservative parties to
the McGuinty and Wynne Liberal party, Ontario’s neoliberal rhetoric has persisted throughout
the decades, further entrenching these ideologies within society.
Neoliberalism continues to unleash the power of the market on public education. The
logic of the market as it relates to education emphasizes the increased role of privatization in
school systems, encourages the rise of for-profit tutorings such as Kumon Math and Reading
Centers, and looks to “engender an education system primarily concerned with fostering a
workforce that adheres to the demands of the global economy” (Arshad-Ayaz, 2008, p.490). This
means it uses education as a vehicle for producing a flexible workforce and turns students into
consumers of marketable forms of knowledge where they are seen as human capital (ArshadAyaz, 2008). Virone (2016) notes that neoliberal reforms have created an education system
primarily concerned with producing a competent workforce, decreasing public school funding,
increasing student and teacher accountability, restructuring teacher education and the teaching
profession, and engendering a rigid and teacher-centred school environment.
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For this study, I have selected critical discourse theory to guide my research. It is very
fitting for an exploration of neoliberal reformation in education as I need to identify if and how
policies, curriculum, and pedagogical practices are reproducing structural inequalities for
minoritized students. As Mullet (2017) states,
Critical discourse analysis examines the ways in which language produces and moderates
social and psychological phenomena; however, CDA emphasizes the role of language as a
power resource. CDA deals primarily with discourses of power abuse, injustice, and
inequality and attempts to uncover implicit or concealed power relations. (pp. 116-7)
It should be noted that critical discourse analysis (CDA) does not focus on a specific group
selected by the researcher out of pity or empathy or as though they need defending, but rather it
focuses on a location to criticize or an incarnation of power (Saint, 2008). As there exists a
"highly problematic narrative that positions poor students of color as helpless victims who lack
the capacity to seek change” (Dudley-Marling, 2015, p.4), the focus of this study does not look
to present students as disadvantaged due to their status in society, but rather look at how the
government disadvantages minoritized students by providing inadequate resources, curriculum,
and funding to help them succeed. As the topic of neoliberalism in education continuously
expands, we must keep this in mind. This study aims to demonstrate the underlying concepts of
neoliberalism in our education system since its introduction in the 1990s and show how they
perpetuate the hegemonic structure within our society by disadvantaging minoritized groups.
Locating Myself in the Research
This research topic has been an important issue in my life, as I have devoted the last
seven years working with various underprivileged students of all ages. Working in an inner-city
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school in the city of Windsor, ON, has opened my eyes to the jarring reality to which I was not
exposed as a child. Class privilege functions in a way to narrow the experiences of children and
adults alike, I have learned. Growing up in an upper-class, predominantly white neighbourhood,
my classmates included children of cardiologists, pharmacists, and business owners. No one in
my class ever knew what it was like to go without basic necessities like food, shelter, or clothing.
Fast forward to university; I began working at a daycare that was a short 15 minutes from my
home and grade school yet felt like another world. Suddenly, I was working with families that
worked three jobs to support their families, relied on public transport to bring their kids to school
before going to work because they couldn’t afford a car, fled war in their countries to come to
Canada, or depended on their school-aged children to translate a message because they spoke no
English or French. It was the first time I had seen just how severe the poverty crisis in Windsor
is. After a bit of research, I discovered that based on a 2015 Statistics Canada survey, Windsor
had the highest rate of child poverty, with nearly one in four (24.0%) living in low-income
households out of all major cities across the provinces (Statistics Canada, 2017). With this
discovery came a pursuit of the betterment of the educational outcome of these marginalized
groups in society.
This progressed especially within my Bachelor of Education and even further in the
beginning stages of my Master of Education. The role of an educator is not an easy one, as
Hansen points out, “teachers cannot make learning happen, [they] cannot literally reach inside a
student's mind and implant new knowledge or instill a new outlook on life” (Hansen, 1998,
p.392). As educators, our role partly relies on our ability to become chameleons in our
classrooms, meaning how easily we are willing and capable to adapt to our student’s experiences
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and the classroom environment. Therefore, an important factor in determining the success of an
educator stems from “the individual human being who occupies the role of teacher” (Hansen,
1998, p.392). Factual and scholarly intelligence is important in the role of an educator, but moral
and emotional intelligence is arguably just as important. A good educator must adopt an
equitable approach to teaching and learning to develop the ability to understand the varying and
complex circumstances that each child brings to the classroom. However, as the product of a
privileged member of the education system, it can be challenging to practice and attain emotional
and moral intelligence for unfamiliar worlds. This is not a black and white assumption that all
members of a privileged education system or background do not possess emotional intelligence
for dealing with issues in society such as poverty, racism, and sexism, among other social justice
factors. It simply addresses the possibility that members of a privileged system, specifically
educators, in this case, may have to address their privilege while working in teaching and
learning contexts.
Although this is not an easy task, accepting and acknowledging one’s privilege is
important because we can use it to unite us rather than divide us (Gay, 2012). Once we become
aware of the social inequalities present around us, we are more apt to live a socially conscious
lifestyle. However, we must also go a step further by teaching about and addressing these topics
no matter the student body in our schools because “few people in this world have no privilege at
all” (Gay, 2012). Using the lens of intersectionality developed by Kimberle Crenshaw (1991),
systems of overlapping and interconnected privilege in society come in many forms, such as
race, gender, sexuality, SES, able-bodiedness, education, and religion. Therefore, educators must
address the presence of privileges of any kind to better prepare students for society because
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teaching well means believing “in the very idea that people can grow and develop” (Hansen,
1998, p. 393). In all, I hope to shed light on the class and race-based hierarchical structures of
society embedded in the context of schooling to aid students of low socioeconomic and culturally
diverse backgrounds in the context of education to provide a fair chance of success in school and
ultimately in life in a highly globalized world.
Research Question
A central guiding question is stated in qualitative research along with associated
subquestions (Creswell, 2003). The central research topic that will be addressed in this study
relates to how Ontario’s education system has been shaped by the neoliberal project from
1995-2021. This study will be devised using two guiding questions:
A) How has the neoliberal reform movement shaped Ontario’s education system in a way that
disadvantages minoritized students?
B) How has rhetoric used by the successive Ontario governments legitimated neoliberal ideals
within the education system?
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Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This section will introduce the current achievement gap in the education system for
minoritized students in schools, which has been exacerbated by the neoliberal reform despite its
purported intent to create an equitable education system. To begin, I review the current literature
on the importance of this study related to the emerging field of education, with an in-depth look
at the perceived meritocratic structure entrenched within the curriculum standards and
centralized funding associated with neoliberal reforms. A special look is made at the action plans
put in place by the provincial government in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Neoliberal Reforms in Education
The neoliberal values in our education system support students who bring the most
"profit" to the economy, meaning the upper- and middle-class, thus cutting down on the
resources and finances allotted to public education for minoritized students (Ross & Gibson,
2006). Chernoff (2013) describes the issue at hand, stating that “the extreme difference in
outcomes of schooling students from different class backgrounds is not the result of differences
in innate intelligence, but rather the result of the ways schools sort students in order to serve the
interests of dominant status groups” (p.146). Students of minoritized backgrounds are facing
struggles in their education due to a system that is not designed for them. While public education
is perceived as a “for all” model, these neoliberal concepts enacted within the education system
prove otherwise.
Some theorists attribute the middle-class advantage to a hidden curriculum that is
developed based on class status and power, which focuses on values, skills, and knowledge
taught to reinforce the power of middle and upper classes (Booher-Jennings, 2008; Aslam, 2014;
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Chernoff, 2013). Moreover, other aspects of neoliberal reform have also been attributed to class
conflict and inequality, such as the introduction of standardized testing, tracking, and the
amalgamation of certain school districts. Consequently, students of vast backgrounds experience
different learning practices within the same classroom. This is reinforced by the idea that
working-class students are rewarded based on their compliance and conformity in class, whereas
middle-class students are rewarded for their creativity and personal assertiveness (Anyon, 1980).
Henceforth, students of lower-class backgrounds are already at a disadvantage by being deprived
of the tools necessary to succeed in the globalized world.
Furthermore, the use of a Eurocentric education model further perpetuates our society's
hegemonic state. When it comes to educating students of racialized and ethnic backgrounds, the
presence of a Eurocentric curriculum often puts these students at a disadvantage. This
disadvantage can be attributed to the Whiteness that exists in our society. This “Whiteness is
positioned as normative, everyone is ranked and categorized in relation to the dominant
group” (Duhany, 2011, p.98), and those who are not white or do not “act white" are seen as
substandard on several levels (Revilla et al., 2004). The apparent issue with Whiteness is that it
allows exclusive rights to freedom while enforcing assimilation to what is deemed normative in
society when it comes to race and racism, forcing minoritized students to adhere to curriculum,
policies, and practices that do not include their own culture or identity. While students from
working-class backgrounds found that downplaying their working-class backgrounds and
creating identities based on normative middle-class ideologies allowed them to assimilate within
an elite culture (Brown, Reay & Vincent, 2013), students of visible minorities were not as
fortunate. Distinctions between social classes are not as visual as those of race or ethnicity; thus,
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pressures for visible minority students to act white or adopt White values to succeed within
society were greater (Ogbu, 1992).
Now, many may be wondering how neoliberalism has made its way so deeply into
society and its institutions, considering the ample research and articles rejecting it. As we will
see throughout our research and data collected using critical discourse analysis, neoliberalism is
often “sold” to the public to solve a problem in society through its rhetoric and discourse. This
means that dominant neoliberal discourses that shape capitalism remain so socially accepted that
they are taken for granted and thus become invisible (Jones, 2014). This is why there is an
immense need for CDA in neoliberal reformations of policies and texts due to their strong
ideological elements that reinforce hegemonic structures. The persistence of its meritocratic view
on education, being that personal effort determine reward and status, fails to mention the role of
luck in education and society in general. More importantly, it fails to acknowledge that the
concept of capitalism has an inevitable guarantee of poverty alongside massive wealth (Arthur,
2012). The dominant neoliberal discourse used throughout these policies fails to re-center public
attention on dismantling the structural inequities perpetuating oppression for minoritized students
in our education system.
Achievement Gap in Education
Studies in educational sociology show conclusive evidence of a positive correlation
between both family socioeconomic status (SES) and students' academic achievement (Sirin,
2005). In Ontario, educational outcomes are grossly measured by standardized EQAO test scores
and, while scores demonstrated an increase in graduation rates from 68 % to 82% within seven
years, the EQAO achievement data indicated gaps in learning as high as 30% between
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populations based on race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status (TSDB, 2014a). The disparities in
EQAO achievement scores exemplify the systemic inequities within the education system. It
indicates that most of these achievement gaps are actually “affected by opportunity gaps, which
speak to the uneven distribution of resources and learning opportunities” (Shah, 2018, p.32).
Furthermore, these opportunity gaps mirror the reality of the knowledge and culture of dominant
groups in society, ensuring its continuity at the expense of others (Ghosh, Abdi & Malekan,
2004). This is further enforced due to the neoliberal reforms that create perceived equality of
opportunity to access high-quality education; therefore, “poor outcomes are attributed to
individual decision-making and not the state or any existing socio-economic or racial
inequalities” (Braithwaite, 2017, p. 437).
The shifted blame of social and academic failures onto the class and racial minorities was
coined by Richard Valencia (1997) as deficit thinking. He argued that certain people believe the
deficiencies that obstruct the learning process of particularly low-income, minority students are
caused by the students’ own academic failure, rather than looking at the institution as a whole. As
Woods et al. (2018) note, “shifting responsibility of social protection and assistance away from
the state establishes a new dynamic, where citizens are expected to act as consumers, thus
eliminating the state’s responsibility in protecting and enforcing the rights of all individuals” (p.
63). The renunciation of responsibility for citizens alludes to a sentiment of placing the care of
citizens within their own hands, essentially washing the hands of the state about the rights of its
people. There is a perceived look of a meritocratic system within the education system, where all
students receive the same opportunities to succeed. However, a deeper look into the opportunity
gap embedded in schools breaks that illusion, as society pertains to its hierarchical structure in its
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multiple institutions. Thus, as per Woods et al.’s argument, accountability is moved from the
state to its citizens, so when students fail, it is due to their own doing rather than the system put
in place.
Curriculum and Standardized Testing
As aforementioned, the 1995 neoliberal reform was the beginning of a tumultuous time in
education. The government had presented the reforms to ensure fiscal efficiency and save
millions of dollars that would benefit citizens and, in doing so, enacted many policies to pursue
this proposal. Harris’ government justified his policies to solve the concerns of many citizens,
who saw the province's debt with a positive outcome, as schools were failing to prepare students
for the global competitiveness that was happening worldwide. This reform entailed changing
“the view of what is the optimal relations between state and individual, the governance; it brings
changes in the dominant discourses on education and of the purposes of education” (Moos, 2017,
p.156). With this change in governance, the province experienced greater centralization,
standardization of curriculum, results-based education, and increased accountability for student
performance through standardized testing (Ungerleider & Levin, 2008).
Before the 1990s, Ontario had no history of “large-scale assessment and none with highstakes for students, schools, and districts” (Volante, 2007, p.2). However, to coincide with the
rapid competitive market-forces, the government responded to public pressure by establishing
higher standards through the development of common curricular outcomes across school districts
and regions, which resulted in the Common Curriculum Grades 1-9 by the Ontario Ministry of
Education in 1995 (Grey, 2017, p. 7). Since the Harris government ensured the public would see
tax cuts without sacrificing the quality of education, creating curriculum guidelines would create
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a basis of objectives to be achieved as proof of high-quality education. They assessed mastery of
these objectives and content outlined within the curriculum guidelines with the new EQAO test,
recommended by the NDP government but put into action under the Conservative government.
Administered in Grades 3 and 6 to test Reading, Writing, and Mathematics, in Grade 9 to assess
Mathematics and again in Grade 10 to assess Literacy, the EQAO test has been a part of the
Ontario education system since 2004 (EQAO, 2013, p.7). The test scores are then published
online to indicate how each school is doing academically compared to others and whether their
scores are improving, declining, or staying steady. The publication of test scores places pressure
on schools to improve their scores, which can lead to unethical practices, like teaching to the test
or narrowing the curriculum by focusing only on tested subjects at the expense of other courses
like the Arts or Physical Education (Portelli & Konecny, 2013).
While the Grade 9 Mathematics test administers two sets of tests, either for applied or
academic streams, the Grade 10 Literacy (also called the Ontario Secondary School Literacy
Test, or OSSLT) test only administers one for both streams. Even further, the OSSLT is evaluated
simply on a pass/fail criteria, in which students must pass to graduate. Despite being devised and
marketed as a tool to monitor and report the quality of education in schools to the public,
students’ academic achievement largely depends on the success of this test. This can be a grave
consequence for the students who do not succeed, as they must either successfully retake the
OSSLT or complete the Ontario Secondary School Literacy (OSSLC) course to fulfill their
literacy requirements (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2011).
Notably, studies have shown that socioeconomic status impacts language development,
which can result in decreased vocabulary, phonemic awareness, and overall ability to read and
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comprehend texts (Perkins, Finegood, & Swain, 2013). Furthermore, test scores reveal a
potential correlation between difficulty performing on standardized tests and ethnicity, primarily
that ethnic minority students also perform less well on standardized tests than their white
counterparts (Langlois, 2017). Grodsky et al. (2008) explain that “differences in test scores have
been attributed to the limited success of low socioeconomic status students and their reduced
access to resources and learning opportunities, and generally these students are more likely to be
ethnic minority” (p.391) With the results of the OSSLT publicized, the pressure is put on teachers
and schools to address failing scores, which often leads to an emphasis put on teaching to the
test. However, a test-focused curriculum could urge students who struggle with the specific test
subjects to alienate themselves from school due to the inability to succeed on the standardized
tests used as graduation requirements (Brennan et al., 2001).
As discussed, in Ontario, it is common for teachers to feel public and administrative
pressure into raising low test scores, which can often result in teachers teaching to the test (Sears
& Cairns, 2018; Portelli & Konecny, 2013). As the standardized tests are created based on the
expectations and outcomes outlined in our curricula, it raises concern on equitable concepts
written in these documents. With the rise of a quantifiable outcome-based education introduced
by a subject-specific curriculum for each grade, a one-size-fits-all approach where students are
expected to be achieving at a certain level despite their socioeconomic status or lived experiences
perpetuates inequitable practices (Eizadirad, 2018). The ensued business model of education
“contributes to [the] widening of the achievement gap through standardization of assessments,
standardization of curriculum, and standardization of teaching practices particularly having
harmful effects of racialized students and those from lower socio-economic status” (Pinto, 2016,
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p. 100). Moreover, many voice their discontent with the standardized test, apart from the lack of
proof of legitimate learning for students. Despite being introduced by the government during a
time of education cuts, it costs approximately $32 million annually to implement the EQAO
testing across the entire province (Eizadirad, 2018).
Funding
After years of growing provincial debt, the Conservative government came to power due
to the significant promises they made to voters who were growing tired of the large spending in
Ontario. The Harris government estimated a $400 million decrease directly in education
(MacLellan, 2009) but reduced funding by $530 million in 1996-7 (Mackenzie, 2017). To cut
down on spending, the Ministry of Education “announced the need to reduce administrative costs
by reducing the number of school boards,” and by 1998, Ontario had gone from 129 major
school boards to 72 district boards (Basu, 2004, p.625). This amalgamation disrupted the entire
province, as students and employees were being re-assigned, district maps were redrawn, and
offices had to consolidate to accord with the changes. Toronto alone saw the largest upheaval by
consolidating seven inner suburban boards into one large board for the city, counting over 500
schools, which is now considered too big (Brean, 2015, December 31). Former mayor Barbara
Hall said the extensive size of the board is the cause for “dysfunction and the erosion of public
confidence alongside the lack of role clarity, accountability and strong leadership on both the
elected and administrative sides of the board” (Brean, 2015, December 31). Harris’ government
seemingly disrupted more than it was worth to cut costs, as the amalgamations had only moved
boundaries for districts rather than laid-off employees.
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The effects were still evident across communities, as boards now encompassed many
more students across larger geographical areas. Rapidly, the impact of the reduction in funding
was evident throughout the education system. It provided: less than needed to employ teachers
that the boards were legally required to employ to meet basic class standards, redirected funding
from programs intended as support for immigrant families and students at risk, decreased
funding for special education and school operations, meaning maintenance marked deterioration
in the physical quality of the school and cuts to art and music education and library services
(Mackenzie, 2017). The cuts were framed almost entirely in “fiscal terms, with centralized
funding conceived as a tool to control school board spending rather than a means of achieving
equity” (Sattler, 2012, p.21). The ideological stance with achieving equity, social justice,
progress, and citizenship in Ontario’s education system was deemed too costly to maintain.
Allocation of funding has since evolved from the Harris government; however, some
disparities remain, especially for low SES and racial minorities. School board funding is
calculated per student by the government. In 2002, it was roughly $9,339 per student, and it
steadily increased to $9,600 per student by 2006 (Mackenzie, 2017). By 2011 there was a
significant jump in funding to $12,117 per student, but within the next five years, the formula
funding was set at $13,321 per student (MacLeod & Emes, 2019). The funding is distributed to
schools based on their average daily enrolment, which takes attendance into account when
allocating total funding to schools. Therefore, schools in low-income areas lack proper funding
distribution because the funding allocation looks at attendance rather than total students enrolled.
To aid the learning process of minoritized students, the government of Ontario created the
Learning Opportunities Grant to “support early intervention and create targeted programming for
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children and youth deemed at-risk, but it also positioned redistributive equity as an important
educational, social, and economic investment” (People for Education, 2017, NP). However, the
grant has since stirred controversy. At its conception, it was allocated $158 million, despite being
half than the estimated spending on at-risk programs, which was $400 million, calculated at $595
million today due to inflation; whereas the 2017-18 funding formula projected the demographic
portion of the LOG only $358 million (Mackenzie, 2017). While the Learning Opportunities
Grant increased to $759.2 million in 2017 from $390.6 million in 2006, the demographic
allocation only slightly increased (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2016). In 2006, the
demographic allocation accounted for 82% of the total LOG, whereas in 2017, it decreased to
47% (People for Education, 2017). Therefore, the other 53% of the grant was attributed to other
programs, such as literacy and math outside the school day, student success for grade 7 to 12,
school effectiveness framework, Ontario Focused Intervention Partnership (OFIP) tutoring,
Specialist High Skills Major, Mental Health Leaders, Outdoor Education, Library Staff, and
School Authorities Amalgamation (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2016). The deviation from the
original intent of the grant, being to aid students in providing equitable chances at succeeding to
focusing on literacy and math, tends to the neoliberal agenda with the performance-driven
initiatives (People for Education, 2017).
A predominant issue with these grants used to assess students’ needs is that the Ministry
lacks any assessment or follow-up to verify its validity. Specifically, they do not “allocate
funding based on actual needs, [do] not analyze whether additional funding provided for some
students is actually achieving the intended results,” nor do they verify the funding with school
boards to justify being spent on its intended purpose (Ministry Funding and Oversight of School
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Boards, 2017, NP). Due to a lack of revision from the Ministry on the success of the grants given
in the funding formula, there’s a possibility that funds are not properly distributed, despite being
a solution in aiding students.
The Ontario government provides approximately 89% of funding for schools (Herman,
2013), meaning the rest of the ~11% relies on fundraising. A report from Statistics Canada
recorded data from the top and bottom schools and their annual earnings through fundraisers.
The data reported that, among secondary schools, the top 5% of schools raised as much as the
bottom 82% combined, with some schools saying almost $220,000 in fundraisers alone (People
for Education, 2019). Therefore, students attending schools in low-income areas are often
victims of these disparities, as one teacher reported that “families are divided [between] the
haves, and the have nots. It is difficult to ask for support or plan trips when half of our families
live in poverty” (People for Education, 2019, p.39). While these funds from fundraisers only
constitute 10% of the school’s budgets, many schools may intend to use the funds to augment
their budgets, essentially advantaging schools in higher SES areas and disadvantaging the ones in
lower SES areas. For example, 68% of elementary and 22% of secondary schools specifically
fundraise for technology (People for Education, 2019). However, this is difficult in low-income
neighbourhoods when certain families do not have their own access to technology at home.
Despite grants being provided directly by the government to subside these gaps, there is still
clear proof of inequity, especially with the distant learning platform implemented during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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COVID-19
The global COVID-19 pandemic shocked the world as it forced schools around the globe
to close their doors in March 2020 (Schleicher, 2020) and turn to remote learning. While the
long-term effects of the enforced remote learning platform are unknown, certain problems and
concerns surrounding education are arising in Ontario. The government has issued an extra $25
million in funding explicitly related to learning, distributing $10 million for mental health
support and $15 million for technology-related costs (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2020).
However, the digital divide is still rather significant as families from disadvantaged backgrounds
typically rely on public spaces for access to Wi-fi (Macintosh, 2020), something that is not
available or very limited due to lockdowns and social distancing. As of 2017, 99% of Canadians
from high socioeconomic backgrounds had access to the internet at home, compared to only 69%
coming from low socioeconomic backgrounds (Medow & Sheldrick, 2020). An issue with the
COVID-19 grant money is that many believe it’s a viable solution for disparities in education in
higher-poverty schools, following the neoliberal ideology of equality of opportunity rather than
equality of results. Circling back to the idea of an opportunity gap in education, the students
living in these neighbourhoods need and deserve an opportunity rather than equality to see a
difference.
This opportunity gap expands even further with the calculated solution to parents’
concerns. When Ontario announced its back-to-school plan, parents across the province began
opting their child out of in-class learning to hire personal tutors and teachers to form private
learning pods (Bascaramurty & Alphonso, 2020, September 5). Many high socio-economic
families pulled their children out because they could afford to hire personal tutors as extra aid for
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their kids. However, other disadvantaged families do not have the same luxury, as they cannot
afford to pay for private help or take time off work to help themselves (Bascaramurty &
Alphonso, 2020, September 5). On the other hand, some students from low socio-economic
backgrounds are forced to stay at home because they live with grandparents, so now they are
missing out on non-academic programs that may help with their learning, such as breakfast or
lunch programs (Melvoin, 2020). The back-to-school response to the pandemic began dividing
class, race, and ethnicity before even being back in the classroom in Toronto. Many of the lowincome, racially diverse neighbourhoods within Toronto were hit harder by the coronavirus due
to typical living conditions being within closer quarters and multigenerational, making it difficult
to properly social distance (Bascaramurty & Alphonso, 2020, September 5). As a result, many
lower-class and racially diverse parents were forced to either sacrifice their family’s well-being
by sending their kids to school, or their child’s education, by keeping them at home. Meanwhile,
many affluent parents could make a calculated choice to protect their family without having to
sacrifice the quality of their child’s learning.
While many parents were faced with the opt-in or opt-out measure for their children,
specific programs, unfortunately, made an involuntary choice for students. The OECD released a
report that indicated that students enrolled in vocational education and training could suffer a
double disadvantage. In Ontario, 42% of upper secondary students are in vocational education
programs, with 1 in 3 students in combined school and work-based programs. Two of the most
popular vocational education programs that offer a combined school and work-based program
are Co-op and OYAP. Co-op allows students to earn credits while completing a work placement
in the community typically tied with their desired career. In contrast, OYAP is a school-to-work
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program starting in Grade 11 or 12, depending on the student’s credits, allowing them to become
certified in a skilled trade while also completing their secondary school diploma (Ontario
Education and Training, 2019). OYAP, like many vocational education programs, is especially
common for students who lack motivation for in-class learning by finding ways to engage them
in hands-on learning and tailored to their educational needs and interests (Fitz et al., 2019).
However, the closure of many enterprises combined with social distancing requirements has
made the practical and work-based learning necessary for vocational training extremely difficult.
Therefore, these students who are typically presented this program as an answer to their lack of
interest in in-class learning and subjects are now being forced to an online model of learning,
which shows even lower levels of engagement than its alternative.
Conclusion
The neoliberal agenda proposed by Rae’s New Democratic Party but developed,
deepened and expanded, then enforced by Harris’ government with the cogency of his “Common
Sense Revolution” platform was a turning point for Ontario’s society and its many institutions.
By feeding into the public’s concerns about the lack of modern education in an exponentially
globalizing world, the Conservatives, led by Harris, implemented consequential changes to the
education system in Ontario. Based on a “one size fits all” neoliberal doctrine (Basu, 2004,
p.623), the reforms made in the education system greatly disadvantaged some citizens more than
others and continue to do so. The shift to a marketable education system where students are seen
as consumers has altered the way students, teachers, parents, and the public, view education.
Notably, the emphasis was “less on incorporating students into the state as full citizens and more
on exposing them to the market, to a life of selling their capacity to work in order to be able to
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purchase goods and services” (Sears & Cairns, 2018, p.400). Over time, this contributed to the
segregation of the marketable students, primarily the middle-upper class, white students, and the
less marketable students, meaning the lower class and culturally diverse, as is embedded within
society. A thorough look suggests that the education system is quite the opposite by perceiving
itself as a meritocratic system, where those who work hard succeed. It is devised so that the elite
stay elite, and the non-elite are marginalized.
While the apparent gap in education is seemingly assessed by achievement, opportunity
reigns over merit as the middle-upper class continues to benefit from a system made with them in
mind. This is evident through the centralization of funding in education by the provincial
government, the curriculum changes imposed and modified over the years, and most recently,
through the response of politicians to the COVID-19 pandemic. As the shifts in the neoliberal
agenda towards individuality and self-reliance persist through the education system, students and
citizens of minoritized groups are taught using policies, funding and curriculum that don’t
consider their needs. However, PISA scores boast that Canada, specifically Ontario, achieves
high performance and high equity in educational opportunities (OECD, 2015). Therefore, when
minoritized students fail, they are blamed for their own shortcomings, as many stand by these
scores, based on literacy, science and mathematics, to determine the presence of equity in
schools. Understandably, this deception relates highly to the fact that “the neoliberal market
reforms have shifted the conception of equity from its historically social democratic notion and
re-articulated its meaning in economic terms” (Rezai-Rashti et al., 20, p. 162). As noted by
Robertson and Dale (2013), “a socially just education needs to pay attention to all dimensions of
social justice; distribution, opportunity, access, and also to the formation of ‘basic structure’
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beyond capitalist production” (p.428). To properly achieve an equitable education where
minoritized students are given the same opportunities, many factors need to be evaluated beyond
the neoliberal construct of a knowledge economy.
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Chapter 3: METHODOLOGY
Critical discourse analysis works as a lens to help understand the various ways texts
promote inequality and marginalization. The practice synthesizes linguistic and social theory
emphasized by incorporating practices or broader social and historical contexts that include extra
discursive elements (Fairclough, 1992). Furthermore, it’s important to note that discourse is
“socially constitutive as well as socially shaped…It is constitutive, in the sense that it helps to
sustain and reproduce the status quo, and in the sense that it may contribute to transforming
it” (Wodak, Fairclough & Mulderrig, 2011, p.358). The study of CDA relies heavily on the social
theory of language because discourse is an essential element of socialization. The goal or
purpose of socializing is achieved through discourse because it helps grasp the roles of external
factors, such as culture, politics and socio-economic conditions, that can influence social
interaction (Gonsalvez, 2013; Blackledge, 2009). Given the influential nature of discourse within
social interaction, it’s important for our understanding to look at the historical context and social
organization.
As Wodak, Fairclough and Mulderrig (2011) note, discourse can sustain and challenge
the status quo. However, the link between discourse and hegemony makes it difficult to
comprehend its influence in upholding social dominance to citizens. The presence of hegemony
(discussed further below) within society dictates whose voices are predominantly being heard
and silenced. According to Habermas (2003), “all human beings should be granted equal
opportunities to communicate their thoughts but if their freedom to communicate is limited,
social problems and gaps ensue” (Gonsalvez, 2013, p.48). As a researcher, my goal with this
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study is to provide readers with sufficient context and analysis to allow them to understand the
use of language and rhetoric within various types of discourse related to education and
neoliberalism in Ontario. This way, they can reflect upon their understanding of the education
system and society in general and come to their own conclusions about how their contributions
may sustain or challenge the status quo.
Foundations of Critical Discourse Analysis
Critical Discourse Analyses (CDA) is a theoretical framework with a critical social
research aim of understanding “how societies work and produce both beneficial and detrimental
effects, and of how the detrimental effects can be mitigated if not eliminated” (Fairclough, 2003,
p.203). Gaining quick popularity in the late 1990s, it garnered attention due to the rise of various
social problems related to inequity in society, specifically within education, labour, healthcare
and socio-economic development (Luke, 1996). CDA offers a more profound look into the role
of linguistics related to social theory, as we use it to examine how society perpetuates “the
domination, exploration and dehumanization of people by people” (Fairclough & Graham, 2010,
p.304). This examination is done by studying language and how linguistics permeates social
practices. These practices are often “tied to specific historical contexts and are the means by
which existing social relations are reproduced or contested, and different interests are
served” (Janks, 1997, p.329). Essentially, the goal of CDA is to analyze the alienating and
disabling effects of changes imposed upon a group of people using different forms of texts. As
Van Dijk (2006) indicates, it’s “multi-disciplinary and requires an account of intricate
relationships between texts, talk and social opinion, power, society and culture” (p. 252).
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The analysis process will be guided by the three common themes present in critical
theory practices: power, knowledge and discourse. Famous CDA theorists, such as Fairclough,
emphasize that power “is constrained through socially mediated linguistic practices by drawing
from Gramsci’s Neo-Marxist concepts of hegemony and ideology” (Higgins, 2010, p.18).
Fairclough (1995, 2003) utilizes Gramsci’s theory of ideological hegemonies to explain the
power held by the elite, who claim that certain notions, like globalization and privatization, are
beneficial and timeless. According to Gramsci, hegemony is a product of the functioning of
ideology, referring to the “aspects of a worldview that is often taken for granted and that
disadvantage some and advantage others” (Wall, Stahl & Salam, 2015, p. 258) done either
consciously or unconsciously. This is due to the belief that these ideological representations of
the world are presented as “common sense,” naturalizing its own functions through its
appearance in everyday texts, therefore, often going unchallenged (Higgins, 2010; Luke, 1996).
Due to this manipulative use of discourse, many innocently or unknowingly reproduce
ideological hegemonies, despite its potentially harmful effects on the disadvantaged members of
society. However, this is done purposefully, as the socio-political power ever-present within
discourse maintains the access of the dominant group over societal commodities like financial
resources, socio-economic sources, socio-economic positions, information and knowledge (Van
Dijk, 1998; Van Dijk, 2001).
Moreover, these elements of power often transfer into other aspects of society, like
education, where knowledge is motivated by social interests, which typically coincide with the
notions pushed by these “elite” in power. By pushing agendas that focus on globalization and
privatization as a positive, constructive concept for society, those in power can determine a new
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framework for success within society. Efficiency progressed toward being the most natural
human goal within society to better fit the competition embedded within those concepts. Thus
the presence of knowledge quickly became associated with efficiency rather than comprehension
or cognizance (Higgins, 2010). As a result, a divide was created to distinguish those who
demonstrate societal expectations of efficiency and benefit from it and those who do not. As a
research framework, the purpose of CDA is to focus “on the implications of social practices for
status, distribution or attribution of social goods, power, and whose interests are served or
subjugated by a particular discourse” (Ritz, 2014, p. 36). This is done by describing discourse
practices and, more importantly, problematizing and exposing the oppressive exercise of power.
The focus on inequality created by power holders through persuasive discourse to further their
position within society while disabling access to others is why CDA can appropriately help me
analyze documents, policies and other key elements related to neoliberalism in Ontario’s
education system.
To ensure my research is keeping on track with the goals and standards of CDA, I will
align my goals to the aims defined by Van Dijk. Van Dijk (1993) noted that there are four main
aims or objectives intended for using CDA as a research method, and they include :
1. To help uncover the social problems due to power relationships and beliefs
2. To help people understand the real meaning of the texts so that they appreciate their
exercising of power or resistance to it
3. Explains the role of relationships between the processes, relations and structures of
the society, and events, texts and discursive practice in securing domination and
power
4. It aims at encouraging people to take corrective action after disclosure of any power
imbalances and inequalities or non-democratic practices
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I’d like to address the second aim listed by Van Dijk (1993); the goal of CDA is not to provide a
definite answer by the end of the study or the real meaning of the texts. Rather, the goal is to
provide readers with analyses and data to demonstrate how society reproduced inequality. In
doing so, researchers present their sociopolitical stand through their perspectives, points of view
and interpretations of the discourse studied, albeit objectively. This allows readers to create their
own conclusions on inequality within society and how they wish to follow with action. Although
there are many methods of analysis for CDA, Norman Fairclough’s three-tiered system will be
used for this study to help guide the analysis process and interpretation of discourse related to
neoliberalism in educational policies.
Fairclough’s Three-Level System
Norman Fairclough is considered one of the leading figures and theorists accredited to
critical discourse analysis. However, due to its study of both linguistics and social theory,
Fairclough’s work was greatly inspired by social theorists such as Marx, Gramsci, Habermas,
Foucault, and Halliday (Higgins, 2010). While these other theorists’ models exist, I’ve chosen to
borrow aspects of Fairclough’s three-dimensional approach for analyzing discourse because it
benefitted similar studies centred on educational discourse (Lalonde, 2016; Parker, 2017; Ritz,
2014; Higgins, 2010). In his eyes, discourse analysis aims to systemically explore often opaque
relationships between discursive practices, events and texts, and wider social-cultural structure,
relations and processes. This would be done by carrying out “investigations into how such
practices, events, and text arise out of and are ideologically shaped by relations of power and
struggles over power, and explorations into how the opacity of these relationships between
discourse and society is itself a factor securing power and hegemony” (Fairclough, 1993, p.135).
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Hence the importance to stress that the goal of CDA is not to disprove truths through
unequivocal answers but rather expand insight by putting forward reflexive analytical
representations (Fairclough, 1999; Fairclough, 2001; Olson, 2007).
Within his research, Fairclough recognizes that discourse helps shape how people
represent and interpret the world, including themselves and their productive activities, in relation
to other moments (Fairclough, 2000). Thus, a key principle in CDA is its interpretative and
explanatory nature; it goes beyond a straightforward textual analysis. This means the
“interpretations and explanations are dynamic and open and may be affected by new reading and
new contextual information” (Wang, 2006, p.61). Therefore, by asking epistemological
questions, we can understand the conditions behind specific societal problems, such as inequality
in health care, business, law, and obviously, education.
To help with the analysis process, Fairclough’s method of critical discourse analysis
utilizes three levels to raise general “consciousness of exploitative social relations, though
focusing upon language” (Fairclough, 1989, p.4). The first level looks at the object of analysis,
including verbal and visual texts, investigating aspects such as vocabulary selection, grammar,
cohesion (conjunctions, clauses) (Fairclough, 1992; Fairclough, 1998, Blommaert & Bulaen,
2000). The second level focuses on the processes by which the object is produced and received
(writing, speaking, designing and reading, listening, and viewing) by human subjects and their
variability under the impact of social factors (Janks, 1997; Fairclough, 1992). At this stage,
vocabulary, grammar, cohesion, and text structure are studied in terms of the connection between
text and its context, also known as intertextuality (Fairclough, 1992). Finally, the third level of
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CDA looks at the socio-historical conditions that govern these processes, typically through three
different socio-cultural contexts: economic, political and cultural (Janks, 1997; Fairclough 1992).
According to Fairclough (1995), each dimension requires a different analysis based on
specific components. The “linguistic properties of texts are described (text analysis), the
relationship between the productive and interpretative process of discursive practice and the texts
are interpreted, and the relationship between discursive practice and social practice is
explained” (Wang, 2006, p. 67). To better understand Fairclough’s model, one might think of
“nesting dolls in which the smaller doll contains the text, and the largest contains the sociohistorical/cultural/political context” (Lalonde, 2016, p.33). Furthermore, it is important to note
that texts represent more than words on a page or something read; in this context, a text can be
any act of communication that creates meaning through various systems. Thus, a text can be a
speech, literature, a song, a policy, an article, an interview, a song, an advertisement, a TV
commercial or an image.
The use of intertextuality helps explain the implicit dialogue between texts and the
readers’ or intended audiences’ experiences. Since language can be very subjective and
interpreted in many ways depending on the audience, it’s essential to observe how varying
backgrounds or audiences could affect understanding a text. On a similar note, a common
critique of CDA is the danger in the ease of subjectivity. Even though Higgins (2010) argues that
“an analysis that is not evocative of its author is neither an appropriate goal nor even a
possibility” (p. 130), the goal for this research is to be as transparent as possible while
maintaining my sociopolitical stance. To establish rigour in this qualitative research, what
Lincoln and Guba (1985) call ‘trustworthiness,’ I will follow their criteria to achieve
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‘transferability’ (the applicability of the findings in other contexts), ‘dependability’ (consistency
in the research process to make it repeatable), ‘conformability’ (the extent to which other
researchers can confirm findings), and ‘credibility’ (confidence in the “truth” of the results)
(Abawi, 2018).
Using CDA to Explore Presence of Neoliberalism in Ontario’s Education
In order to understand why CDA is a suitable framework for studying neoliberalism in
education, it’s important to look into the aims of Ontario’s education system and how policies,
documents and legislation are constructed to align with said aims. The provincial government
defines the three core priorities for education (OME, 2009), being:
• High levels of student achievement
• Reduced gaps in student achievement
• Increased public confidence in publicly funded education
While policies often refrain from explicitly aligning their objectives with neoliberal ideologies,
its presence in education, through heightened marketization, accountability and individuality, is
easily discernible with a deep analysis. The focus of educational competitiveness aligns with a
heightened sense of individuality in citizens and accountability to the public. As we’ve
discussed, the obvious factor of determining academic achievement through standardized testing
implies economic competitiveness through education. This is apparent in the OME’s Achieving
Excellence: a Renewed Vision for Education in Ontario document, which outlines the three core
priorities in Ontario’s educational system. Salient throughout the entire document, the OME
boasted its world rankings for its superior quality public education system, saying that “time and
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again, international studies rank Ontario students among the best in the world” (OME, 2014,
p.2).
Certainly following the core priority of ensuring public confidence, the OME often
reassures the public with ‘proof’ of a system that puts their kids on top. Woodside-Jiron (2011)
utilized Fairclough’s framework to deconstruct discourse used in literacy policies and discovered
a pattern policies changes that enact “expert knowledge” by using phrases like “current and
confirmed research” to help eliminate or reduce resistance from the public (Lalonde, 2016;
Woodside-Jiron, 2011). Furthermore, Lorna Earl (2002), former EQAO director, explains the
public’s reliance on EQAO test scores by stating that we are a “society awash with data, the
public has come to expect that educational institutions can demonstrate their competence by
presenting quantitative test scores” (Earl, 2002, p. 42). This also goes far beyond education. With
the introduction to neoliberalism within society, education is not the only institution affected;
other systems such as health care, law, economy and the workplace also saw a shift towards
quantifiable data collection. Yet, due to its subtle nature, it goes unnoticed. Consequently, data
ranking has become so commonplace in our culture that we constantly depend on numbers in all
areas of our lives. From the “Toronto Stock Exchange to polling to nightclubs swiping licenses
for identification and for marketing” (Earl, 2002, p. 42), numbers and data add a sense of
security, and proofreaders have now become accustomed to seeing.
Despite the public’s desire for data in education being reinforced by Mike Harris in 1997
with the creation of the Education Quality and Accountability Office, its firmly rooted reliance
explains why, decades after Harris’ term as Premier, as a society, still rely heavily on numbers as
proof of success. The permanence of neoliberalism is evident today. We see that educational
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governance focuses on centralization, standardization of curriculum, and the promise of results in
education through increased accountability, no matter the political party involved. Even though
each governing party approaches the neoliberal agenda differently, their “pitch” remains the
same. Synonymous with its roots in capitalism and marketization, business jargon can be used
appropriately to describe the process of neoliberal practices within society (Parker, 2017). Each
Premier since Harris has presented a solution or an answer to problems within education. Yet,
these solutions are often “sold” to the public as the ultimate, and only, answer to a problem,
mimicking the one size fits all approach often used within neoliberalism. The “selling” of the
solution that, as far as public conversation is concerned, is the only feasible option promotes a
sense of comforting reliance on the government by the public to counterbalance the fear or
hesitations caused by societal problems. Consequently, it’s the reliance on fear that drives
neoliberal-laden policies and regulations to be enacted without hesitation.
Through Harris and now again with Ford, both Conservative governments have ushered
changes in education on the coattails of public fear. Mulderrig (2012) expands on the popularity
of such policies and ideologies as they are constructed using a “politics of inclusion” to garner
consent for neoliberal ideology through the obscure use of the pronoun “we”. By building on
Fairclough’s (1993) research on synthetic personalization, Mulderrig (2012) sheds light on how
the publics’ undisputed acceptance to changes in governance could be related to both public fears
of falling behind globally with other countries, and public pride of knowing they are considered
one of the top competing provinces with respects to education (Lalonde, 2016). Wodak (2015)
also conducted research to identify the use and effectiveness of, what she calls, the Politics of
Fear used by the government in attempts to pass their agendas. Successful creation of the politics
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of fear relies on a combination of form and content; it can target specific audiences and adapt to
specific contexts (Wodak, 2015). Typically, this is done using scapegoats as opposition, even
though “anybody can potentially be constructed as dangerous ‘Others’, should it become
expedient for specific strategic and manipulative purposes”, it can legitimize a politics of
exclusion to push “policy proposals with an appeal to the necessities of security” (Wodak, 2015,
pp. 4-5).
Now, the mention of both a politics of inclusion and a politics of exclusion may seem
contradictory, but with further speculation, it makes sense. Within neoliberal reforms, there’s the
enabling of a dominant group against a non-dominant group; in education, there is the group of
students deemed marketable versus the non-marketable students. More specifically, the
marketable students are primarily made up of white, middle-class students, whereas the nonmarketable students are overrepresented by racial and ethnic minorities and low-socioeconomic
individuals. Thus, in a neoliberal context, the use of both a politics of inclusion to promote unity
and correspondence in those considered elite and marketable simultaneously uses a politics of
exclusion to further exclude and marginalize those who do not fit this category. With CDA,
discourse is used to understand society and culture, which supports understanding societal
problems. This study hopes to delve into the discourse used to identify the presence of both
forms of politics within the Ontario education system that contribute to the oppressive exercise
of power in society.
Although this study aims to highlight comparisons between Harris and Ford’s terms as
Premier, the use of texts from the Liberal reign in Ontario between 2003-2018 is necessary to
properly analyze the rooting of neoliberal practices over the past two decades. However, due to
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similarities in their timelines and their fiscal approaches to social services, like education and
healthcare, discourse from Harris and Ford’s eras as Premier is used to study the implications of
their neoliberal platforms. Both Harris, in the 90s, and Ford, in the 2010s, saw the benefit in
using public fear to oversee turmoil turn to profit through fiscal austerity and crisis capitalism.
Fiscal austerity “imposes financial limits on the state’s actions through fiscally constraining it in
the name of balanced budgets and limitations on debt,” which is why the “neoliberal doctrine
always prioritized restraining, retrenching or redirecting state action”(McBride, 2018).
Following, crisis capitalism uses skilled discourse as a key method to reinforce governance and
acceptance from the public during times of crisis. Ontario has seen both Conservative Premiers
leap to utilizing crisis capitalism to brush controversial and unfavoured policies under the carpet
from the public.
Crisis capitalism is effective because it uses “the chaos and uncertainty of disasters to
quietly usher in policies and measures that restructure societies to the benefit of the wealthiest
and at the expense of the rest of us” (Hahn, 2020, NP). Specifically, due to its current presence
within media, a deeper look at how discourse is being used during the COVID-19 pandemic can
shed some light on the preferential policies and legislations produced by our government. As
we’ve explored within the CDA context, media and discourse can help create the social
construction of reality; therefore, studying patterns and consistencies within discourse used to
address issues related to the pandemic are highly beneficial. Specifically due to the influential
role media and discourse has played throughout the pandemic, such as its part in spreading
politics of fear. The constructed manner of these scenarios of danger within media and politics
demonstrates how “fear has become a dominant public perspective” (Altheide, 2002, p.3) since
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people are being presented with situations they do not fully comprehend yet being told they
should fear the outcome. This contributes to mass fear and a blind acceptance of any hint of a
solution, seen with the crisis’ during Harris and Ford’s governance.
This methodology aims to provide a wide range of examples of neoliberal adjustments
made to education. It also detects strategies and actions that shape neoliberal policies while
providing a deeper understanding of the power movement between varying levels in society.
While looking at the surface, inequities may be evident in the education system for minoritized
students. Still, with CDA, our study takes a deeper look between the lines to see how discourse
used within these policies and regulations is constructed to reinforce ideological hegemonies in
society. Many forms of discourse are available to make this study interesting, relevant, and
significant.
Description of the Study
This study is grounded in qualitative methodology. The goal of qualitative research is to
elicit “understanding and meaning in which the researcher is the primary instrument of data
collection and analysis” (Merriam, 1998, p.11). Qualitative research methodology uses “multiple
sources of information and data collection to develop a holistic account of the subject under
study” (Creswell, 1998, p.39). Unlike quantitative research, qualitative research is not in the
business of seeking generalizable findings. By exploring and seeking to understand the social
world, a qualitative researcher attempts to describe and explain it in a way that identifies and
analyzes power and power relationships. While being open-ended, qualitative research is also
inductive, in that qualitative researchers build arguments from the evidence. Qualitative
researchers develop the explanation, a mid-level theory, by following where the evidence leads
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them. Building an argument from the evidence, my study explores neoliberalism in Ontario from
1995-2020; my research design is emergent.
Using documents and other historical artifacts is helpful for researchers, as documents
typically are standard, can be found in various forms, and are also broadly accessible. Moreover,
in highly literate societies such as ours, written texts provide a particularly telling window into
social worlds. This is particularly true with the advent of the Internet, as documents and other
related archival materials are housed over time in various databases. For example, I used JStor
and Omni Libraries databases in my study. Both databases have been searched using a
combination of keywords such as “neoliberalism” and “Ontario” with “policies,” “education,”
“influence on low-income students,” “racialized students,” along with “classism in schools” and
“low-income students in Ontario.” Other online databases were used, including The Globe and
Mail, and the Toronto Star, two national newspapers. National newspapers were a vital source to
examine as they have a powerful influence in shaping the public’s views and opinions, including
economics and education. It’s essential to understand how media representations and discourses
represented and shaped education’s engagement with neoliberalism. Engaging with documents is
also an efficient and useful way of researching, reviewing and interpreting the texts multiple
times. They remain unchanged by the researcher’s influence or research process.
I used traditional spadework to develop a rich and deep evidentiary base, scouring
databases and archival materials for relevant sources. By working diligently and going back and
forth working with the data, I looked to secure and develop a comprehensive understanding of
neoliberalism in Ontario from 1995-2020. By engaging in these materials, sifting and sorting,
examining and analyzing, I built categories. Throughout this study, these categories serve as
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thematic concepts to investigate and better define neoliberalism’s presence within society and
education, specifically in Ontario in the last 25 years.
Chapter 4: ANALYSIS
This chapter provides an analysis in three sections. The first section provides an overview
of the key texts used for this study. As previously stated, this study utilizes many texts for
analysis; however, a key element to this research lies in neoliberal reforms at the top level of
government. Thus, official government documents, like Policy/Program Memorandum no.119:
Developing and Implementing Equity and Inclusive Education Policies in Ontario Schools,
Growing Success, and Achieving Excellence, are examined as key documents. Throughout the
analysis, other documents are used sparingly to reinforce various concepts in the research; this
includes Ontario’s Education Equity Action Plan, and Pathways to Apprenticeship documents,
campaign platforms from both Harris’ and Ford’s government, newspaper articles, blogs,
legislative bills, and other varying documents. The second section describes the linguistic
portions within these documents that pertain to neoliberal reforms, coinciding with Fairclough’s
first level of analysis. The third section interprets these descriptions by evaluating them and
placing them among other similar aspects related to discourse, Fairclough’s second level of
analysis. The final, explanatory step of Fairclough’s analysis will appear at the end of each
section as a micro-discussion to address each interpretative analysis more fully in its sociohistorical and socio-cultural context.
Section One: An Overview of Key Texts
Policy/Program Memorandum no. 119: Developing and Implementing Equity and Inclusive
Policies in Ontario Schools
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The 2013 version of the PPM no.119 is the most up-to-date version of Ontario’s Equity
and Inclusive education policy. It is a nine-page document that begins with an introduction that
highlights that “Ontario’s publicly funded education system supports and reflects the democratic
values of fairness, equity, and respect for all” (OME, 2013) before stating the three core priorities
of education, established by the Ontario government. As previously stated, these are 1) high
levels of student achievement, 2) reduced gaps in student achievement, and 3) increased public
confidence in publicly funded education. To achieve these core priorities, the authors of the
policy document clarify that recognizing equity and inclusivity within its schools is imperative
for success. By eliminating discriminatory bias and systemic barriers in the classroom and
celebrating all types of differences related to race, religion, gender, social class, sexual
orientation, and physical/mental disabilities, the policy suggests that an equitable and inclusive
education can be reached.
The following section of the document indicates requirements for each school board to
develop their own equity and inclusive education strategy plan by providing three goals stretched
across eight areas of focus for successful integration in schools. The three goals of the equity and
inclusive education strategy (OME, 2013) are:
1) shared and committed leadership
2) equity and inclusive education policies and practices
3) accountability and transparency
The Ministry specifies that school boards will focus on eight areas concerning equity and
inclusive education to successfully achieve the three stated goals. They include (OME, 2013, pp.
5-8): (1) Board policies, programs guidelines, and practices, (2) Shared and committed
leadership, (3) School-community relationships, (4) Inclusive curriculum and assessment
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practices, (5) Religious accommodations, (6) School climate and the prevention of
discrimination and harassment, (7) Professional learning, (8) Accountability and transparency.
Without going in-depth, each goal has a brief statement that justifies its importance and describes
what is expected from the specific area of focus. The document concludes by providing
definitions for diversity, equity and inclusive education.
Since the nature of this study looks at inequity in education, it was logical to include and
analyze the current policy in Ontario regarding Equity and Inclusive education. This way, we can
determine the basis of equitable education strategies being implemented and how they coincide
with the “for all” education model boasted within the province.
Growing Success
In 2010, the Ministry of Education published a 159-page policy document that looks at
assessment and evaluation for reporting student achievement across all ages. This included new
performance standards and assessment methods for teachers to evaluate student success aligned
with the Ministry’s core priorities discussed in PPM no. 119. To this end, two recurring themes
are omnipresent within Growing Success: the importance of professional judgment and student
responsibilities. These themes are found woven into each of the ten chapters (OME, 2013) that
touch on: (1) Fundamental Principles, (2) Learning Skills and Work Habits in Grades 1 to 12, (3)
Performance Standards—The Achievement Chart, (4) Assessment for Learning and as Learning,
(5) Evaluation, (6) Reporting Student Achievement, (7) Students with Special Education Needs:
Modifications, Accommodations, and Alternative Programs, (8) English Language Learners:
Modifications and Accommodations, (9) E-Learning, and (10) Credit Recovery. Also included
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are three appendices that look at (1) Large-Scale Assessments, (2) Progress and Provincial
Report Card templates and (3) Resources for Particular Policy and Programs areas.
Within the document, the authors specify that the “primary purpose of assessment and
evaluation is to improve student learning” (OME, 2010, p. 5). The seven Fundamental Principles
elaborate on how educators can provide valid, reliable and fair practices for improved student
learning. The section that follows elaborates on the context for which these policies can be
successfully incorporated in learning, which is mirrored again in each chapter, first an
identification of the policy, followed by the context to explain its intent. At the end of the
document, a glossary and a page of references are included to provide definitions for keywords
that are used throughout the document.
The decision to include the Growing Success document came from personal experience
as a Bachelor of Education student, as it was one of the documents most often referenced in each
course throughout the two-year program. Seeing as how two of the three core priorities set by the
Ontario Ministry of Education include achievement of some sort, it is integral to include the
current policy document used by educators to set the standards to determine academic
achievement.
Achieving Excellence
Achieving Excellence: A Renewed Vision for Education in Ontario is a 20 paged
document created in 2014 by the Ontario Ministry of Education to serve as a guide for where
Ontario’s education system should be heading. The document begins with a Mission Statement to
introduce the purpose of the text, emphasizing that the education system is continuously
enhanced to “develop the knowledge, skills and characteristics that will lead [students] to
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become personally successful, economically productive, and actively engaged citizens” (OME,
2014, p. 1). The following section defines four renewed goals for education that build on the
current three priorities mentioned earlier (OME, 2014) :
1)
2)
3)
4)

Achieving Excellence
Ensuring Equity
Promoting Well-Being
Enhancing Public Confidence

Each of the four goals has its own dedicated section that elaborates on the topic, justifies
its importance, and defines a plan of action to succeed in the stated goal. The plans of action are
divided into two sections, how Ontario will achieve success and how Ontario will assess
progress towards the goal. The document's conclusion recognizes that the “world is changing
rapidly” (OME, 2014, p. 20), which justifies the need to improve the education system for
greater accomplishments in student learning.
The purpose of using this document stems from the emphasis on renewed goals by the
government for the education system as a whole. Specifically, when looking through policies on
the Ministry of Education website, many reference the goals outlined in Achieving Excellence as
inspiration for their policies. Therefore, analyzing where the current basis for “achieving
excellence” stands within the province is beneficial to my research.
It should be noted that all of the resources above are the most current documents of their
kind and are publicly accessible on the Ontario Ministry of Education’s website. My decision to
include these documents was validated because the seemingly intended audience for these
documents varies: PPM no. 119 for school boards, Growing Success for educators, and Achieving
Excellence for parents. Therefore, it allows us to study the government's neoliberal rhetoric and
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practices produced for multiple levels. The decision not to include Ontario’s Education Equity
Strategy Plan and Pathways to Apprenticeship as key documents was due to the more narrowed
focus; they aligned better with supporting documents to strengthen analyses rather than conduct
them.
While each of these documents were conceived before the current Conservative
government, the lack of updates suggests contentment with these current documents as they
stand. As a result, to directly analyze and compare the 1995-2003 and 2018—present
Conservative government, I will also be looking at discourse from both eras of Conservative
reign in Ontario, including bills, public speeches, news articles, press releases, among others.
This provides a better context for discourse that may have come directly “from the mouth” of the
Premiers, rather than one that was conceived over time with multiple revisions from different
ministries. Moreover, due to equity and inclusion policies being administered and implemented
at the board level, analyzing a few Board regulated equity and inclusion policies is essential to
create a holistic study. Thus, allowing me to study three different equity and inclusion education
policies from local school boards in my area. Seeing as how these will be acting as supporting
arguments, providing an overview for every single piece of discourse being used is unnecessary
and would take away from the key texts that shape our critical discourse analysis.
Section Two: Descriptive Analysis
The following section considers the dominant concepts discussed in the previous section,
specifically regarding the core priorities of education described by the government as well as the
goals and practices inspired by them. To do so, we will unearth the layers of textual features and
contexts across the texts through Fairclough’s critical discourse analysis framework. In other
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words, the emphasis is not on the literal meaning of the texts themselves, but rather the analysis
that develops based on those concepts and how they define an equitable and inclusive education
aligning with neoliberal standards. This is why, as previously stated, the goal is not to provide
“perspective free truths” but rather “open up new avenues of understanding by interpreting texts
and proposing explanations from specific “subjective” locations” (Higgins, 2010, p.64). That
being said, as Higgins (2010) advises, this does not suggest that the research is presented in a
manner that the conclusions are not carefully considered and unsupported by evidence. Instead,
using Fairclough’s framework allows me to present my analysis in a systematic and thoughtful
manner grounded in the evidence.
The first level of Fairclough’s (2003) system can be considered an internal review as it
analyses the linguistic components within each text. He argues that this level is essential to
analyze the internal relations comprised of both present (syntagmatic) and absent (paradigmatic)
components. Now, as my study utilizes multiple texts, the internal review will be made across the
texts to analyze possible themes and similarities in the linguistic proportions. As Vellos (2017)
points out, “lexical relations were used to follow words present in text and their relations with
other words” (p.74). In our case, this means studying proponents of the neoliberal agenda,
identifying how equity in schools was transpired in text, and how equitable education may have
been related to other words in the text. The lexical tools used throughout this study include
metaphors, politics of inclusion/synthetic personalization, politics of exclusion, and social actors.
Metaphors
Metaphors are a commonly studied rhetorical device for critical discourse analysis. It is a
principal vehicle for understanding our physical, social and inner world (Chilton & Lakoff, 1995;
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Musolff, 2012). According to Musolff (2012), metaphors can be implicit, meaning they look at
strong implications and the intended inferences, and explicit in nature, where fundamentally it
derives from the relationship and interaction between the words and their contexts. For example,
an implicit metaphor could be: “Sonia barked commands at her child” by using the verb barked,
it’s understood that Sonia is being compared to a dog, without explicitly mentioning a dog. This
view of metaphor takes a semantic view, as it implies changing the use of a word from one
context to another while still understanding the meaning. On the other hand, explicit metaphors
are much more transparent in context; it looks at the literal statements through the language in
use, where the sentence’s literal meaning is deviated by the speaker’s meaning (Grice, 1989). So,
“My son is a cuddly baby bear” would be an example of an explicit metaphor; due to the context
of the sentence, the woman speaking is not literally inferring her son is a bear, but rather his
actions remind her of a cub. This means it often requires the audience to make an extra cognitive
effort to analyze what would work literally versus what would require a non-literal interpretation
(Kort, 2017); examples of such include irony, sarcasm, or idioms.
I look at examples of implicit and explicit metaphors in a political context that focuses on
specific neoliberal discourse within my research. In general, metaphors are often studied when
looking at discourse because they are considered ideological in the sense that they “define in
significant part what one takes as reality” (Chilton & Lakoff, 1995, p. 56). Hence their
importance in critical discourse analysis, metaphors can help form a coherent view of reality.
Moreover, the cognitive process that occurs when analyzing discourse and its components, such
as metaphors, are so habitual in practice that it occurs almost unconsciously and automatically.
The natural and effortlessly conventional use of metaphors is an interesting starting point for
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critical discourse analysis as it helps investigate discourses’ relationship with societal issues of
inequality. More specifically, when researching metaphors, critical discourse analysis and
neoliberal ideology, each concept described the importance of the unconscious power of
discourse and related it to the surprising efficacy of controversial politics. It is important to recall
that the pragmatic approach to metaphors looks at the speaker’s meanings and use of linguistics
rather than the meaning behind the language. This means that the use of language through the
speaker’s purpose is often used with a specific intention that they want to be recognized by
others within social interaction (Kort, 2017). Thus, even though citizens unconsciously
understand metaphors, those producing the speeches and texts typically do so intentionally. This
is especially useful in politics as Kort (2017) states it is a persuasive device “that helps by giving
elegance, clarity and style to the speech…and thus making it more convincing” (p. 39). Further,
metaphors are adaptable as they can serve two distinct functions, rhetorically they are meant to
persuade an audience, whereas poetically, or rather orally, metaphors aim to purge the feeling of
fear and pity (Ricoeur, 1978; Kort, 2017). The analysis of discourse to locate patterns and
instances of metaphors used to manipulate and abuse power is a key component of this CDA.
Politics of inclusion & exclusion
Van Dijk (1991) argues that words are never neutral. Once a word is chosen over another,
it can evoke opinions, emotions, or social positions from the author or speaker surrounding their
argument. Specifically, this can be seen in documents containing inclusion or exclusion politics.
As previously stated, our study will cover both politics of inclusion and politics of exclusion
since both are used meticulously within policy documents as a means to maintain hegemonic
ideologies present in society. The politics of inclusion is a popular discursive strategy when it
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comes to educational policy because it aids in the reproduction of the deeply ingrained
“hegemonic struggles that policy-makers construct as a modern technology of control to win the
consent of subordinate groups” (Nguyen, 2010, p. 350). To do so, authors or speakers use what
Fairclough (1989) coined as synthetic personalization, which is when an institution appropriates
a human voice to win the consent of the subordinate groups. Implicating the general public helps
disguise power imbalances for politicians to maintain hegemony.
The rhetoric used in politics of inclusion and exclusion is often successful because they
allow receivers en masse to feel addressed as individuals through the notion of being bonded
with the addresser. Aligning with neoliberal ideology, it stresses the importance of self and
individuality in terms of success; as a result, politicians such as Mike Harris can successfully
speak to a group while reaching each individual. This builds affinity and a sense of proximity
between the addresser (politician) and the addressee to create a supposed “friendly” bond, where
the addressers make their interest seem like the interests of the addressees. Moreover, the
presence of a “friendly” bond convinces addressees that what the politicians want is also suitable
for them (Thomas, Singh & Peccei, 2004) and will benefit them and their needs, making it
difficult to question assumptions.
Mulderrig (2012) elaborates on this concept by evaluating the presence of the pronoun
‘we’ or ‘us’ in the world of educational policy. When politicians use ‘we’ or ‘us’ in discourse,
they can delegate responsibility from the government onto a wider group of people, like the
public (Lalonde, 2016). As a result, the use of these pronouns to manufacture consent often
comes with the consequence of tarnishing the image of their opponents for their own good. This
is due to the equivocal nature of the word ‘we’; it can be a pronoun of solidarity, as seen with the
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politics of inclusion, while also representing rejection, with the politics of exclusion. The
presence of an ‘us’ signifies the existence of a ‘they’ or ‘you’, which can be presented in many
forms such as acts of blaming, scapegoating, marginalizing, excluding or attacking the moral
character of a group or individual. (Chilton, 2004). To correspond with neoliberal views, the use
of othering emphasizes hegemonic disparities of a dominant group over an inferior. It is explored
greatly in Harris and Ford’s platforms and certain OME documents.
Social actors inclusion/exclusion & activation/passivation
Van Leeuwen (1993) described his CDA theory by looking at the sociological
components of discourse first, then the linguistic components, rather than the other way around
like most other critical theorists. When differentiating between both theories, politics of inclusion
looks intently at how linguistics excludes or includes certain people. In contrast, Van Leeuwen’s
(1993) theory looks at the pre-existing divides within society and how language is used to
maintain them. When analyzing social actors’ presence in discourse, it’s essential to recognize
whether or not they are included or excluded and in what way.
One of the main focuses’ within Van Leeuwen’s (1993) theory is his exploration of the
role of social actors in discourse. Social actors are participants in the text who are “identified [in]
different ways, [they] are represented as participants in social processes, through their presence
(inclusion) or absence (exclusion)” (Vellos, 2017, p.75). Van Leeuwen (1993) describes the
importance of looking at the role social actors play in the discourse as it “can reallocate roles and
rearrange the social relations between the participants” (p.43). Split into two categories, either
included or excluded; he identifies various representation sub-sections under each category. Due
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to the extensive repertoire of his research, this study will not go into detail for each subsection
but instead will analyze the role reallocation for included social actors.
Section Three: Interpretive Analysis
In the previous sections, I described the salient features in an overview of each key
document used for this study and the linguistic components chosen to guide my analysis. This
study aims to uncover the neoliberal practices ingrained in the education system in Ontario and
analyze how these practices disable minoritized students. The analysis is inspired by the fact that
Ontario boasts its “For All” model of education that is recognized as one of the most
accommodating and equitable worldwide (OECD, 2015). As I delve into the nature of context,
Fairclough’s arguments on its subjectivity are important to consider. As Higgins (2010) noted,
Fairclough states that “although we may textually construe (represent, imagine, etc.) the social
world in particular ways it does not necessarily follow that our representations or construals have
the effect of changing its construction” (p.107). As a result, in this following section, I will not
attribute simple causality from neoliberal discourse to varying social contexts or portray it as the
sole cause for distress towards minoritized individuals. Rather, I will review and elaborate on the
consequences of the conditions created by neoliberal discourse being produced and implemented
in educational discourse (Higgins, 2010).
This final section aligns with the second and third levels of analysis in the CDA
framework that uses the linguistic components as a lens to dissect the chosen texts and relate the
findings to today’s social climate. To aid in the lexical analysis, I used Sketch Engine, a website
database where users can upload documents for varying lexical organizations, which helped
immensely. As a result, my interpretive analysis will pertain to my second research question,
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being “How has rhetoric used by the successive Ontario governments legitimated neoliberal
ideals within the education system?”. To do so, I organized the following section under three
main subsections: neoliberal rhetoric, politics of inclusion/synthetic personalization and politics
of exclusion/politics of fear and used the CDA tools described earlier for my analysis.
According to Fairclough’s (1992) framework, the third level analysis looks at the sociohistorical conditions through the discussions of implication. In this study, these micro discussions
will discuss the first research question, which asks, “How has the neoliberal reform movement
shaped Ontario’s education system in a way that disadvantages minoritized students?” The micro
discussions aim to sum up and explain the interpretations that precede. As Fairclough (1992)
defines the final level, it offers both an ‘explanation’ and a ‘critique’ to the interpretive analysis.
The strength of CDA in its entirety lies “beyond interpretations of the structures of texts to
situate the significance of linguistic interpretations at the level of worldview, or
ideologies” (Higgins, 2010, p.106). Thus, the explanatory stage will review the significance of
the interpretive analysis related to the current social and educational context.
Aspects of neoliberalism
A main goal of this study is to uncover aspects of neoliberal rhetoric used in discourse
and its effects on minoritized students. Neoliberal ideologies and practices are so commonly
rejected that it’s difficult to comprehend how they were so readily accepted and how they have
endured within society. Due to its commonplace presence in society, detecting how our policies,
documents, bills, and other government forms may maintain these practices after so many years
is not easy. The following subsection unearths aspects of neoliberalism, not just in the key
documents but also in other various forms of discourse, by dissecting how neoliberal ideologies,
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such as the focus on markets, individuality, and accountability, are transpired with the help of
clever rhetoric.
Education as a Business. One of the leading aspects represented in neoliberalism is its
focus on free markets and privatization. Interestingly, Friedman (1962) often defended free
markets and their use because they contribute to political freedom and democracy. However,
within an educational context, free markets and privatization coincide with largely nondemocratic views. This is due to education being reconfigured in market terms more and more
every day, which leads to students being viewed now as human capital rather than human beings.
Within the examples of discourse, this metaphor of viewing students as human capital was vastly
present (Table 1).
In order to differentiate between individual texts in the tables, the following abbreviations will be
used.
GS
AE
PPM

Growing Success
Achieving Excellence
PPM no. 119

EEAP
PtA
CSR

Ontario’s Education Equity Action Plan
Pathways to Apprenticeship
Mike Harris’ Common Sense Revolution
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Table 1. Education as an investment
“…see the results of hard work and
targeted investments” (AE, p.17)
"Gaining knowledge” (GS, p.31)
"Performance tasks and
standards” (GS, pp.16 & 39)
"As before we will see inspiration
become action and investments
yield results” (AE, p.3)
“…thousands of students invest
many more on their own” (AE, p.5)
“…manage their own learning” (GS,
p.14)
“There is no telling what we can
accomplish if initiative and hard
work are rewarded once
again” (CSR)

“Students will be fully engaged
in their learning, building the
skills and developing the
attributes they will need to
compete for and create the jobs
of tomorrow.” (AE, p.4)
"And full-day kindergarten—
the single most significant
investment in education in a
generation—will soon be a
reality across the entire
province, giving every fourand five-year-old the best
possible start in life” (AE, p. 2)

“Vibrant communities and a
prosperous society are built on the
foundation of a strong education
system” (AE, p.1)
“Achievement also means raising
expectations for valuable, higherorder skills like critical thinking,
communication, innovation,
creativity, collaboration and
entrepreneurship” (AE, p.3)
“Today#s global, knowledgebased economy makes the
ongoing work in our schools
critical to our students#!success in
life and to Ontario#s economic
future” (GS, p.7)

The first two columns demonstrate examples of students being presented as human capital as
both investments and workers (Lalonde, 2016). Students are developed and defined as the
investment within education, and, as described in the key documents, it is evident that the focus
lies on producing economic results. Aligning with neoliberal practices that emphasize enterprise
culture in education, the focus on maximizing profit for tangible results is discernible throughout
the discourse. As a result, students are often depicted as workers either related to their current
status inside a classroom or their future status outside in the real world as they get older
(Lalonde, 2016). As seen in the final column, there are various examples of how investing in
students, and more importantly, their academic achievement works out in and benefits society.
Based on the texts, investing in our students means investing in “Ontario’s economic
future” (OME, 2010, p. 7) and a “prosperous society” (OME, 2014, p.1).
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Albeit education is an investment for the future, the focus in these documents associates
education as an investment into one’s future for the betterment of Ontario’s economy rather than
one’s own betterment. Thus, students' association as human capital reflects the knowledge
economy that permeates the neoliberal culture. Defined as “an economy directly based on
production, distribution and utilization of knowledge and information as fundamental enablers of
growth, wealth creation and employment” (Oxford Dictionary), it’s understandable why human
capital plays a key component in maintaining a knowledge economy. Within this knowledge
economy, “education is represented as an input-output system that can be reduced to an
economic production function” (Olssen & Peters, 2005, p. 324), thus stripping education of its
process of educating the whole child to educating the part that can contribute to economic
development.
While analyzing the key documents, it is clear that students are the main social actors,
and rightfully so. Now, when referring to other social actors that play an essential role in the
education of students, such as Teachers, Parents, Administration, and the Community, they are
often referred to as “stakeholders.” In its actual context, a stakeholder is defined as "a person
with an interest or concern in something, especially a business” (Oxford Dictionary). Naturalized
occurrences of economic discourse, such as the use of stakeholders to describe those involved in
the process of education, demonstrate how marketized language has evolved outside of the world
of business (Lalonde, 2016).
Corresponding with the neoliberal agenda, marketized language helps indoctrinate human
action into the market domain. This is done little by little to avoid making it obvious to the
audience. For example, as seen in the table analysis, if the audience were reading through the
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document, using words such as “targeted investments,” “prosperous society,” or “performance
standards” would most likely not generate a reaction as they are common metaphors used
regularly. However, once highlighting the use of these words and associating them with their
economic roots, they begin to jump out a bit more frequently. Again, words are never neutral, so
the continuous use of these metaphors can help structure how the audience sees education (van
Dijk 1991; Winton, 2013).
Another excellent example of marketized language is the distinction between the
education system and the education sector used in the discourse (Lalonde, 2016). At first glance,
these two terms appear to be interchangeable, as seen in these examples (emphasis added in
each) :
“Applying an equity, inclusion and human rights perspective to internal organizational
structures, policies, programs and practices will help to identify, model, frame discussion
about and work to support an inclusive and diverse education sector.” (OME, 2017, p. 20)
“Ontario’s publicly funded education system supports and reflects the democratic values of
fairness, equity, and respect for all.” (OME, 2013, p.1)
“The government received input from representatives within the education system, including
parents and students, teacher, support staff and school and system leaders, as well as input
from individuals and groups outside the education sector, including businesses and nonprofit
organizations.”(OME, 2014, p. 1)
It appears that the two terms are synonymous, but upon further examination, one may reconsider.
The first two examples demonstrate each term by themselves and seem to revolve around a
similar concept: inclusive education. Although, there is an important distinction made in the first
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example from Ontario’s Equity Education Action Plan that specifies “internal organizational
structures, policies, programs and practices” to support an inclusive education sector (OME,
2017, p.20). The actual definition of the term sector is “an area or portion that is distinct from
others” (Oxford Dictionary) and over time became heavily associated with the economy and the
world of business. This is exemplified in the discourse, as ‘sector' is often used in reference to an
outside look on education.
On the other hand, ‘system’ is “a set of things working together as parts of a mechanism
or interconnecting network” (Oxford Dictionary), and suggests more of an inclusive,
‘community’ approach, as it refers to participants that are a part of the learning process or an
insider look. The distinction between the two is most apparent in the final example, which
utilizes both terms, here the participants “within the education system”, being parents, students,
teachers, support staff, and school and system leaders, and those “outside the education sector”,
businesses and nonprofits, were consulted for input. The references to the education sector are
associated with businesses and nonprofit organizations found in a market society. Hence, when
referred to as a sector, a similar top-down managerial approach is placed on education, so it
"adopts the same types of expectations as other market sectors—high output, enforced
accountability, efficiency, etc.” (Lalonde, 2016, p.64). The implicit, regular use of marketized
language in an educational context shapes how education and those involved are viewed. This
reconfiguration of education to fit market standards alters the value of items to be analyzed by
cost and benefit to maximize capital, or in our case, human capital.
Individualism. The emphasis on individuality is indoctrinated within neoliberal
ideology. A new shift under neoliberal rule linked individual survival to national survival while
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tying both to the market (Davies and Bansel, 2007). The shift enticed individuals to willingly
take on the responsibility in particular social services once covered by the government, such as
security, health, and education, through the mobilization of nationalist rhetoric. Thus, citizens are
burdened to take the helm of economic (and national) survival or demise (Davies & Bansel,
2007). First and foremost, this is accomplished through a focus on the individual, rather the
entrepreneurial individual, who fulfills “their obligation to the nation/state by pursuing economic
well-being for themselves and their family, for their employer, company, business or
corporation” (Davies and Bansel, 2007, p.8). As Peters (2001) notes, “the theme of
‘responsibilising the self,’ a process at once economic and moral, is concomitant with a new
tendency to ‘invest’ in the self at crucial points in the life cycle” (emphasis in the original
document) (p.61). This dedication to the individual is exemplified below (Table 2).
Table 2. Individualism and the ‘self’ (emphasis added in each)
“Teachers engage in assessment as learning by helping all
students develop their capacity
to be independent, autonomous
learners who are able to set
individual goals, monitor their
own progress, determine next
steps, and reflect on their
thinking and learning” (GS,
p.28)
“Assessment plays a critical
role in teaching and learning
and should have as its goal the
development of students as
independent and autonomous
learners” (GS, p. 29)

"We want students to develop
self-discipline and the personal
management skills that will
make their communities,
workplaces, and lives the best
that they can be.” (GS, p.14)
"Learners in the province#s
education system will develop
the knowledge, skills and
characteristics that will lead
them to become personally
successful, economically
productive and actively
engaged citizens” (AE, p.1)

“…who can understand and
manage their own health and
emotions” (AE, p.14)
"Empowering students to
become owners of their own
learning” (GS, p.32)
"The students assesses and
reflects critically on own
strengths, needs, and
interests.” (GS, p.11)

The first two columns refer to the focus of preparing the ‘individual’ for their future,
aligning with the emphasis on the entrepreneurial individual fulfilling their obligation by
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contributing to the economic growth and development. By redesigning the needs of the
individual into the needs of the nation, education gains the “neoliberal metanarrative based on a
vision of the future: one sustained by ‘excellence’, by ‘technological literacy’, by ‘skills
training’, by ‘performance’ and by ‘enterprise’” (Peters, 2001, p.66). This means everything from
policies to assessment to curriculum must be restructured to reflect the needs of the business and
industry, including the need for highly skilled flexible workers. Accordingly, the desire for the
ideal worker is seen in the development of the learning skills described in Growing Success
(2010), they define the “work habits needed to succeed in school and in life,” now referred to as
the Ontario Skills Passport (OSP) (p. 12). These “important work habits” are working safely,
teamwork, reliability, organization, working independently, initiative, self-advocacy, customer
service, and entrepreneurship (OME, 2010, p.12). The document quotes the OECD by saying the
desire for these learning skills is caused by the need to make sense of and function in an
increasingly globalized and modernized world (OME, 2010).
Likewise, the emphasis on the entrepreneurial individual is evident in Achieving
Excellence’s iteration of students becoming “personally successful, economically productive and
actively engaged citizens” (p.1). Moreover, this point is outlined in the introduction’s Mission
Statement and stated twice more on the same page. As Parker (2019) denotes, “repetition is
employed as a rhetorical device that iterates the key values of neoliberalism” as it “tends to
naturalize and endorse certain ideas as the best, or most desirable, outcomes” (p.8). The
integration of one who is "personally successful,” "economically productive,” and an "actively
engaged citizen" reinforces both Davies and Bansel (2007) and Peters’ (2001) point on the
change of individual well-being into the nation’s needs for economic survival. This
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transformation affects the citizen, as they now become an "autonomous active citizen" or the
"active entrepreneur of the self,” whose values have been replaced with an “emphasis on
enterprise and the capitalization of existence itself through calculated acts and
investments” (Davies and Bansel, 2007, p. 8). Consequently, the market fundamentalism “eroded
the foundations of the basic human associations—community, family, marriage. In the words of
Oscar Wilde, the New Right seemed to know the price of everything and the value of
nothing” (Manne, 2005, p.5).
In the final column in Table 2, a shift in the rhetoric involving the individual illustrates
this shift of responsibility onto the ‘self’. In the former examples in columns one and two, we see
students being spoken for as independent or individual learners. Whereas, as shown in the final
three examples, students are now given the task or responsibility of taking charge of their own
learning or growth. Peters (2001) elaborates on the theme of responsibilisation of the self by
stating it’s a break promoted by the government away from the culture of dependency. In his
Common Sense Revolution, Harris himself brought up welfare reform to “restore hope for people
by breaking the cycle of dependency” (p. 9). This is accomplished through the restructuring,
deregulation, and privatization of social institutions, as seen through the reconstruction of the
education system. As a result, it places the responsibility of the students’ survival in their own
hands, or as Peters (2001) explains, “risk management is forced back onto individuals and
satisfied through the market” (p.61). Therefore, those who do not succeed under the conformities
of the restructured enterprise culture can be considered as failing to fulfil their obligation to the
state and, with that, the economy. Whereas, students who “become owners of their own learning”
learn to “assess and reflect critically on [their] own strengths, needs, and interests” or “manage
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their own health and emotions” are successful in the sense that they contribute to national
economic survival.
One of Friedman’s (1955) main arguments for free markets was that improving the
workings of the market, strengthening competition, and widening opportunities for commerce
and trade allows individuals to make the most of their individual qualities. Friedman viewed
competition as enticing individuals to “maximize individual potential and thence their
competitive advantage” (Davies and Bansel, 2007, p. 11). By heightening emphasis on the ‘self’
and diminishing the culture of ‘dependency’ to the State, it encourages competition amongst
service providers and citizens to take care of their own future individual needs, reinforcing the
drive for personal responsibility. As stated in Achieving Excellence, “Students will be fully
engaged in their learning, building the skills and developing the attributes they will need to
compete for and create the jobs of tomorrow” (p. 4). Further, with the emphasis on competition,
whether in a classroom, a school, a community, a province, or a nation, it constructs the idea that
there are ‘winners’ and ‘losers’. Thus, relating to the neoliberal ideology of the entrepreneurial
self and market culture, the students who are deemed ‘losers’ may be those who do not see value
in competition or base their education in regards to producing economic profit or simply cannot
compete fairly given their socio-economic circumstances.
However, the promotion of competition is becoming more and more evident at the
elementary and secondary levels, with specialized programs (sports academies and IB, STEM,
and Immersion programs), reputations, statistical information (related to EQAO or OSSLT
scores), and graduation awards and scholarships (Mulderrig, 2008; Woodside-Jiron, 2011),
devoted as a promise to students and their families to receive the best for their future. For
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example, these statements are taken from an Ontario school board website promoting its
Immersion and STEM programs: “Giving your child the advantages that come with being
bilingual not only builds on creative thinking skills but also ensures excellent communication
skills to be ready to succeed in today’s competitive workplace” (WECDSB, 2021, para. 1) and
“In order for graduates to succeed in the knowledge economy as it continues to expand, they'll
need the competitive advantage that a STEM-based education provides” (WECDSB, 2018, para.
2). The development of these types of programs enables hyper-competition by allowing students
and their families the choice of schools based on specific desired programs, enticing schools to
adopt more programs for specialized funding, enrolment, and an even a better reputation
(Lalonde, 2016; Mulderrig, 2008; Woodside-Jiron, 2011). The promise of providing students
with a ‘leg up’ in today’s competitive market further coincides with Friedman’s view on free
markets in education. Through increased competition and widening opportunities for some
students, students can ‘make the most of their qualities’ to satisfy their entrepreneurial self and
the market education. So, the ideology of neoliberalism suggests.
Accountability. A significant platform promise from Harris’ (1994) Common Sense
Revolution campaign was Ontario’s need for education reform as the government, at least in the
view of Harris, was “spending more and more on education, but getting less and less in the
classroom” (p.11). To accomplish this, Harris turned to increase “accountability to parents and
taxpayers” through a “core curriculum set province-wide, and standardized testing at all levels”
to ensure spending more efficiently while “improving the quality of education [offered] to
students” (Harris, 1994, p.12). The process of creating standards through a common core
curriculum and a mechanism to evaluate the social investments made in education to ensure
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educational excellence coincides with neoliberal education’s devotion to the market (Horsley,
2014). Accountability is an integral function in neoliberal ideology; by creating specific
standards for achievement, the government reformed education becomes a results-focused
system. Albeit, proof of results in education are not an absurd request from parents or the public,
but when an education system runs on an input-output model for learning, accountability
becomes less centred on what’s best for the students and more about what’s best for society or
the economy. In addition, placing specific standards of achievement on all students based on a
learning model devoted to preparing students to contribute to society through economic growth
and development further enables the push for the entrepreneurial self while narrowing down the
definition of success in education.
Like many other aspects of neoliberal education, accountability in Ontario's education
system did not come and go with Harris’ government. Despite creating the Education Quality and
Accountability Office (EQAO), Harris’ Conservative government was not Ontario’s most
accountability- and numbers-driven government. In fact, when elected in office, both Liberal
governments, under McGuinty and Wynne, centralized the focus of educational achievement on
EQAO and international tests scores. Examples of such focus are detailed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Ensuring public confidence through accountability
"The goal is to ensure that this
confidence is not maintained,
but enhanced” (AE, p.17)
"Increased public confidence
in publicly funded
education” (PPM, p.1)
"Ontarians want to have
confidence in the ability of our
publicly funded education
system—from the ministry to
the school board to the
classroom—to meet the needs
of our children” (AE, p.18)

"Confidence in publicly
funded education has grown as
teachers, support staff, parents
and school boards see the
results of hard work and
targeted investments” (AE,
p.17)
"This international recognition
also builds confidence among
Ontario#s parents and families,
who have come to expect
extraordinary results” (AE,
p.18)
"By raising our expectations
for what student success
means in Ontario, while
dedicating resources where
there is the greatest need, we
will meet and work to exceed
Ontarians' high expectations of
the education system” (AE,
p.17)

"Overall students performance
on EQAO assessments has
improved by 17 percentage
points” (AE, p.17)
"High school graduation rate
has increased 15 percentage
points over the past 10
years” (AE, p.17)
"95% of children attend a
publicly funded school—a
testament to the confidence of
parents and families across the
province” (AE, p.18)
“71% of grade 3 and 6
students are achieving our high
provincial standards” (AE, p.2)
“Research has shown that it
takes 5 to 7 years for most
English Language Learners to
catch up…” (GS, p.77)

The first column in the table demonstrates the rationalization of accountability within the
province. As argued by Harris and later echoed in the 2014 document Achieving Excellence,
“Ontarians want to have confidence” (p.18) that their money is translating into success when it
comes to education; whether or not they are ‘getting a bang for their buck’. In addition, since
Ontario defines “increased public confidence in publicly funded education” as one of its core
priorities of the education system, the notion of accountability shares the same importance as
reduced gaps in student achievement and high levels of student achievement. Therefore, as stated
in Achieving Excellence, the goal is to ensure confidence in the public system and consistently
enhance it.
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The second column further exemplifies the education system’s dedication to the
knowledge economy through accountability. The first column highlights the importance of
building public confidence in the education system. Yet, we see the focus on how this confidence
is achieved in the examples in the second column. Some of the methods named, such as seeing
results of hard work and targeted investments, international recognition, and raising expectations
of what constitutes student success, relate to accountability in neoliberal ideology. The creation
of standards and core curriculum in the education system allows the government to determine
student achievement across the entire province, reinforced by human capital theory. Therefore,
the curriculum defines standards of ''what student success means'' to prepare students for their
future, i.e. contributing to the nation’s economy. Likewise, this is evident in the first example;
public confidence derives from proof of results from “hard work and targeted investments” from
standardized test scores done at a provincial or international level. However, these types of tests
rule over learning and reduce it to quantitative measures, which “permeates the government’s
education policy initiatives that focus on improving testing outcomes” (Parker, 2019, p. 5). As a
result, learning is stripped down to a basic form to boost test scores to maintain and enhance
public confidence in the system.
Simply put, the idea and notion of accountability are popular because it allows the public
to feel a part of something. This trust is further justified when “the education system makes
decisions based on evidence and research, and when it is seen as a steward of public
resources” (OME, 2014, P. 17). Evidence and research offer a sense of legitimacy that the public
desires for profit, as evident in the final column. As Earl (2002) argued, we increasingly rely on
numbers as a society as they offer a sense of security, a sense of objectivity, quantitative
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measures are broken down to gain a better understanding of whatever is being examined. Hence,
it is no surprise that numbers and statistics in several documents are emphasized to report
academic achievement or education in general.
Going beyond just policy documents, reporting on math achievement in newspapers is
often linked to EQAO scores to reinforce change. For example, when discussing the
implementation of the new math curriculum in Ontario, Doug Ford justified the shift due to the
2018 results reporting Grade 3 EQAO math scores had dropped from 67% to 61% in the last four
years, while adding “When I became Premier, I made a commitment to parents — I promised
you that we’d get back to basics, I promised our kids would learn the fundamentals once again so
they could succeed in today’s world because the system we inherited was failing” (Artuso, 2020
June 24). The problem with accountability, as seen in this example, is “it allows citizens to think
that there is someone who is supposed to act, to be responsible, and to blame” (Parker, 2017, p.
54). Ford presented to the public while deflecting blame onto Wynne’s government an inputoutput argument supported by a breakdown in numbers to illustrate the need for reformations
easily. The money and curriculum inputted into schools produced a decreased output, resulting in
6% over four years, thus echoing the knowledge economy’s focus of emphasizing education as a
means to satisfy the market and doing whatever is necessary to do so.
Equity. As we focus on equity in education, analyzing the presence of equity and
inclusivity in educational discourse is paramount. The word ‘equity is referenced 204 times
across all Ministry official discourse used for this analysis. The sole use of government-produced
texts is to verify the standards of practice for equitable education at the top to see how it trickles
down throughout the system, eventually making its way into the classroom. The social actor
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most related to equity is School Boards, which is logical. Equity and inclusive policies are
structured at the Board level, meaning they oversee developing, reviewing, and implementing
their own policies. As a result, the PPM no. 119 is structured with School Boards in mind and
serves as “a direction to school boards on the reviews, development, implementation, and
monitoring of equity and inclusive policies” (OME, 2013, p.2). The description of the policy as a
direction rather than a guide fits, as it is very bare-bones in content related to how School Boards
can usefully transform the policy into action in schools. What’s worth noting is that the policy
begins by stressing the importance of:
Fostering social cohesion based on an inclusive society where diversity is affirmed within a
framework of common values that promote the well-being of all citizens. Ontarians share a
belief in the need to develop students’ character and to prepare students for their role in
society as engaged, productive, and responsible citizens. Active and engaged citizens are
aware of their rights, but more importantly, they accept responsibility for protecting their
rights and the rights of others. (OME, 2013, p.1)
The notion of producing ‘actively engaged citizens’ or teaching citizenship is often used in
political discourse, yet it’s almost always followed or preceded by words connecting citizenship
to a prosperous society. For example:
Our children, youth and adults will develop the skills and the knowledge that will lead them to
become personally successful, economically productive and actively engaged citizens. (OME,
2014, p.1)
This means working together with…leaders to bring the action plan to life and create a
learning environment that inspires every child and student to reach their full potential and to
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become personally successful, economically productive and actively engaged citizens. (OME,
2017, p. 4)
The paragraph described in the PPM no. 119 demonstrates a rare occurrence as the
Ministry defines what they mean when referring to an 'active and engaged citizen’; for the most
part, it is simply referenced as a goal to achieve but never fully developed. While the paragraph
suggests a laudable reference to an inclusive society through education, key neoliberal concepts
within this document take away from its legitimacy. First, the notion of producing ‘actively
engaged citizens’ stresses the importance of the nation-state, especially in reference to education.
Moreover, the second sentence uses a paratactic sentence, which typically “works to give the
words or phrases equal weight in the passage” (Oxford Dictionary); suggesting that developing
‘students’ character’ shares the same importance as preparing ‘engaged, productive and
responsible citizens in the eyes of ‘Ontarians’. While not describing the aspects of character
considered important to develop within students, the subsequent statement suggests that the
OME aligns students’ character with their roles in society. Finally, it also emphasizes the concept
of responsibilisation, as evident in the final sentence, “they accept responsibility for protecting
their rights and the rights of others”. The use of the verb “accept” suggests there is a choice given
to citizens; however, as other discourse has emphasized, should students or citizens not accept
the responsibility to protect their rights and the rights of others, they are ostracized in society and
deemed as rejecting their duty to the nation.
The policy then states that:
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide the direction to school boards on the review,
development, implementation, and monitoring of equity and inclusive education policies to
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support student achievement and well-being. Our schools need to help students develop into
highly skilled, knowledgeable, and caring citizens who can contribute to both a strong
economy and a cohesive society. (OME, 2013, p.2)
Similarly, this statement suggests a laudable commitment to structuring equitable education "to
support student achievement and well-being” (OME, 2013, p. 2). However, the document then
clarifies that “'student achievement and well-being' is connected to developing students who
contribute to a strong economy and a cohesive society” (OME, 2013, p.2). Once again, the
paratactic sentence distributes a balance of importance between both sides of the sentence, thus
confirming that the Ministry sees creating a cohesive society and contributing to a strong
economy as equal importance for students. This suggests that students who cannot contribute to
both obligations of a strong economy and a cohesive society, while they may not be marginalized
completely, may be seen as lesser in society. Further, this illustrates how our education system is
moving into a knowledge economy, where student success is based purely on their future capital
in relation to the labour market and economy.
It should be noted that without the inclusion of documents that directly touch on Equity
and Inclusive education, like PPM no. 119 and Ontario’s Education Equity Action Plan, the use
of equity and inclusive education is scarcely mentioned within the texts. Apart from the two
documents above, the word “equit-”, to catch either variation of equity or equitable, is used 26
times in total across three other documents. The Growing Success document mentions “equity”
more than Achieving Excellence; however, out of a 160-page document, it is only used 16 times.
On the other hand, the Achieving Excellence document defines “Ensuring Equity” as one of its
main goals but only mentions equity or equitable ten times. Moreover, three of the mentions of
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“equity” are used in a title, meaning it is only used in context a total of seven times. A
multimodal analysis on the cover page of Achieving Excellence provides further insight
(Lalonde, 2016). The cover page of the document illustrates the province of Ontario with various
words to denounce the document's theme. Some words appear larger in size than others,
suggesting a hierarchy of importance, further reinforced as the four key goals in the document
appear largest on the cover. However, out of the four main goals, ‘Equity’ is used least in the
text, with ‘Well-being’ being mentioned 18 times, 'Public Confidence’ a total of 14 times, and
‘Excellence’ a total of 10 times.
On the other hand, some words are mentioned throughout the text frequently that are not
on the cover illustration, such as ‘results’. Throughout this study, I have analyzed the
government's emphasis on results-based education. Although it is mentioned nine times in
Achieving Excellence, two more times than ‘equity,’ it is excluded from the cover page.
Consequently, there are included words on the cover page, like ‘diverse’, ‘inclusive’ or ‘enriched
professional’, which are mentioned either once or zero times. Therefore, despite its common
presence in the document, the omission of 'results' suggests it was done purposefully to avoid an
association of results-based education to the knowledge economy.
Micro discussion. Examined collectively, these neoliberal practices may shape how
readers perceive education and learning as well as its participants in the system. The combination
of marketized language, heightened accountability and emphasized individuality illustrates
education “as a means to employment, and employment as a main indicator of good
citizenship” (Lalonde, 2016, p.71). By promoting education with a heightened sense of
nationalism, the process strips learning to its basic form based heavily on results. Therefore, the
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focus on educating the whole child gets lost in the quantifiable data of desired results. As
D’Agnese (2019) notes, the issue is:
Reducing persons to their economic value and features tames students’ critical agency,
imaginative vision, ability to concretely recognize plurality and differences, and talent to
imagine the world other than it is by channeling these dispositions toward predefined ends;
thus these qualities lose their potential to open new paths. (p. 699)
Many of the non-quantifiable aspects of education, such as a students’ critical agency or
imaginative vision, are highly subjective in nature and, therefore, difficult to measure under the
predefined means in neoliberal education. Consequently, multiple studies link the effects of
enhanced imagination and creativity to improved cognitive and social-emotional processes later
in life (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021). Vygotsky (2004) argues that creativity in human life is
necessary for future growth; thus, if educators diminish imagination or creative processes to
make room for quantitative results, it can reduce students’ ability to progress into unfamiliar
areas. He explains that “it is precisely human creative activity that makes the human being a
creature oriented toward the future, creating the future and thus altering his own present” (p. 9)
and, as educators, if we “want to build a relatively strong foundation for a child’s creativity, what
we must do is broaden the experiences we provide him with” (p.15). However, as we’ve
discussed thus far, the neoliberal method of education is much more narrow in nature and,
therefore, restrictive for students.
Similarly, when an education system sets predefined ends, it also sets defined
measurement methods for evaluation. Unfortunately, this can result in many facets of education,
like equity, being reduced down to simple quantifiable measures. While reporting on numbers of
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immigration in the province or immigrant students in schools is expected, like other aspects of
education, the province reduces the equity in education down to the success of skills in literacy
and maths. Similarly, throughout the discourse, there’s a distinct association between equity and
inclusion to improve student achievement (Cepin and Naimi, 2015) rather than enhance the
quality of student life and experiences. For example, taken from a school board policy on equity
and inclusion in the province, it states that:
As such the Board will select, develop, and deliver curricula which reflect in equitable ways
the experiences, values, achievements, and perspectives of a diverse society. Students will be
provided with opportunities to acquire the knowledge, skills, positive attitudes, and
behaviours required to compete in a global economy. (GEDCSB, 2020, p. 4)
This statement introduces the policy section on Inclusive Curriculum and Assessment Practices.
Thus, even though the policy highlights the need for students to feel represented in their
curriculum, it later negates this statement to demonstrate the province’s commitment, even when
discussing equity, to producing students for global competition. That being said, no arguments
are being raised against the importance of student achievement, as achievement is an integral
part of education, but defining high student achievement purely in terms of standardized testing
raises concerns. The relationship between equity and student achievement is seen frequently
throughout the discourse. All policies, strategy action plans, and information documents are
rooted in the government’s three core priorities for education, regardless of their intended
purpose.
The rationale for equity and inclusive policies being determined in standardized practices
posits contradictory intentions. As Cepin and Naimi (2015) note, “the danger of positioning
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equity and inclusive policy as a means of improving student achievement is that achievement
(defined narrowly) continues to dominate the practices and the implementation
process” (pp.73-4). This results in an education system that frames equity and inclusive practices
to be realized through student achievement, leadership and accountability, and to be seen in a
top-down managerial fashion. Hence the Ministry delegating the task of producing equity and
inclusive policies to school boards with the guidelines included in the PPM no.119 and the
Ontario’s Education Equity Action Plan document. As a result, it covers the institutional aspect
of equity and inclusion between the Ministry and school boards. Still, it can cause a
miscommunication surrounding the practical conditions of ensuring equity and inclusion are
present in everyday schools.
When school boards create policies individually, it leads to a subjective decision on
equity and inclusion based on the board's interpretation, even if they all stem from the same
policy. This leads to school boards developing varying policies that may shape their views on
equity and inclusion differently. For example, in the focused area of School Climate and the
Prevention of Discrimination and Harassment, one school board specified, “At the request of at
least one student, the principal of each secondary school shall designate a vice-principal to
establish and oversee a Social Justice / Equity Club or Gay-Straight Alliance” (WECDSB, 2020,
p.4). In contrast, another board simply mentioned developing “school codes of conduct with the
active consultation and involvement from students, staff, parents/guardians, and a representative
cross-section of community members to address the needs of diverse communities” (GECDSB,
2017, p.10). While the difference is not extreme, as both touch on involving consultation to
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address the needs of diverse communities, both examples demonstrate how each board
interpreted PPM no. 119 and how it affected the result of their board policy.
Interestingly, neither board specifically mentions socio-economic status in their policy
regulations, despite specifying racism, gender-based discrimination, and homophobia. Although
one could assume that equity and anti-discrimination strategies encompass socioeconomic status,
other school boards directly mention SES when referring to supporting students’ needs in their
policies. This omission suggests that the first two school boards view equity and inclusion as
focusing more on race or sexuality in their schools. This could be due to Ogbu’s (1992) argument
that distinctions between social classes are not as easily detectable, allowing students of lowerincome backgrounds to adapt easier to their middle-class counterparts compared to their racial or
sexuality minority peers. That being said, Abawi (2018) points out that many of these policy
documents facilitate ‘laminated equity’, meaning they look pleasing on paper and displayed on
school walls, yet often fall short of being materialized into action.
Another issue stemming from a top-down managerial method in the education system is
policy development and implementation incompatibility between the school boards and schools.
As seen in neoliberal ideology, a “one-size fits all” approach is often the solution to many
problems in education, despite its adverse effects. Thus, difficulties in implementing policy
regulations can be related to a disconnect between boards and individual schools. For example,
the Toronto District School Board covers 588 schools, whereas CSC Providence has only 30
schools total but covers a region starting in Windsor-Essex to Owen Sound. Both cases
demonstrate how complicated a single board-level policy for all schools can be; the first example
highlights the difficulties due to the sheer capacity of the student population, whereas the second
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shows the problems related to size geographically. As a result, at the board level, it’s difficult to
cover each school's specific needs and demographics within their policies, and by the same
token, report issues related to equity and inclusion in schools back to the boards.
Unfortunately, this type of disconnect between school and board can be common. A case
in London, ON exemplified this disconnect when a principal was removed from a high school for
wearing the hair of a Black student on two separate occasions. During a fundraiser for a student
battling cancer, the school held an assembly for students to shave their heads to support and raise
funds when the principal took one student’s hair and put it on his head (CBC News, 2021 May
29). Then, six months later, for Halloween, the principal came to school with the same
dreadlocks that he had fashioned into a wig and a basketball jersey, dressing up as the student.
The article reports that many “students at the school [were] disgusted and offended,” mainly
because the student who had cancer had died that August, thus motivating them to write a letter
to the school board about the principal’s actions as well as “other incidents at the school”.
However, the article states, “the students sent a petition to the school board and [received]
nothing” (CBC News, 2021 May 29).
As seen in the case above, a one-size-fits-all approach to equity in education is not a
sensible approach to equity and inclusion. The lack of action from the board described by the
students demonstrates common issues related to a top-down managerial method, as many aspects
slip between the levels and end up overlooked. When the story broke about the principal, a city
counsellor reported that she attended the same high school but switched schools before
graduation due to “a climate of racism at the school…and that was 10 years ago” (CBC News,
2021 May 29). The former student sharing her struggle from a decade ago exhibits the dangers of
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“laminated equity,” caused by boards that draft and ‘implement’ policies with little work to enact
the responsibilities described within.
By delegating the task of developing the equity policies to the school boards, the Ministry
has rid itself of the responsibility of manufacturing equity and inclusion policies and ensuring
they are properly implemented throughout the province. As a result, the task falls onto the school
boards to interpret the guidelines laid out in the policy, thus leaving room for error and
miscommunication. Moreover, schools and boards are only required to report the implementation
progress to the Ministry, with “no oversight in place for how the policies are drafted and how the
outcomes of success are measured” (Abawi, 2018, p.88). Despite accountability and
transparency being a part of the eight areas of focus in PPM no.119, there is no basis for
measuring implementation success. In other words, school boards must declare an end goal and
how they can achieve this goal but are not required to describe the steps taken to ensure that the
practices are progressing accordingly.
The lack of guidance from the Ministry points to the responsibilisation in neoliberal
ideology. By ridding themselves of creating equity and inclusion policies in schools, the
government now puts the boards and administration at the forefront of ensuring equitable and
inclusive practices. As a result, it “places a great deal of autonomy and power in administrators
to decide how much equitable and inclusive educational policies are to be followed or adhered to
(if at all)” (Abawi, 2018, p.88). While not surprising, this is significant as it suggests that equity
and inclusion are considered less important than literacy or numeracy since schools are not
required to be held accountable with measures of progress in implementing their policy, like they
are with EQAO test scores (Abawi, 2018). Moreover, McGallagher-McKay et al. (2021) explain
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the positive impact of collecting disaggregated data by race, Indigeneity, gender identity, among
others, on the understanding of equity in opportunities and outcomes. These reports can highlight
“where the greatest need for support lies in the presence of significant inequalities, what supports
are being employed and where, and if they are helping students” (McGallagher-McKay, 2021,
p.19), but since it is not required, unlike EQAO, only three school boards in the province publish
this data.
Consequently, this is why reports from the Ministry boasting Ontario’s PISA scores in
high achieving performances and high equitable education opportunities (OECD, 2015) are not a
true testament to equity in Ontario schools. The results on standardized tests only show a layer of
the province’s ‘equitable education’, which demonstrates a student’s capability to assimilate and
align with the Eurocentric, non-inclusive curriculum standards of success (Butler, 2015). Butler
(2015) explains that these scores de-emphasize the need for “any substantive change to the status
quo, other than continued calls for culturally relevant pedagogy” (p.41). Thus the cycle
continues, the Ministry reports a narrower gap between minoritized students and their peers on
EQAO and OSSLT scores yet indicates “there is more work to do to ensure that all students have
the opportunity to succeed” (OME, 2014, p.2) then hands over the responsibility related to the
equity and inclusion policies to the school boards and their administrators.
It should be noted that the social actors with a more significant role in ensuring equitable
practices in schools are largely absent from the PPM no.119 and many other policy documents.
Teachers are rarely mentioned directly, unless discussing professional development and training,
despite minoritized students reporting issues starting directly in the classroom (Kumashiro,
2000). Due to the overarching presence of the knowledge economy, teachers’ roles are
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significantly reduced to produce results to appease parents and administration while turning to
heavily instructional and rote lessons that ‘teach to the test’ to ensure high results. Studies show
that these teaching styles are often used with minoritized students because teachers believe these
students are less motivated, have fewer academic skills, need more discipline, have less
supportive parents and don’t want to learn (Kumashiro, 2000; Rigelhof, 2017). Yet, once these
students are cognizant of these beliefs, it can impact their learning and overall attitude towards
school (Kumashiro, 2000).
As D’Agnese (2019) notes, within a knowledge economy, “this relationship is framed as
a kind of vehicle for reaching the right learning outcomes” (p. 699), pressuring teachers to
produce results for the public or face scrutiny. However, D’Agnese (2019) argues that when
“teachers and educators turn to specific test results or supposed societal and economic needs to
justify the application of one method or another…they cut at the root of democratic education,
betraying the meaning of schooling” (p. 705).
Politics of Inclusion
The term politics of inclusion was coined by Mulderrig (2012) and can be used almost
interchangeably with Fairclough’s (1993) synthetic personalization, as both denote the
implication of the public in text and speech acts by dominant groups, where the subversive
notion of inclusion is seen as a means to maintain and protect the status quo of dominant power
(Lalonde, 2016; Graham and Slee, 2008; Mulderrig 2012, Fairclough 1993). The use of inclusive
rhetoric in both written and spoken discourse gives an impression of treating others as an
individual while simultaneously making a case to manipulate “interpersonal meaning for
strategic, instrumental effect” (Fairclough, 1993, p. 141). Mulderrig’s (2012) research breaks
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down and categorizes the use of ‘we’ in discourse by stating three variants, the inclusive ‘we’,
the exclusive ‘we’, and the ambivalent ‘we’. This section will analyze inclusive rhetoric by using
varying pronouns within our selected discourse to investigate the presence of inclusivity
maintaining hegemonic struggles in society.
Inclusive ‘we’. The use of ‘we’, as Wilson (1990) puts it, indicates “a distancing strategy
on the part of the speaker, because the choice of pronoun indicates how close-distance the
speaker is to the topic under discussions, or the participants involved in the discussion” (p.62).
The understanding of its importance and use relies entirely on its context. Below I have
categorized the uses of ‘we’ and ‘our’ blocked together that occurred more than three times to
resonate with our prior argument about the effectiveness of repetition in discourse.
Table 4. Use of ‘we’
16
12
12
11

“We can”
“We have”
“We know”
“We will”

11
9
7
3

“We need”
"We must”
"We are”
"We want”

5
4
4
3
3
3

“Our goal”
“Our renewed”
“Our success”
“Our work”
“Our progress”
“Our efforts”

Table 5. Use of ‘our’
10
10
9
8
7
5

“Our children”
“Our schools”
“Our education system”
“Our students”
“Our learners”
“Our partners”
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Due to the duality the pronoun possesses, Mulderrig (2012) specifies the use of an
inclusive and exclusive ‘we’. The inclusive ‘we’ refers to “I the speaker and you the addressee(s)
in the immediate context” (emphasis in original) and offers “a presence in the discourse world of
policy-making and its arena of accountability” (Mulderrig, 2012, p. 9). Within our analysis,
instances of a clear inclusive ‘we’ and ‘our’ were not common. Provided below are three
examples found in the studied discourse where an inclusive ‘we’ and ‘our’ was obvious:
We live in one of the most diverse jurisdictions in the world, and the Ontario government
recognizes that our diversity makes our society stronger and richer. (OME, 2017, p.4)
As Ontarians, we celebrate and embrace our diversity, and it makes us a better and stronger
society. (OME, 2014, p.9)
We are proud that our students regularly place among the world's best on international
standardized tests. (OME, 2010, p.1)
Interestingly, as Petersoo (2007) suggests, the default referent of an inclusive ‘we’ is the nation
and is often utilized to entice patriotic discourse. In two examples of a clear, inclusive ‘we’, the
text refers to the province's diversity; however, there are no direct links made to education. By
igniting a sense of pride in the diversity of our society, they are addressing an important matter in
the province but failing to make connections that will transfer this pride and celebration of
diversity to the classroom. Similarly, after reviewing occurrences of ‘our’, an inclusive ‘our’ was
far more common when directly referring to students and their abilities to represent the nation on
an international scale, as if the government is sharing responsibility and possession of these
achievements.
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After studying the discourse to analyze the pronouns, many uses had an ambiguous
context, making it difficult to identify the referent. Mulderrig (2012) defines this ambiguity as an
ambivalent ‘we’; when the context is so vague, it’s impossible to “unequivocally determine
reference” (p.17). The combination “we need” and “we must” are typically ambivalent uses of
the ‘we’ because they denote a “form of shared need” that allows “the government to act as a
spokesperson, making a statement on behalf of an unspecified collective” (p.17). Moreover, due
to the “inherent ambiguity of we…listener[s] may actively choose to include themselves in its
referential scope, thus implying a degree of alignment with the speaker’s perspective” (emphasis
in original) (Mulderrig, 2012, p.9). As seen below:
We also know that we need to take a critical look at student discipline, because racialized
students, Indigenous students, students with disabilities, and students with special education
needs are overrepresented in the data on suspensions and expulsions. (OME, 2017, p.16)
We must continually strive for accuracy and consistency across schools and boards
throughout Ontario and employ effective tools and strategies to support the effort. (OME,
2010, p.67)
In the examples highlighted above (emphasis added in each), the government has devised the
ambivalent ‘we’ to “potentially invite” the readers “into that authoritative centre, subtly
dispersing responsibility and obligation for the predicate across an unspecified
collective” (Mulderrig, 2012, p.17). This is done with an imploring tone, often associated with
‘need’ or ‘must’, that also triggers the sense of nationality discussed earlier. By placing
responsibility onto individuals, the state's well-being now depends on how well an individual can
fulfill their obligation to perform well in a market society.
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Exclusive ‘we’. In the case where the policy document is not using ‘we’ or ‘our’ to
indicate a collective bond between the governing and the governed, government officials use
these pronouns exclusively to describe their actions or placement within educational policies.
Wilson (1990) further states that an exclusive pronoun is typically used when describing the
government’s own past, present or future actions, which is apparent in the examples below,
Our success in educating newcomer children, for example, has been recognized
internationally. (OME, 2017, p.3)
We have established voluntary, confidential Indigenous student self-identification policies
within the provincially funded school system. (OME, 2017, p.18)
In particular, they have recognized our success in reducing the influence of socioeconomic
background on student outcomes. (OME, 2014, p.2)
When referring to past success, the documents were quick to exclude any other agents and boast
the efforts of the Ministry of Education to “educat[e] newcomer children” (OME, 2017, p.3),
“establish policies for Indigenous students” (OME, 2017, p. 18), and “reduc[e] the influence of
SES background” (OME, 2014, p.2). This reveals a power imbalance within the documents since
most of the achievements are exclusively celebrated by the Ministry of Education, who placed
themselves in a leadership role due to their ‘efforts’. Then, moments creating exhortations for
future action saw the OME place itself at the helm while sharing responsibility with an
ambivalent ‘we’ as seen in the following example: “We [exclusive] believe that we [ambivalent]
can achieve this by identifying students and groups of students who face barriers to
learning” (OME, 2017, p.8).
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Mulderrig (2012) also refers to a recognizable shift in verbs aligning with neoliberalism#s
commitment to employability in educational policy. Split into two different categories, the
government constructs its managerial role in education by using "building, transportation and
sporting metaphors to represent the government#s creation of new institutions and
strategies” (Mulderrig, 2012, p. 13). As a result, the first category uses verbs such as deliver,
establish, develop, target, or drive, with examples provided below.
Table 6. Category 1 verbs (emphasis added)
“…as we develop more rigorous, relevant and innovative approaches to learning” (AE, p.3)
“We know that in order to build a better system we need to value the work of all education professionals…” (AE, p.3)
“We have established voluntary, confidential Indigenous student…” (EEAP, p.18)
“And we can build a better province for all Ontarians.” (AE, p.20)

The second category “represents the government orchestrating in some way the actions of
others” by playing “an important role in constructing the ‘soft power’ of contemporary
governance” (Mulderrig, 2021, p.13) by using verbs that resonate with managing actions, like
ensure, help, provide support, or enable, also exemplified below. Both categories work together
to demonstrate the “strategic management and, more generally, the new governance model of
public management” (Mulderrig, 2012, p.13). The use of these polysemic verbs illustrates the
government’s commercial view of education, where they place themselves as CEOs and view
profit through students as human capital.
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Table 7. Category 2 verbs (emphasis added)
“This is important work as we ensure accountability as system leaders.” (EEAP, p.12)
“we will work to ensure an authentic and vibrant organizational culture.” (EEAP, p.19)
“…we can help all students achieve excellence.” (AE, p.9)
“…and if we do not provide the support they need” (AE, p.15)
“We have defined… learn in ways that suit them best and enable them to earn their
diplomas” (GS, p.1)

Both categories were also present when analyzing the role of teachers in discourse. As
seen in Table 8, teachers’ roles are altered to compliment the stifling expectations of the market.
Table 8. Marketized education through Teachers (emphasis added)
"Teachers develop learning goals based on the curriculum…” (GS, p.33)
“Teachers will ensure that student learning is assessed and evaluated in a balanced
manner…” (GS, p.17)
“In a traditional assessment paradigm, the teacher is perceived as the active agent in the
process…delivering instruction,” (GS, p.30)
“…it is the responsibility of the classroom teacher…to establish deadlines for the
submission” (GS, p.44)
“ Teachers help students develop their self-assessment skills…” (GS, p.6)
“The teacher acts as a "lead learner", providing support while gradually releasing more and
more responsibility to the student…” (GS, p.30)
“…teachers lay the foundation for practices such as providing feedback and enabling
students…” (GS, p.36)

A teacher’s role in the classroom undoubtedly requires elements of leadership; however, the
depiction of teachers in a manager role rather than a leader role further indicates the marketized
shift in education. In a knowledge economy, teachers’ roles are greatly simplified, from
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educating the whole child to simply producing results in the input-output system to appease
parents and administration.
Populism chez the Conservatives. The term populism refers to a “thin-centred ideology
that considers society to be ultimately separated into two homogeneous and antagonistic groups,
‘the pure people’ versus ‘the corrupt elite’, and which argues that politics should be an
expression for the volonté générale (general will) of the people” (Mudde, 2004, p.543).
Represented even in political campaign slogans with Harris’ Common Sense Revolution and
Ford’s For the People, both politicians capitalized on the public’s disappointment with the prior
“elite” government, thus creating a social divide within society by forcing Ontarians to identify
either as ‘the people/the hard-working people/taxpayers’ or ‘the elite/special interests’. To relate
and identify with their target audience, populists gravitate towards adopting similar values and
narratives to manipulate their audience's feelings and vote.
The rhetoric in both campaigns (exemplified in Table 9) was used strategically to
resonate with citizens by associating Harris and Ford as ‘one of them’. The categorization of ‘the
people’ suggests a shared culture within the similarities between leaders and voters. Harris’
platform (1994) boasts that “this plan doesn’t just belong to Mike Harris, it’s yours…the plan
you have told us you would like to see implemented” (p.4), thus rendering Harris a part of ‘the
people’ by speaking directly to readers to create a feeling of solidarity and familiarity as ‘one of
them’. Harris (1994) also turns to inclusive pronouns to align his presence among the voters and
not the political elite, “changes all of us have had to make” and “leaving each of us with fewer
dollars” (p.1). Even further, Harris states, “We don’t have time in Ontario for a sterile political
debate using the outdated labels of ‘left’ and ‘right’…it is time to stop the arguing and take the
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common sense, practical steps…”(Harris, 1994, p.14). To expand his voter platform, Harris
suggests a breakdown in political barriers to be a voice for voters of all kinds, regardless of their
political stance. In doing so, he solidifies the notion that anyone who opposes his plans is for the
‘elite’ in power, not differing political parties.
Table 9. Proximisation in discourse
Harris’ Common Sense Revolution
"It#s time for government to make the same types
of changes all of us have had to make in our own
families and in our jobs”

Ford’s Ford Nation: For the People
“You work harder than ever before and pay
more than ever before.”
“With your help we can open Ontario for
business again”

“The first place the government has looked to
satisfy its appetite for money has been your
“No matter what, you can count on me to
pay cheques, leaving each of us with fewer
give you straight talk. I've spent my entire
dollars to spend on the things we need for
ourselves and our families” (emphasis in original) career telling it like it is. I'm going to be up
front and honest about what I'm going to do.
And I'm going to do what I say I'm going to
“This plan is really a vote of confidence in you
do.”
and in our province”
"These are the actual amounts of money that
would be saved…the amount that would go into
YOUR pocket, NOT the
government#s” (emphasis in original)

“This also means that I won't make reckless
promises. When I make a promise — I keep
it. Period.”

Used as a method to address en masse at a personal and direct level, the pronoun ‘you’
legitimizes leadership over ‘the people’ by representing both politicians as the voice for ‘the
people’. Thus, the values, perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, and ideals of the politicians are
mobilized and unconsciously adopted by ‘the people’ they represent, evident below:
If you believe that the way to get there is by cutting, spending, balancing our budget, and
giving you your money back in tax cuts so that you can be free to work, compete, create and
achieve—then this fight is your fight (emphasis in original). (Harris, 1994, p.20)
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I believe you deserve better. You know me. You know what I stand for. You know that I am
here for the people. I entered politics to help the little guy. To make life easier for you and
your family. Not only so you can make ends meet, but also so you can get ahead and prosper.
(Ford, 2018, par.14)
Through the use of ‘you’, both politicians entice their audience with a sense of entitlement of
returning what is owed to them after years of the government taking from them. In doing so, they
project themselves as someone their audience can trust, as someone who will return what voters
deserve. By building this trust, Harris and Ford are now apt to exercise their values, being “free
to work, compete, create and achieve” and making ends meet, and getting ahead and prospering,
as 'the people’s' values. Thus, imposing their values on the people’s values by emphasizing the
obligation to work and support the economy present in neoliberal ideology.
I think it is worth noting that almost none of the key documents utilized the pronoun
‘you’, unsurprisingly so in a government-sanctioned policy, except for one single occurrence.
The Achieving Excellence document had only one instance of the pronoun ‘you’, and I believe
it’s worth highlighting, pictured below on page 7 of the document.

Achieving
Excellence, 2013,
p.7
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Here we have a quotation from a student in the Innovation, Creativity, and Entrepreneurship
training program. They begin their statement using the third person, as we see through the use of
‘every student’, ‘…field they are interested in’, and ‘helps students’. However, in their final
sentence, this ‘student’ suddenly switches from third person to second person, ‘…help you be
successful’. This discursive strategy of changing from third person to second personalizes the
statement by “simulating a conversational, therefore relatively personal…solitary and equal
relationship’ (Fairclough, 2010, p.105). As stated many times before, words are never neutral.
Therefore, the intended creation of personalization and unity by addressing the reader at the
absolute end of the quote from a student apart of this program emphasizes a student’s role in the
knowledge economy by directly addressing them.
Even further, upon analyzing the verbs used, there are two that stand out, there is ‘to be’,
used in its infinitive form creates a passive voice, and the imperative ‘be’, thus, creating an
active sentence. Compared to the passive, the use of the active voice indicates that what matters
most is not ‘learning to be creative’, but it’s how students use this creativity ‘to be successful’,
related directly to the “career field they are interested in”. Moreover, when used in a sentence,
the imperative verb expresses an order or a command; hence, in this case, it indicates an
obligation for students to be successful, emphasizing the notion of the individual and creating the
entrepreneurial self for economic production.
Micro discussion. The analysis of the politics of inclusion enables insight into the
popularity of neoliberal ideology in society despite its controversial nature. The manipulation
embedded within a politics of inclusion is a key proponent that allows politicians to implement
policies that reinforce existing social divides. Van Dijk (2006) differentiates between what he
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calls “(illegitimate) manipulation and (legitimate) persuasion” by explaining that manipulation is
“illegitimate in a democratic society, because it (re)produces, or may reproduce, inequality: it is
in the best interests of powerful groups and speakers and hurts the interests of less powerful
groups and speakers” (p.361). Most often this is done when manipulation recipients “are unable
to understand the real intentions or to see the full consequences of the beliefs or actions
advocated by the manipulator” (Van Dijk, 2006, p.361). He also argues that one of
manipulation’s most important characteristics is its involvement in power and domination (Van
Dijk, 2006). As previously stated, discourse can help create reality for individuals as it plays a
large role in understanding the world. Thus, politicians utilize discourse to keep themselves in
power and govern and continuously keep the ‘others’ in an inferior position by formulating
discourse that supports and perpetuates their personal beliefs in society. As Van Dijk (2006)
states, “public discourse is at the same time a means of the social reproduction of such
power” (p.362).
Another form of power and domination in discourse can be seen by utilizing different
forms of ‘we’. This allows government officials to synthetically build a bond with citizens to
seem trustworthy while persuading citizens to feel secure and safe to accept discourse being used
to speak on their behalf that represents the values or goals of the government. Fairclough (1992)
observes democratized discourse as a similar concept; by collapsing the distinction between the
government and the people, seen using ‘we’, politicians can create a discourse that aligns itself
with its claims to participatory democracy as a method to disguise power asymmetries. As a
result, politicians can impose their personal beliefs and values into the beliefs and values of
society with support from citizens who either agree with the imposed views from the government
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or accept information and changes because they are “congruent with accepted or inherited
beliefs” (Nascimento, 2021, p.27).
Nascimento (2021) draws from cognitive dissonance theory to further analyze
Fairclough’s argument that “ego-defensive tendencies…help preserve the individual’s selfesteem because it is easier to maintain common assumptions than to challenge them” (p. 27).
Consequently, this explanation can act as a base layer to the popularity of neoliberalism. It’s
possible that neoliberal ideology may not be as lauded as we have come to believe. Still instead,
it is so deeply rooted in society that people choose to accept it instead of challenge it. Even
further, once a political party comes to power, they can add another layer by using fear of
opposition to purposefully divide society into two groups, those who support them versus those
who do not. Thus, eliminating the possibility of a middle ground entices individuals who may
not agree with every aspect of a political agenda to accept it based on not wanting to be
ostracized in society. As Jost (2017) supports, people are motivated to “defend and bolster the
interests and esteem of their personal self-concept and the social groups to which they
belong” (p.3), so people may understand an attack against the beliefs of a political party to be an
attack against their beliefs, triggering a reaction of defence.
Within discourse, the use of ‘we’ acts as a discursive strategy that perpetuates the
inclusion of those who support the government and exclusion of those who oppose their
ideology. However, the pronoun ‘we’ is one of the most complex categories of all personal
pronouns as it denotes such varying roles and identities (Wilson, 1990). Zupnik (1994) explains
that the power of manipulation from a speaker or author may stem from their ability to shift in
between roles, between solidarity, joint responsibility, an evasion of responsibility and mitigating
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criticism through which we have explored individual examples for each type of role used with
‘we’ in our discourse. Interestingly, the inclusive ‘we’ can be considered the form of solidarity,
and it is the least used throughout our discourse. This suggests that to continue permeating
neoliberal practices and ideology, the government includes citizens and readers in their strategies
for improving education on occasion. Thus, by using ‘we’, the government can enable an illusion
of participatory democracy, where citizens’ opinions and values are included in education when
reality indicates they have no say in policymaking in the education system. Moreover, this is
further suggested since the inclusive ‘we’ is used most often when, as aforementioned, stating
facts related to the nation. As a result, the government appears to only include citizens in the
education process to enhance public confidence through citizen participation. By stimulating a
feeling of pride and confidence in the progress of the education system to date, it allows the
government to continue earning support from citizens.
The exclusive and ambivalent ‘we’ typically serves the more manipulative agenda in the
politics of inclusion as they often mitigate criticism, indicate joint responsibility, or an evasion of
responsibility (Zupnik, 1994). After evoking a sense of inclusion in the education process, the
public feels the need to do whatever possible to continue supporting government efforts for
progress. In the following example, we can see evidence of the government using an ambivalent
and exclusive ‘we’ to share responsibility while simultaneously criticizing the public for
something that is out of their control as citizens, as seen in the Education Equity Action Plan
(2017):
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We also know that we need to take a critical look at the student discipline, because racialized
students, Indigenous students, students with disabilities, and students with special education
needs are overrepresented in data on suspensions and expulsions. (OME, 2017, p.16)
While not explicitly pointing fingers at the public for the overrepresentation of minoritized
students being suspended or expelled, by sharing responsibility through an ambivalent ‘we’, the
government criticizes everyone for failing these students. However, as previously argued, there is
no involvement from the public in the suspension or expulsion of minoritized students. Therefore
their inclusion in this process is unavailing. Nevertheless, the ambiguity of the pronoun ‘we’
enables power to be distributed methodically from the authors, allowing the government to
continue governing while implicating the public as often, or as little, as they wish.
Discourse can be classified as a manipulative text, as its inclusion method involves the
public perpetuating neoliberal ideology. To reiterate what Van Dijk (2006) stated, a text can be
considered manipulative when citizens are “unable to see the full consequences of the beliefs or
actions” (p. 361); in our case, this includes policies for an education system “characterized by
high expectations and success for all” (OME, 2014, p.1). The exclamation of ‘success for all’
suggests every student; however, upon further analysis, this exclamation gravitates more towards
success for all students that align with the high expectation and standards put in place. While the
act itself of setting standards is not an issue, the narrowed vision of standards and success in
education to serve the market is problematic. Due to this narrowed vision, the need for social
services for all students, especially minoritized ones, is enhanced to attain the desired results
properly. As barriers can interrupt the education process, policies and resources must be ready to
help fill the gaps. However, as I’ve highlighted, excluding the policies explicitly created for
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equity and inclusive education, there is a lack of focus on equity in discourse that boasts a
“Success For All” model.
Nonetheless, even in their designated policies and documents, there remains issues
related to inclusion. One of the leading issues with equity and inclusion policies is that they
prioritize equity to meet the three core priorities for public education: high levels of student
achievement, reduced gaps in achievement, and increased public confidence (Segeren and
Kustyuruba, 2012; Abawi, 2018; OME, 2013). Ghosh, Abdi and Malekan (2004) articulate that
“policy makers have created a false dichotomy between equity and quality and have often aimed
at achieving one at the expense of the other” (p.49). As a result, even in their designated policies,
equity and inclusion are overshadowed by the ideological focus on the market and, what Segeren
and Kustyuruba (2012) refer to as liberal multiculturalism, which as a practice “highlights the
role of multiculturalism as a renewable resource with economic and political potential” (p.24).
Thus, ideologically, the presence of multiculturalism continuously influences the rationale for
equity and inclusive policy development to promote ‘equitable’ economic and political
prosperity.
Moreover, in the commitment to equity and inclusion policies in schools, it was noted
that inclusion alludes more to a celebratory discourse, where differences are celebrated and
encouraged as long as the status of the dominant group remains intact (Abawi, 2018). This, along
with the presence of multiculturalism, suggests that equity and inclusion in education have been
reduced to simple buzzwords, “a word or phrase, often an item of jargon, that is fashionable at a
particular time or in a particular context” (Oxford Dictionary). As a result, promoting equity and
inclusion can now be constructed as an opportunity to capitalize on diversity. Even when
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discussing their hiring process, minoritized teachers claim school boards are “mainly Caucasian
with one or two token teachers just to look like they are doing something to diversify the
pot” (Abawi, 2018, p. 96). These same teachers voiced concerns about the vagueness
surrounding their board’s equity and inclusion policies, what they called “empty promises that
were baseless” (Abawi, 2018, p.110).
The lack of proper implementation of these policies in schools can be exemplified
through this case in the TDSB. Due to the sheer size of the population of students, their equity
and inclusive education policy is 43 pages long. However, in their Caring and Safe Schools
2018-2019 report, the TDSB identified that Black students accounted for approximately 11% of
the student population but were represented in 33% of all suspensions and expulsions of that
year, and while they did not identify the percentage in student population, the report stated that
Indigenous, Middle Eastern and Mixed Raced students were also over-represented. Similarly, the
report analyzed students from low socio-economic families and found they had
disproportionately high representations in suspensions and expulsions in the 2018-19 school
year, a staggering 61.4% compared to 24.9% average SES and 13.7 % high SES (TDSB, 2019).
Thus, disconnection of some sort exists between policy drafting from the boards to the
implementation in classrooms as disparities in suspensions and expulsions of minoritized
students are still present. Rather, for an education system to truly promote equitable and
inclusive education, policy guidelines must acknowledge the social construction of diversity and
its impact on identity formation, student learning, and achievement.
Education plays a vital role in identity formation and how one perceives the world around
them, most likely due to discourse and language in education. This also indicates that systemic
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barriers and divides in society permeate the classroom due to politics of inclusion enabling an
‘us’/‘them’ discourse in society. Van Dijk’s (2006) classification of positive self-presentation
versus negative other presentation is notable and often seen in our analysis on populism. For this
method of discourse to be considered as manipulation, rather than persuasion, it must emphasize
the fundamental values, such as freedom or democracy, while contrasting them with the negative
situations and events caused by the ‘Others’ (Van Dijk, 2006). Manipulation specifically involves
recipients “lacking crucial resources to resist, detect or avoid manipulation,” which may include:
“1) incomplete or lack of relevant knowledge, 2) fundamental norms, values or ideologies that
cannot be denied or ignored, 3) strong emotions or traumas that make people vulnerable, or 4)
social positions, professions, status, etc. that induce people into tending to accept the
discourses” (Van Dijk, 2006, p. 375).
The Conservative platforms under Harris and Ford were and are rife with manipulative
discourse. The foundation of populist ideology revolves around a focus, most often a ‘return’, to
the basics, instead of serving the ‘interests of the elites.’ On more than one occasion each, both
Premiers have blatantly utilized the word ‘fundamental’ to signify necessary reforms to social
institutions, Harris’ promise to protect “the fundamental integrity of our health care
system” (Harris, 1994, p.6) and Ford looking to “Focus on the fundamentals: Make mathematics
mandatory in teachers’ college programs” (Ford, 2018, par.80). Now, reforms to both the health
care and education system are difficult to refute since they are two essential foundations for
development and security for citizens. Thus, as Van Dijk (2006) proposed, manipulating voters
with discourse related to reforms of fundamental norms promotes divisiveness since those who
discern the government's real intentions are often marginalized and ‘othered’.
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The ‘other’ is used to identify the opposition as ‘wrong’ in the eyes of citizens and often
contains minoritized groups, causing them to suffer greatly under populist governments. Henry et
al. (1999) identify the “existence of democratic racism in Canada as an invisible system of
domination and exclusion that operates on the social construction of difference” (Segeren and
Kustyuruba, 2012, p.24). The consistent reinforcing of borders between ‘us’ and ‘them’, or to
align with neoliberal individuality the ‘self’ versus the ‘other’, encouraged by populist
governments, perpetuates vast generalizations, biases and stereotypes. For example, in Harris’
desire to reform welfare, he exclaims, “We believe that government can play a key role in
providing opportunity to those who want to get off welfare and back into productive lives” (p.9),
promoting the stereotype of welfare recipients as lazy individuals who choose to live on social
assistance. However, Shepherd and Campbell’s (2020) accounts of welfare recipients look to
break these stereotypes. They include a woman who worked physically demanding jobs after
high school to help her family make ends meet until the age of 45 when she injured herself and
had no knowledge or training in other types of work; a homeless man who smokes to help ease
the pain of dealing with degenerative joint disease, a broken spine and extensive nerve damage
that went undiagnosed due to lack of health insurance; a woman who was forced to leave
everything behind to escape to a new city and evade her physically and emotionally abusive
husband. Whatever their reasoning, these few stories demonstrate the thousands of possibilities
that individuals may require social assistance.
Instead, the example of common stereotypes of welfare recipients represents just one of
the many ‘othered’ groups in Populist governments. Many of the ‘othered’ groups in society,
such as low-income individuals, racial and ethnic minorities, FNMI individuals, LGBTQ persons
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or individuals with physical or mental disabilities, are those who would align with Ford’s
description of ‘the little guy’ in society. A subsequent part of manipulating citizens against the
‘othered’ in society is the difficulty of opposing the title placed upon them. As Van Dijk (2006)
explains, once a governing body ‘earns’ voter support, any opposition is seen as an enemy, and
their “voices [are] effectively marginalized” (p.375). Consequently, due to the power exerted by
the government on public discourse, it can silence the voices of the marginalized to perpetuate
the dominant power cycle in society.
Politics of Exclusion
In the process of studying an identified group constructed in the politics of inclusion, it
necessitates an analysis of the group of opposition, the fabricated ‘other’. The process of
‘othering’ can be constructed subtlety or purposefully to create opposition, such as Doug Ford’s
rejection of Wynne’s Liberals. Jerit (2004) argues that discourse with high emotional content,
such as anger, fear or anxiety, will “survive longer than other types of arguments” (p.563).
Political discourse that evokes emotion is highly favourable for governments looking to resonate
with citizens, primarily because citizens routinely rely on their feelings to guide them through
political stimuli (Jerit, 2004). Thus, politicians often use rhetoric to shape their platform to evoke
emotions to garner the attention of supporters and gain the focus of anyone with similar
sentiments.
Our discourse views a politics of exclusion in two distinct ways. Within our policy
documents, the few occasions that evoked emotions of fear or anxiety were present when
discussing the need for modernization to prevent learning losses. As preceding arguments have
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shown, the rooted individualism in neoliberal society evokes a simultaneous fear of falling
behind globally. As stated in Achieving Excellence (2014):
Like many other jurisdictions across Canada and around the world, Ontario has also seen a
decline in student performance in mathematics. And as the world becomes more
interconnected and our students become more technologically sophisticated, there continues
to be too much inconsistency in the way technology is used in the classroom. (p.2)
While subtle, this document demonstrates methods that resonate with van Dijk’s (2006) assertion
of manipulative texts; it uses a decline in the ‘fundamental value’ of mathematics as an argument
for changes while using strong emotions to make the population vulnerable. While maths is not a
‘fundamental value’ in its typical sense, neoliberal reforms have turned society towards market
demands, thus having a trickle-down effect on the values and norms within a society, in which
case math could arguably turn into a fundamental value.
Despite revolving around the same topic, Harris’ government in 1995 came to power with
a political campaign that relied on highly emotive content to prey on Ontarians' fear, anxiety, and
anger. Directly initiating a divide between him and ‘the government’, Harris enticed anger
primarily through claims of theft from the pockets of citizens by the precedent government.
Similarly, many of Doug Ford’s arguments echo Harris’s emotive content, seen in Table 10.
There exist similarities in both campaign platforms, as both populist leaders have asserted their
opposition while attributing the adverse problems in citizens’ lives to these ‘others’. The claim to
inherit the people’s problems as their own reassures trust between voters and politicians and
allows Harris and Ford to blame others’ failures to promote their agendas to ‘fix Ontario’.
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Table 10. Evoking anger through discourse
Harris#!Common Sense Revolution

Ford’s For the People

“These tax cuts will be the first step in redistributing wealth and decision-making power
away from the politicians and the bureaucrats”

"The Green Energy Act alone represents
Ontario's largest-ever wealth transfer from the
poor and middle class to the rich.”

“We’ve created a system that justified the existence of the bureaucrats who run it, but fails to
work for the people who need it.”

"This is because, behind closed doors, the NDP
are more about appeasing special interest
groups than actually delivering real relief to the
people.”

“Bureaucratic barriers stand in the way of more
"A PC Government will, finally, open up the
cost-efficient methods of operation”
incredible resources of our North, starting by
cutting through the special interest and
bureaucratic delays blocking us from
developing the Ring of Fire”

In the process of creating solidarity amongst them and the people they claim to represent,
Harris and Ford have built ‘the other’ to include all who do not resonate with their goals and
agenda. While addressing the necessary societal changes, Harris claimed that “Some will call it
radical. Some will attack bits and pieces of this plan”. The creation of an opposing ‘some’ causes
any individual who may not agree with every aspect of Harris’ campaign to be considered one
who aligns with the ‘bureaucratic’ views of the previous government and possibly criticized in
society for supporting the government. Similarly, 20 years later, Doug Ford mirrored Harris’
creation of ‘other’ regarding education in the province. In his Plan for the People, Ford
announced: “Today, however, more and more of our schools have been turned into social
laboratories and our kids into test subjects for whatever special interests and so-called experts
that have captured Kathleen Wynne's ear" (Ford, 2018, par. 1). Throughout the document, Ford’s
Plan for the People names his opposition primarily as special interests, Liberals, the NDP and
Kathleen Wynne. Ford addressed two aspects when discussing education: the ‘Discovery Math’
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curriculum and the reformed sex-ed curriculum put in place under Kathleen Wynne. Similarly,
the mention of schools being “turned” into social laboratories emphasizes a process of
introducing something new. Many critics were quick to respond to Ford’s claims stating that
“discovery math has been a part of Ontario’s math curriculum since around the 1980s” and is an
integral part of the maths curriculum (Abetti and Patton, 2018 May 18). Even further, others
mentioned that the term ‘discovery math’ is not uttered in the math curriculum, and the method
of learning that Doug Ford is referring to is inquiry-based math (Flanagan, 2018 October 3).
Therefore, Ford’s arguments of schools being “turned into social laboratories” related to math are
erroneous, as the curriculum has been in classrooms, at the very least, since its last reform in
2005.
As a result, the only other point made during Ford’s platform concerning education
reforms was the sex-ed curriculum released during Kathleen Wynne’s time as Premier. Before
the reform in 2015, Ontario used the sex-education curriculum introduced in 1998, which
predates the legalization of same-sex marriage in Canada by seven years. Wynne’s sex-ed
curriculum contained elements of sexual orientation, consent, sexting, online bullying, and
gender identity. Therefore, Ford’s rejection of this curriculum exercises his ‘authoritative’ role by
speaking on behalf of ‘the people’. In fact, Ford stated he would restore the old curriculum and
create one that was “age-appropriate and based on real consultations with parents” (Ford, 2018,
1a) despite the 2015 version being developed with over 4000 parents and educators (Russell et
al., 2018 July) and well received by many parents. Many criticized Ford’s rejection of Wynne’s
curriculum by explaining that the reinstatement of the 1998 sex-ed curriculum was a step back to
a policy that predates technological advances, acceptance of same-sex marriage and social
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media. Similarly, Ford’s accusation of turning schools into “social laboratories” while comparing
students into “test subjects” asserts a pejorative connotation, as it insinuates that students are
learning something related to the ‘special interests’ groups that Ford (2018) continuously
describes as unfavourable, used a total of four times in his text (emphasis added):
1) …the NDP are more about appeasing special interest groups… (par. 3)
2) …Not NDP radical special interests. (par. 6)
3) …our kids into test subjects for whatever special interests and so-called experts… (par. 87)
4)…open up the incredible resources of our North, starting by cutting through the special
interest and bureaucratic delays blocking us from developing the Ring of Fire… (par. 97)
When analyzing the examples above, it’s clear that Doug Ford is discussing a group that opposes
‘the people’ he hopes to appease when referring to the' special interest'. While promoting
‘othering’, as stated in this example: “Ontario is ready for a government that works for the
people…Not Liberal insiders…Not NDP radical special interests…But for the people” (Ford,
2018, par.6), Doug Ford created a divide between ‘the people’ and the special interest groups,
implied to be those who support a sex-ed curriculum that teaches aspects of sexual orientation,
consent, sexting, among others. As a result, this promotes ‘othering’, as Ford isolates the ‘special
interest groups’ from the vision of a “better” Ontario, suggesting they are a barrier in the way of
achieving a “better” Ontario.
Wodak (2015) describes the discursive strategy of using fear to promote political agendas
as ‘Politics of Fear’. It is successful because fear is a strong emotion that can unconsciously
trigger emotional memories (Jerit, 2004). A politics of fear is a party that instrumentalizes “some
kind of ethnic/religious/linguistic/political minority as a scapegoat for most if not all current
woes and subsequently construe the respective group as dangers and a threat ‘to us’, to ‘our’
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nation;” (emphasis in original) (Wodak, 2015, p.2). An explicit scapegoat in both Conservative
platforms were the preceding governing parties. Both Premiers very clearly rejected and blamed
the failures in the province on the NDP and Liberal government. By ‘showing’ citizens what was
taken from them, the use of fear underlined the financial setbacks of these failures. With
neoliberal reforms rooted deep in nationalism, threats to the state or nation, especially linked to
the economy or economic development, can trigger a sense of faulting security for citizens (Jerit,
2004), as survival of the nation-state reflects citizens well-being. Below, Table 11 compares three
arguments made by the Conservative leaders explicitly encouraging the sentiment of fear with a
threat to citizens’ security, in this case economically, judicially and medically, due to a lack of
leadership.
Table 11. Evoking fear through discourse
Harris#!Common Sense Revolution

Ford’s For the People

“As a result of this uncontrolled spending, Ontario is broke!”

"Ontario doesn't have a revenue problem. It has
a spending problem…The Liberal budget
deficit is accompanied by a trust deficit.”

“Again, any savings we find in our justice
system through greater efficiencies will be
reinvested to ensure public safety in our
stress and in our homes” (emphasis in original)
“For many who need care, this should mean an
end to rationing and waiting lists. The fact that
cancer patients can be trapped on waiting lists
for months is a crime. The fact that pregnant
women can’t get epidurals is a scandal. The
fact that people needing kidney dialysis have to
wait in line is unacceptable”

"Restore the funding that the Liberals cut in
half to the anti-guns-and-gangs units in Ottawa
and Toronto in order to better protect our
communities and stop crime.”
"It is unacceptable that, for all the money we
invest in health care, people are still left
languishing on waitlists or are stuck, frustrated
and suffering on stretchers in hospital hallways
because there is nowhere to go”

Both Harris and Ford structure their sentences utilizing striking words, such as ‘uncontrolled
spending’, ‘broke’, ‘revenue problem’, ‘spending problem’ and ‘deficit’, to worry citizens how
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much they have been suffering economically due to incompetent politicians. In the judicial
system, Doug Ford directly blames Liberals as the malefactor for increased crime in large cities
like Ottawa and Toronto, whereas Harris’ implicit accusation still says a lot. First, the added
emphasis to “reinvested” designates its importance as a keyword in the sentence, meaning
readers will automatically draw attention. Moreover, the prefix ‘re-’ signifies the meaning “back”
or the return of something, thus stating that any savings found in the justice system would be put
back, implying that this was not the case with the former government.
On the other hand, the underlying, implicit scapegoat addressed in each campaign as part
of the problems in the province is slightly more concerning. Both Premiers implied aspects of
economic disparity due to those dependent on the nation. Aligning with the neoliberal sentiments
of shifting responsibility for services like health care, education, and security from the
government onto individuals, the spotlight placed on those who are not capable of doing so is
intensified. While speaking on the welfare state and necessary reform, Harris said:
You have told us that you want to replace welfare with a work, education and training social
policy that rewards individual initiative and demands responsible behaviour from recipients of
public assistance, even as it expands opportunities to achieve self-sufficiency. Ontario’s
welfare system needs to be results-oriented. (Harris, 1994, p.9)
This statement implies that those receiving welfare lack initiative or behave irresponsibly while
also amplifying resentment with the accusation that this sentiment came from ‘the
people’ (through the use of you) and not from the government. Thus, allowing the process of
‘othering’ of any citizen seen as dependent on the government, which, due to neoliberal ideology,
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in education can signify students who do not fall into the market standards of learning or who
require more help before being considered ‘self-sufficient’.
Unlike Harris, Doug Ford did assure to provide aid for low-income families in his
platform with tax relief to all lower- and middle-class families. However, once voted in as
Premier, Ford quickly slashed many services offered that help low-income families, as well as all
citizens, such as funding for specialized school programs, full funding for low-income students
(although he did reduce all tuition by 10%), funding for repairs to school infrastructure, funding
for Ontario Arts Council, elimination of the Indigenous Culture Fund, and elimination to the
Roundtable on Violence Against Women (Edwards, 2018 July 11). The basic income program
launched by Wynne was also cut, despite many participants saying receiving this income,
$17,000 per individual or $24,000 per married couple, “markedly chang[ed] their lives” (Nicoll,
2019 March 16). Ford justified these cuts saying: “It was very simple, it cost $17 billion, it’s not
realistic. The best way to help people out of poverty is something called a job, a good paying
job.” (CBC News, 2018, October 25). However, the program itself was built to combat the
“bureaucratic welfare system such as Ontario Works,” which “actively discourages employment,
entraps people in poverty and builds no bridge out of poverty”(CBC News, 2018, October 25).
Instead, this program looked to “treat those below the poverty line with respect” while providing
them with an automatic “top-up from 45% of the poverty line to 75% real incentive to
work” (Segal, 2018 August 1). Many acknowledged the program was, in fact, costly to run but
argued the benefits it would have on low-income individuals could alleviate potential future costs
associated with poverty, such as poor health and early hospitalization, bad educational outcomes
or substance abuse for the entire province.
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Crisis Capitalism. In her research, Wodak (2015) links the success of current populist
parties to neoliberal policies due to their rhetorical structure containing elements of otherness,
people-centrism, and crisis. The final and noteworthy, discursive strategy to highlight concerning
the Conservative parties is the function of crisis capitalism as part of their political agendas.
Naomi Klein (2007) elaborates on the use of crisis as a primary way to impose neoliberal
ideology by distracting citizens, so they are unaware of policies being put in place. As Wodak
(2015) justifies, governments tend to reinforce the need for arbitrary cuts with necessity and
responsibility, which are essentialized as necessary to protect the nation-state and its people. This
means that other aspects of society that used to be at the forefront of government action, like
social class and class struggles, are put on the back burner as other values gain importance in
society.
The Harris government rolled in with big goals centred around fiscal austerity, with
radical educational reforms ushered in under the guise of crisis. While most government parties
utilize current crises, Harris’ was manufactured as a method to indicate to citizens the need for
educational reform and to place a divide in society between citizens and teachers. From the
beginning, Harris had bulldozed his way into office as Premier. While he was not the sole
contributor to the introduction of neoliberalism in Ontario’s education system, he was the most
prominent. Moving hastily through the education budget, Harris was quick to enact almost $400
million in cuts in the education budget, yet promising that “classroom funding for education will
be guaranteed” (Harris, 1994, p. 8).
Knowing the reforms to education would not be popular, the Harris administration
acknowledged the need for some sort of leverage to go forth with the changes. Hence, Minister
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of Education John Snobelen’s famous remark of ‘inventing a crisis’. Snobelen was caught
defending the creation of a crisis to generate support from citizens for the changes ‘needed’ in
education by describing schools to be in a worse shape than they were (Gidney 1999; Parker,
2017; Boyd, 2021). Even further, Snobelen was “calling the system ‘broke’ and using business
jargon to propose how it should be rebuilt,” calling teachers front-line service providers who
should be more accountable to their ‘clients’ and ‘customers’, or students and parents (Brennan,
1995 September 13). People were quick to notice that this type of language reflects a corporate
agenda and is “not what you would expect from someone who’s interested in the education of
children” (Brennan, 1995 September 13). Klein (2007) uses the term “statistical malpractice” to
define a common theme in right-wing agendas that relies on undermining the confidence in
public institutions and services, like Snobelen intended with his contrived crisis to mobilize
public support for reduced funding. His strategy proposed artificially inflating the debt
projections while pointing to declining test scores as the catalyst for change in the province.
However, the crisis that followed is related to the release of many controversial bills and
funding cuts to services in schools, leading to the 1997 protests for education. Listed below in
Table 12 are the key educational bills enacted during Harris’ reign. However, it was Bill 160 that
stirred unrest and ignited the protests. As Gidney (1999) explains, the introduction of Bill 160
was seen as a way to garner “the support of parents and taxpayers who thought teachers should
be doing more with less”.
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Table 12. Key Educational Bills during Harris’ Reign
Bill 30: an Act to
Establish the
Education Quality
and Accountability
Office (1996)

• Collect information on assessing academic achievement
• Develop system for evaluating the equality and improvement of education
• Report to the public and the education ministry on test results and on the quality of
public education
• Recommend improvement in the quality of education and public accountability of
boards

Bill 31: Ontario
College of Teachers
(June 1996)

• Granted authority to the OCT over accreditation of teacher education programs,
teacher certification, professional standards and discipline
• Developed Ethical Standards for the Teaching Profession and Standards of
Practice for the Teaching Profession

Bill 104: Fewer
School Boards Act
(January 1997)

• Reduced number of school boards from 129 to 72
• Cut the number of school board trustees and capped their salaries at $5,000 a year

Bill 160: Education
Quality
Improvement Act
(December 1997)

• Centralized education funding to the government
• Property tax levies are now dictated by the government and the funds are
collected, pooled, and redistributed on an equitable basis to English and French,
public and Catholic school district boards
• Mandatory Financial Report Cards to publish how boards and the Ministry are
spending their money
• Defined classroom costs as: teacher, supply teachers, classroom assistants, learning
materials, classroom supplies, library and computers for classroom use, guidance
and psychological services and staff development
• Defined non-classroom costs as: teacher prep time, school admin, district
consultants and custodial services
• Removed principals from teachers bargaining unit (making principals part of the
management)
• Reduced professional development days from 9 to 4
• Reduce prep time and increased instructional time for high school teachers

Bill 74: Education
Accountability Act
(2000)

• Redefined the measure of required secondary teacher instruction time from the
average minutes per week to the average course load per teacher during the year
• Make teacher participation in co-instructional activities mandatory (including
sports, clubs, cultural activities, parent-teacher interviews, staff meetings, and
school functions)
• Redefined average elementary and secondary class sizes (24 and 21 respectively)

Quality in the
Classroom Act
(December 2001)

• Require teachers to pass a standardized Ontario Teacher Qualifying Test (OTQT)
as a condition of certification by the OCT
• Principals will evaluate teachers’ classroom practice every three years (twice
yearly for new teacher in their first two years)

Fast forward 22 years later, and the province of Ontario finds itself almost in the same
boat with Doug Ford. Ford entered the province as Premier by promising radical changes to an
education system failing the students and, therefore, the province. However, Ford’s platform
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revealed very little concerning how much his budget was actually going to cost the province. As
Mehra argues, “Ontarians know more about how much a beer may cost if the Conservative
leader is elected than they know about how much their hospitals may be funded” (Mehra, 2018
June 3). Aligning with populist discursive strategies, Ford used one promise of his campaign that
appeased ‘the people’ to guide his entire platform. Nevertheless, due to Ford’s minimalist
campaign, many social institutions workers knew cuts were coming, but not to the extent. Once
the budgets were released, fears were intensified as many school boards faced deeper cuts than
they anticipated. One of the biggest cuts was to the Education Programs-Other grants that led to
the cancellation of in-class tutors, student success leaders for racialized students, Indigenousfocused collaborative inquiry, and support for daily physical activity for elementary and
secondary students (Rushowy, 2018 December 15).
Ford’s changes to education were not limited to funding cuts. Hard-hitting changes made
to secondary classroom sizes increased caps from 22 to 28 students and forced students to take
four of their 30 credits online, where class sizes could be up to 35 students (Miller, 2019 May 4).
This seemingly small change could eliminate the need for multiple sections and, consequently,
teachers. Likewise, forcing students to take four of their total thirty classes online would also
diminish educator jobs in the classroom. Many governments have argued the benefits of making
larger class sizes to reduce cost, but at the end of the day, it comes down to the quality of
education for the students. Minister of Education at the time, Lisa Thompson, claimed “the
quality of teaching, not class size, is the most important indicator of student success. She
suggested that larger classes will teach students resilience and better prepare them for college,
university or the world of work” (Miller, 2019 May 4).
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No arguments are made against the importance of quality teaching for student success;
however, the classroom conditions before Ford, with 22 students and funded resources provided
by the Education Programs-Other grant, already recorded disparities. Therefore, adding more
students while diminishing funding marks a step back rather than forward. Moreover, Lisa
Thompson’s emphasis on increasing class size to ‘teach students resilience’ for post-secondary
and the workforce resides with core neoliberal concepts of responsibilisation. Students are
expected to mitigate any gaps in their learning caused by funding cuts or enlarged classrooms
because they are in charge of their well-being and success. As a result, students who do not
succeed in the worsened classroom conditions can be considered not resilient or unable to
succeed independently and are left to fall between the cracks.
Following in Harris’ footsteps, the plans to restructure the education system caused a
rupture between education and Ford's government, causing the threat of a strike to loom over the
province. Once again, Ford and his new Minister of Education Stephen Lecce accused education
unions of being concerned solely with their wages, while simultaneously calling OSSTF
“irresponsible for striking and emphasiz[ing] how much money teachers earn and what a raise
would cost the government” (Miller, 2019, May 4). On the other hand, union leaders and
teachers fought back, stating that issues related to class sizes, mandatory e-learning, support for
high-needs students, and funding for extra programs were the main concerns in bargaining and
not the wages. Unable to reach a consensus, each of four school unions in the province began
varying strikes and work-to-rule campaigns. While commenting on the strikes, Ford stated, “One
parent I saw said the teachers are holding us hostage, let me repeat that: The head of the union’s
are holding the parents hostage, not the teachers” (Jeffords, 2020 January 16) and “This is all
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about lining the pockets of the unions — not protecting our children — it’s about lining the
pockets of our unions. Not the teachers, but the unions” (Rocca, 2020 February 2).
According to Van Dijk (2006), social manipulation is common where social domination,
or power abuse, gives control to groups due to the position of power and authority. Both
examples above demonstrate manipulative discursive strategies. First, Ford paints himself
positively by articulating the barrier in progress being teaching unions and not the teachers.
Thus, widening his circle of included individuals and narrowing his opposition to be solely the
unions puts teachers in a difficult position to either be a part of ‘the people’ or the ‘special
interest groups’ in society. By presenting himself as an inclusive individual, standing up against
objection towards teachers, Ford is creating a persona that he has students' interest at heart, as
Van Dijk (2006) calls it positive self-presentation versus negative other-presentation. His goal is
“protecting our children,” whereas the unions’ is “lining [their] pockets” (Ford, 2018), thus
making all arguments against Ford’s reforms as against the good of the students and for capitalist
intent. As a result, by exercising his power of control in society, people outside of education are
more apt to listen to the Premier due to a lack of knowledge on the impact of his reforms in
education.
COVID-19. After months of renegotiated bargaining, protests, and work-to-rule
campaigns resulted in a tumultuous start of the school year, Doug Ford’s government was tested
with the coronavirus pandemic. While some recognition should be awarded to Doug Ford for
leading the province through something very few premiers have ever had to do, especially on a
global scale, the COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated Doug Ford’s divisive policy ratifications the
province. The beginning of the coronavirus pandemic was a trying time for all, today’s
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population never experienced a global threat to this extent, and the presence of media worsened
the situation. Due to the constant availability of media updates worldwide, the fear of the
unknown was heightened, the reliability of false news was an elevated risk, and public opinion
was louder than ever. At first, Doug Ford’s handling of the pandemic was well-received across
the province (Fraiman, 2020 November 17). However, this was quickly overturned as constant
shifts between lax and strict lockdown measures contradicted many of Ford’s pandemic
responses. As he consistently failed to help those considered most vulnerable in society, it
became clear that Ford’s actions prioritized industry over citizens.
When the news of COVID-19 broke the world, it was quickly associated with a high
death toll among senior citizens. Unfortunately, proper care in long-term care homes was an
existing issue within the province long before the pandemic. Back in the 1990s, Mike Harris
urged the deregulation of the “long-term care industry and the proliferation of the for-profit
model in retirement care” (Milstead, 2021 January 20). His cuts in the healthcare system caused
thousands of hospital beds to close down and a massive transfer of patients from public hospitals
to home care and long-term care homes; since they are not fully covered by public funding and
require out-of-pocket expenditures, or ‘user fees’, they are cost-effective for the government
(Noorsumar, 2021 March 11). When Harris closed down the hospital beds, he invested in 20,000
long-term care beds, and over two-thirds went to for-profit homes (Mehra, 2018 June 3). These
closures had a lasting effect on the province, as patients requiring chronic, high-level attention
and care in hospital beds were transferred into long-term care homes. The rise of beds in longterm care paired with less funding in the health care sector caused serious staffing issues in the
province that has worsened over decades. The Ontario Health Coalition reported that between
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2006-2016 the direct care hours per resident in a long-term care facility were stagnant at 2.71
hours per day, compared to the required four (OLTCA, 2017). As a result, when the pandemic
hit, “problems like overcrowding, resident neglect, and lack of infection prevention and control,
all helped the novel coronavirus spread rapidly through Ontario nursing homes” and, by summer
2020, had contributed to over 80% of all COVID deaths in the country. (Frangou, 2020
November 17; Russell et al., 2021 April 29).
In May 2020, the Canadian Armed forces were sent into five long-term care facilities in
the province and reported many issues in inpatient care. The report saw “residents left in soiled
diapers, infected patients living in cramped rooms next to non-infected residents, cockroach
infestations, and mishandled medications” (Russell et al., 2021 April 29). In 2017, the Liberal
government passed a bill that allowed financial penalties of $50,000-$100,000 to be given to
LTC facilities for repeated non-compliance issues but, due to Wynne’s defeat in 2018, the
measures were never enacted, and the bill was never implemented (Russell et al., 2021 April 29).
After two more waves, the death toll increased. Many turned to the government, especially
Minister of Long-term Care Merrilee Fullerton, in outrage at the lack of proactive action at the
beginning of the pandemic. However, Ford’s response was:
I know it’s easy for the Leader of the Opposition to blame my great minister, but the buck
stops with me; that’s who it stops with. It stops with me and I’ll take responsibility…we are
going to make sure we fix it. I will take personal responsibility. We will make sure that we
have rapid builds. We’re going to make sure we hit our target of 30,000 new beds over the
next 10 years. We’re well on our way. This will never happen again. (D’Mello, 2021 May 5)
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Despite taking responsibility for the blame put on Fullerton and calling what happened in the
long-term can facilities ‘a terrible tragedy’, Ford “stopped short of apologizing or taking
responsibility for actual loss of life” (D’Mello, 2021 May 5).
Many compared this ‘hollowed gesture’ to Harris’ response to the Walkerton water
tragedy back in 2000. Harris eliminated public water-testing laboratories and inspections of
closed water dumps; subsequently, the town, consisting of 5000 people, witnessed 2300 illnesses
and seven deaths due to E. coli poisoning in the water. Upon testifying at a Canadian inquiry,
Harris referred to the “terrible mess in Walkerton” by stating, “as head of government, I’m
accountable” (CBC News, 2001 June 29). Harris claimed he had not been advised of the health
and safety risk associated with the cuts despite the Walkerton town council stating they sent
reports to the Premier raising health and safety concerns in June 1998 and received no response.
In comparison, both cases demonstrate political ignorance led by fiscal austerity resulting in
devastating costs to the province, both financially and most importantly, of human life.
At the beginning of the pandemic, many were unsure of the risks associated with
coronavirus except for the simple fact that it was highly transmittable. As a result, Ford
announced that schools were forced into a mandatory two-week shut down following March
Break while also advising families to “travel and “have fun” on vacation (Global News, 2020
March 12). At the end of May, Stephen Lecce announced online learning would continue the
remainder of the year; while students were not directly at risk of succumbing to the disease, it
was speculated they could contribute to community transmission. During the summer, the
government had released a document outlining the plans for the 2020-2021 school year that
entailed $378 million provided by the province, $381 million from the federal government, as
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well as allowing school boards to “dip into reserve funds” amassing to $500 million (Bowden,
2020 August 13; Patton, 2020 August 26). The funding was intended to cover COVID-19 related
expenses such as more teachers, educational workers, custodial staff, ventilation, PPE, and
technology, among other necessary resources.
In a document released in the summer, the government had asked “boards and teachers
to arrange classrooms in a way that allows for physical distancing by removing unnecessary
furniture and placing desks at least one metre apart for elementary school and at least two metres
apart for high school students” (Katawazi, 2020 September 9), which many teachers criticized as
nearly impossible. The government reported that secondary school classes would be capped at 15
students in-class at a time with a cohort system, but elementary class sizes did not change. As a
result, unions rejected Ford’s plan, saying it was not enough to keep students and educators safe
in a classroom, and it violated the Occupational Health and Safety Act. Ford responded that his
“patience [was] running thin…I will listen to the docs and the health and science all day long as
opposed to some head of the teachers’ union that has his degree in English literature…who thinks
he is a doctor” (Fox, 2020 September 2). To belittle the OSSTF union leader Harvey Bischoff,
Ford simultaneously discredited the opinions of all education workers by ignoring Bischoff’s
concerns about the back-to-school safety plan. However, Bischoff and ETFO president Sam
Hammond voiced the concerns of many workers by arguing that teachers and education workers
deserve the same standards and precautionary measures enforced in stores, offices, and other
spaces across the province (Jeffords, 2020 August 31).
Ford and his government urged citizens to remain six feet apart and avoid large
gatherings throughout the pandemic. Yet, when teachers’ unions extended their concerns of not
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receiving the same guidelines, Ford said, “No matter what we do, it’s just not going to be good
enough…they just like to fight. What can I say?” (Jeffords, 2020 August 31). Once again, Ford’s
assertion of “no matter what we do” uses positive self-representation versus the negative otherrepresentation seen in “it’s just not going to be good enough” (Van Dijk, 2006; Jeffords, 2020,
August 31). Even further, his claim: “they just like to fight” trivializes the concerns of education
personnel as simply arguing with no cause or reason. Yet teacher unions addressed what they felt
was needed, with Sam Hammond stating “smaller class sized would help make schools
safer” (Jeffords, 2020 August 31).
At the start of the 2020-2021 school year, school boards had been in charge of
distributing laptops, internet sticks, textbooks, and any other resources needed for remote
learning. This posed an issue in itself since school boards across the province had one month to
prepare before the start of the school year. Therefore the rollout to distribute resources to
students was difficult. Balkissoon (2020) explained that by mid-October, the TDSB had 2,000
students enrolled in virtual classes still waiting on school board internet devices to use the
devices provided to them. Therefore, when the threat of the second wave polluted the media,
rumours flooded schools that a potential switch back to remote learning was possible, worrying
many parents. On November 17th, the government announced it was considering a prolonged
winter break amid fears of families gathering and transmitting the virus. Lecce retracted this
statement the following day, claiming it was “not necessary because current protocols are
working” (Katawazi, 2020 September 9). However, Ford urged another lockdown as Christmas
drew nearer, and schools were closed again. Unfortunately, this was a common theme throughout
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the school year, seen in the table below (Table 13), as Ford continuously ‘flip-flopped’ between
public announcements, demonstrating the cognitive dissonance in his measures.
Table 13. Public announcements concerning education
March 12th 2020

• Premier Doug Ford announces schools will be closed for two weeks
following March Break but urges families to “travel” and “have fun”

March 17th 2020

• Premier Doug Ford declares a state of emergency in Ontario

August 26th 2020

• Report is released to detail screening guidelines for schools: students
who report any ONE

October 1st 2020

• New screening guidelines allows students to only be required to stay
home for 24 hours for symptoms such as runny noses

November 17th
2020

• Provincial government announces it's considering a prolonged winter
break

November 18th
2020

• Minister of Education Stephen Lecce rejects the possibility saying “it’s
not necessary”

December 11th
2020

• York Region and Windsor-Essex move into lockdown, joining Toronto
and Peel Region, local Public Health units close schools in high-risk
areas

December 21st
2020

• Premier Doug Ford announces a 'provincewide shutdown’ extending the
winter break until January 11th for elementary schools, and January 25th
for secondary

January 4th 2021

• Stephen Lecce sends a letter home to parents stating elementary students
will be returning to in-person learning on the 11th

January 7th 2021

• The province extends online learning for students in Southern Ontario
until at least the 25th of January

January 12th 2021

• Ford announces schools in COVID-19 hotspots (Windsor-Essex, Peel,
Toronto, York and Hamilton) will remain closed to in-class instruction
until at least February 10th

February 3rd 2021

• Lecce announces students in southern Ontario who remain out of school
will be allowed to return on the 8th of February (only exception is
Toronto, York and Peel regions)

February 11th 2021

• Stephen Lecce postpones March Break to April 12th 2021

February 16th 2021

• In-class learning resumes for students in Toronto, York and Peel

April 1st 2021

• Lecce announces schools will remain open as they are critical for mental
health and learning
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Table 13. Public announcements concerning education
April 5th 2021

• Peel, Toronto and Guelph’s medical officers of health order schools to be
closed for two weeks

April 11th 2021

• Four days after Doug Ford announces the province’s third state of
emergency (on April 7th), Stephen Lecce assures students will be
returning in class after the Break

April 12th 2021

• Stephen Lecce announces Ontario students will be staying in remote
learning indefinitely following the April Break

June 2nd 2021

• Doug Ford announces schools will not be returning to in-person learning
by the end of the year
• Ford urges school boards to plan an in-person socially distanced outdoor
graduation ceremony

Subramanian (2021) reports that Ontario’s closures “were the most draconian” of all the
province and territories and that students had endured remote learning for “14 weeks in the first
wave, five weeks in the second (longer for hot zones), and [an] indefinite shutdown starting in
April 2021” (NP). Teachers and parents grew increasingly frustrated with the constant in
between and questioned how much thought was being put into each decision, believing “there
continues to be a lack of consultation with stakeholders” (CBC News, 2021 April 13). In May
2021, Doug Ford announced that:
The school situation remains a critical concern for many parents. On the one hand, we have
some doctors saying they want to open the schools. On the other hand, we have the teachers'
unions saying we can't do that right now. (Rushowy, 2021 May 13)
In an effort once again to gain public support while demonizing teachers’ unions and educators,
Ford singled out unions as the sole reason for not returning to in-school learning. Similarly, by
reinforcing his argument that “some doctors…want to open schools”, Ford is positioning
teachers and unions against science to the public, insinuating there are no valid reasons for not
wanting to return in person. However, unions clearly communicated the necessary steps to return
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safely in person, including vaccinations for staff and ensuring proper health and safety measures
in schools and classrooms.
Ford asserted he ‘won’t hesitate to do whatever it takes to support Ontarians’ prefaced
almost every decision made over the course of the pandemic (Draaisma, 2021 June 9). Aligning
with Klein’s (2007) explanation of ‘crisis capitalism’, Ford’s support to ‘Ontarians’ validated his
priorities in the province. For example, “more than 400 doctors” wrote to criticize Ford’s last
decision of not re-opening schools because it was “a prioritization of industry over schools and
adults over children. The truth is that we can have both; schools can open and so can
industry” (Draaisma, 2021 June 9). This statement came after Ford moved forward to open patios
and shopping but refused to re-open schools despite medical officers advising that the benefits
would outweigh the possible rise in cases. Similarly, in April 2021, Dr. David Fisman, who sits
on Ontario’s COVID-19 Science Table, argued that:
We know in Ontario that the huge drivers right now of transmission are workplaces,
particularly industrial workplaces, warehouses, Amazon distribution centres, post offices. We
know a lot of the folks who are getting sick are lower income or have poor job security, can’t
stay home if they feel sick. You’re taking away the safe options from people as you do
nothing to impact the places where the disease is spreading at a time when our ICUs are
literally collapsing (Lao 2021, April 16).
Fisman criticizes the bias actions taken by Ford to support capitalism with specific industries and
big box stores while failing to support ‘the people’ he claims to speak on behalf of and help.
Micro discussion. The examination of the politics of exclusion dissects the consequences
associated with ‘othering’ in society. Due to their inability to reproduce societal expectations
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placed upon them, students categorized as' others' are often stripped of many opportunities in
education and the future. Studies indicate that this ‘other’ population is greatly made of
minoritized students since several conditions are directly related to their minority backgrounds
that can contribute to poor educational outcomes (Ma and Klinger, 2000; Phipps and Lethbridge,
2006; Robson, 2019). Many of these conditions act as a barrier to academic achievement,
causing students who experience multiple to be predisposed to greater disadvantages. These
conditions can include lower literacy skills, lack of school readiness, living in poverty-laden
neighbourhoods, non-two-parent biological family structures, being removed from biological
families, Indigenous children studying on or off the reserve, among others (Robson, 2019).
Consequently, inequities in education can be caused or exacerbated by these social conditions, as
a result, “racial or ethnic minorities, recent immigrants, children from low-income families,
Francophone students, Indigenous students, and students with special education needs”
frequently experience low school achievement, and subsequent marginalization in society
(Wadell and Gauvin, 2017, p. 4).
Albeit all students are susceptible to experiencing one or two of these barriers affecting
their academic achievement, but this is where an opportunity gap comes into play. Students who
come from white, middle- to upper-class backgrounds have better chances to address their issues
in education than their peers (Brown, Reay and Vinceent, 2013; Ogbu, 1992; Revilla et al.,
2004). Due to cuts in education by Harris and now again with Ford, these gaps are widened. By
limiting the resources available that can help students, especially from minoritized backgrounds,
succeed, Ford is forcing families to seek assistance outside of the classroom to make up for the
lack of resources or understanding. Institutions like Kumon or Sylvan Learning that prioritize the
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‘important’ testing subjects, literacy and mathematics, are common but not feasible for many
lower-class families. Aligning with hyper-individuality, the cuts to the Special Programs-Other
grant increases expectations for students to take their education and well-being into their own
hands, or as Minister Lisa Thompson called it, “teaching students’ resilience” (Miller, 2019 May
4). Despite rich classroom and school resources being a proven method to help academic
achievement (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021), students who fall behind must find ways to catch
up and avoid becoming part of the ‘other’ population.
More importantly, the effects of the categorization of ‘other’ go far beyond education.
Students from minoritized backgrounds face more pressure from schools and teachers to take
applied-level courses than their peers (McQuigge, 2020 July 6). The abundance of minoritized
groups in these courses is due to an underlying belief that applied students are underachievers,
either academically and/or behaviourally (Colgan, 2021 June 15). Consequently, studies report a
worse outcome and reduced achievement for students in applied courses (Gallagher-Mackay et
al., 2021); being ‘locked in’ to a college-level track can lead to limited future options.
Recently, Doug Ford announced his plan to destream the grade 9 math course due to the
“almost stigmatizing” practice (McQuigge, 2020 July 6), yet was met with mixed reactions.
Some acknowledged the discrimination that occurs in applied courses but highlighted that it
allows students at a similar skill set to learn together (Goldstein, 2020 August 13). They argued
that eliminating all streaming could place students in a classroom where the ‘academic’ students
are taught below their level and ‘applied’ students are taught above their level, causing an overall
disengagement in the course. A shared concern voiced by both those for and against destreaming
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Grade 9 Math said the lack of evidence of support for a new curriculum was perturbing
(Goldstein, 2020 August 13; Colgan, 2021 June 15).
In June 2021, Ford released the curriculum with no references to the ‘supported
curriculum’ in place. The ‘support’ in ‘supported curriculum’ refers to the added resources for the
written curriculum that aid in learning; it includes concrete (textbooks, software or multimedia
resources), human (additional educators, educational assistants or peer mentors) or
organizational (innovative scheduling) (Colgan, 2021 June 15). As a result, the new curriculum is
comparable to “a bridge without trusses—poorly engineered and most likely to disadvantage the
very students it was intended to nurture and sustain” (Colgan, 2021 June 15). Specifically, the
curriculum being released in June 2021 leaves districts, schools, and educators only two months
to implement this new curriculum for the start of the 2021-2022 school year, following nearly 15
months of disrupted education.
The return to school in September 2021 has been a prominent concern as the COVID-19
pandemic exacerbated the already widened gap in education. Balkissoon (2020, November 17)
summed the issues by saying that “being white and/or rich is good pandemic protection”. Issues
related to online learning were reported across the province as varying aspects affected learning,
such as slow technology distribution, lack of preparedness for shifts to online learning, poor
internet service, and school/cohort outbreaks. According to Wong (2021, January 31), many
parents are concerned about the effects of online learning, explaining they often hear “the
teachers’ time taken up troubleshooting tech problems and repeatedly walking students through
online tools”, whereas other kids “[shy] away from asking for help online” because they are selfconscious their classmates will hear them struggle.
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According to a report released by UNESCO, disruptions in education occurred
worldwide, and, as of January 2021, more than 800 million students continued to experience
major disruptions in their learning (Wong, 2021 January 31). Moreover, assistant director-general
of education Stefania Giannini voiced concern for “those who were already behind being left
behind more, they are facing a kind of shadow pandemic” (Wong, 2021 January 31). Many
programs exist to help vulnerable students who risk falling behind. Yet, they cannot mitigate the
issues alone, as COVID only highlighted the already present systemic inequities in education and
society. To fight these inequities, Giannini argues that protecting and increasing investments in
education are necessary to tackle the disparities brought upon by the pandemic, while insisting
that “it’s not a competition…between reopening school and reopening restaurants or pubs. It’s
about prioritizing education as the real basic human right” (UNESCO, 2021).
As per Giannini’s advice, the post-pandemic state of rebuilding society depends heavily
on investing money into societal institutions that took large hits during the past 16 months, like
education and health care, that are considered fundamental human rights. The pandemic severely
affected many citizens’ livelihoods, however, the overall loss of education over the last year and
a half is crucial to address. Unfortunately, the Financial Accountability Office of Ontario
announced Doug Ford’s budget projection for the 2021-2022 school year has called for an
average increase of 1.2%, resulting in “annual spending gaps that are expected to reach $2.9
billion by 2029-2030” (FAO, 2021 May 30). As a result, between 2021-22 and 2029-30, the
education budget will experience a $12 billion gap in funding.
While the long-term effects of the gaps in education are uncertain, the COVID-19 science
table released a report analyzing the emerging evidence on the impact of the disruptions to
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education in Ontario (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021). Due to a lack of large-scale assessments in
the province during COVID-19, data was collected elsewhere, primarily in the United States and
England, to demonstrate the disparities already recorded in other parts of the world. The studies
used standardized tests and classroom assessments for their data collection and primarily looked
at math and literacy. Overall, "the studies document considerably lower achievement levels in
2020 than in preceding years” (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021, p.10). More specifically, the
findings reported younger students showed greater losses than secondary students, math
achievement was further behind than literacy, English Language Learners lost roughly 30% at all
ages in both English and Maths, greater gaps for students whose parents have low education
(despite good broadband/device distribution), and gaps in education, especially in math, in lowpoverty or high BIPOC schools (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021).
The report highlighted that “the impact of COVID-19 has been more severe on racialized
groups, people with disabilities, and those with lower incomes” (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021,
p.3), not just in the province but worldwide. Notably, the severity of the impact on minoritized
groups goes beyond purely academic. While an effect on well-being and socio-emotional
development was experienced overall, minoritized groups were more likely to report consistent
symptoms of moderate to severe anxiety, heightened food insecurity, rising from 10.5% to 14.6%
during the pandemic, and a self-reported decrease in their mental health (Gallagher-Mackay et
al., 2021). Moreover, concerns were raised by school personnel about the heightened risks of
child maltreatment due to the increased need for care during the day caused by school closures.
This can present challenges for “parents among low socioeconomic groups, who are
overrepresented in the child welfare system” (Gallagher-Mackay, 2021, p.16). Before the
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pandemic, personnel were the largest group to report suspected cases of abuse or neglect, but the
switch to remote learning caused a decrease in reporting (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021).
Mirroring the findings by UNESCO, the COVID-19 Science Table defines two key
strategies to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 related disruptions on education. These strategies
include “a ‘last closed, first open’ policy based on local conditions rather than a systemwide
shut-down” and for “explicit education recovery strategies…to be funded in addition to regular
schooling budgets” (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021, p.20). Research already states that the socioeconomic skills gap could increase by as much as 30% due to an abundance of evidence
exhibiting learning losses being unequally distributed (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021). Thus, the
government must adhere to the guidelines listed above from the COVID-19 Science Table for the
sake of the education and future of minoritized students, as they state that “the social and
economic costs of education disruption in Ontario…are potentially devastating, and as evidence
shows, can far outlive the immediate period of the COVID-19 pandemic” (Gallagher-Mackay et
al., 2021, p. 21).
Conclusion
The interpretive analysis layer has shown neoliberal ideologies' underlying presence and
their emphasis on human capital development. As a result, education in Ontario is dedicated
towards a knowledge economy and has been progressively permeated discourse since its
implementation in the 1990s. Due to its influence, neoliberal ideologies have altered educational
discourse to focus on associating the individual with the nation-state, thus igniting a sense of
responsibility to care for one’s well-being by contributing to economic development or failing to
complete their obligations as citizens. Those who do not align with the newly defined education
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goals in neoliberal terms are then ostracized and ‘othered’ as “elitists”, “special interest” groups
or dependent on the government and targeted as a burden in society. The rhetoric used to ‘other’
these individuals is frequently done by leaders who aim to gain control by humanizing
themselves in the public's eye to appear trustworthy, thus speaking ‘for the people’ and vilifying
those who don’t fit their narrative. In an educational context, this starts early. Core curriculum
expectations can designate those who fulfill the standards of the knowledge economy from a
young age, as accountability measures through standardized testing start as early as grade three
in the province. As a result, students are observed throughout their academic careers and
classified according to their human capital.
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, AND
FUTURE RESEARCH
This final chapter summarizes the study's overall results while discussing limitations and
suggestions for future research. To understand neoliberal ideology, this study has focused on the
reformations in education in documents from the Ontario Ministry of Education. The purpose of
this thesis was to explore the presence of neoliberal discursive strategies in Ontario’s education
system and evaluate their influence on the academic process of minoritized students.
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) was used as a theoretical approach to effectively
conduct this research to examine the use of language in defining education in Ontario.
Fairclough (1992) described discourse as a social practice, which, through the examination of
language, can help explain the creation of relationships, processes, and structures that affect
individuals. The theoretical component to Fairclough’s (1995) approach concerns itself with the
use of language in the production and reproduction of unequal power relations in society.
To explore the role of language in equitable and inclusive education for minoritized
students, data collected from three key documents analyzed the influence of neoliberal ideology
in the conception of equity and inclusion in discourse and how it may reflect the education of
minoritized students. The documents chosen, being Growing Success, Achieving Excellence, and
Policy/Program Memorandum no. 119: Developing and Implementing Equity and Inclusive
Policies in Ontario Schools, enabled a multi-level analysis of education, as each document from
the Ontario Ministry of Education varied in its suggested audience including the school board,
teachers, and parents. A variety of supplemental texts have enhanced the analyses and provided
thorough arguments to demonstrate neoliberal practices pervading the education system.
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To help the examination of selected discourse, the following two questions guided my
research:
A) How has the neoliberal reform movement shaped Ontario’s education system in a way that
disadvantages minoritized students?
B) How has rhetoric used by the successive Ontario governments legitimated neoliberal ideals
within the education system?
I began by dissecting neoliberal practices within the chosen discourse to answer my
guiding questions. In the analysis of key Ministry of Education texts, my research concluded that
the core of neoliberal ideology in education lies in promoting the knowledge economy. A
knowledge economy addresses how human capital can serve as a productive asset or business
product to be sold and exported to yield profits for individuals, businesses, and the economy
(Weber, 2011). The rhetoric used denotes the altered focus in education towards a knowledge
economy. As a result, the anticipated qualities and skills attained in school are also affected. This
means that students are now expected to be resilient, high achieving, independent, autonomous,
self-sufficient, highly-skilled, actively engaged citizens, economically productive, motivated
innovators, community builders, creative talents, skilled workers, entrepreneurs and leaders of
tomorrow (OME, 2017; OME, 2014; OME, 2010; OME, 2013). Thus, altering the way citizens
view education and those involved in the education system (Lalonde, 2016).
As previously argued, the goal of this study was not to ‘uncover’ truths about the
education system disadvantaging all minoritized students, as there exists many factors that can
affect the success of all students. Thus, this is not a black or white statement generalizing all
minoritized students as disadvantaged and non-minoritized students as advantaged. Instead, the
overrepresentation of minoritized students in applied classes, expulsions and suspensions rates,
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and COVID-19 learning gaps, suggests there is an underlying issue in the education system and
the treatment of these students (OME, 2017; TDSB, 2019; McQuigge, 2020 July 6; Gallagher et
al., 2021). This is related to the knowledge economy altering the focus of education through the
naturalization of marketized language, heightened accountability and hyper-individuality.
In a knowledge economy, all concepts are produced with economic development as the
end goal. For example, active and engaged citizens are citizens who are “engaged, productive
and responsible”, equity and inclusion are buzzwords used to argue equitable opportunities to
allow all students the chance to succeed in a market society, and specialized programs in schools
are explicitly designed to help students succeed in a knowledge economy. Every concept related
to education points to a similar outcome and, according to d’Agnese (2019), by predefining
aspects of students’ future through specified standards and tests, the neoliberal reforms also
narrow living and society through the hemming of students’ projects, aims, and desires, greatly
affecting those who do not adhere to the constricted definitions of success.
The reformations to education included introducing marketized language in discourse,
heightening accountability as an “owed right” to the taxpayers, and emphasizing individuality to
promote competitiveness, effectively stripping education down to a primary function and
reducing students’ value to their capability of producing economic growth for the province. The
naturalization of marketized language in education was greatly studied through business
metaphors which promote human capital development, meaning students are valued based on
their capabilities to ensure economic growth. When discussing education, this was exemplified
with words like investments, initiatives, or performance tasks.
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Standards and measurements of success are an essential part of the learning process.
However, the existence of an input-output system posits the necessity of methods to measure
success to be quantifiable. As a society, we rely heavily upon and expect numbers to be used for
data (Earl, 2002). Thus, as a promise to always ensure “public confidence”, as stated throughout
any OME documents, the introduction of standardized testing opens the doors to education for
constant public scrutiny. Due to the marketized shift, it places parents are ‘clients’ to ensure they
are getting ‘money’s worth’. As a result, classrooms have become a sort of glass ‘fishbowl’
where the public, parents, administrations, school boards, or the Ministry may peer in to critique
and ensure that teachers are producing results with their lessons and that students are reproducing
the pre-defined measures of success. Regardless, quantifying measures of success reduces the
integrity of education, as many aspects of learning cannot, and should not, be measured with
numbers.
The use of numbers to represent educational attainment or success also promotes a
system that encourages competition, as it mirrors the competitive nature of business (WoodsideJiron, 2011; Mulderrig, 2008; Grey, 2017). Individuality, independence, and autonomy are
considered desired traits and emphasized throughout the OME discourse, as they promote
individuals as highly skilled workers who can take care of themselves and their economy.
Further, rhetoric evokes nationalism, suggesting that citizens’ well-being and capability to take
care of themselves are now related to their capability to produce economic development in the
province and country. Thus, allowing citizens to be easily manipulated based on relaying
controversial arguments to the development of the nation-state.
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Given that independence is considered a desired trait, this causes dependence to be
deemed undesirable in education and later in society, exemplified through Harris’ complaints
towards welfare recipients. The shift in responsibility of social services exacerbated this
marginalization of those deemed dependent since our government forced individuals to take
charge of the many social services they used to oversee. Thus, gaps in social services, like
education cuts to classroom programs or understaffing at long-term care facilities, now fall onto
the shoulders of citizens to mitigate as they fall under their responsibility (Lalonde, 2016). At the
same time, those who either reject or simply cannot accept this responsibility are viewed as
rejecting or not accepting their obligations to the state and contributing to our prosperous society.
As a result, due to the permeating concept of a knowledge economy over the past two decades,
the definition of success and how one may attain ‘success’ has consistently been narrowed down
(D’Agnese, 2019). This suggests that students who do not produce desired qualities of a
knowledge economy are incapable of doing so later in life. This causes limitations on these
students in school, such as being streamed into applied and college-only courses, greatly
affecting their future.
Many minoritized students face educational barriers that are either caused or exacerbated
by conditions directly related to their backgrounds, leading to poor educational outcomes, such
as lower literacy skills, lack of school readiness, or living in poverty-laden neighbourhoods. To
lessen the effects of these harms, there exist many programs, resources, and materials funded
with the help of the Learning Opportunities Grant (LOG) put forth by the Ministry of Education.
Nonetheless, Ford’s extensive cuts to education have led to the reduction or cancellation of many
of the supports and programs for minoritized students in the Education Programs-Other grant
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embedded in the LOG. Many of these supports were created to help mitigate the present gaps in
education, such as breakfast programs, in-class tutors, student success leaders specializing in
working with minoritized students, after-school jobs for youth in low-income neighbourhoods, or
leadership programs for racialized youth.
Similarly, once combined with highly Eurocentric, non-inclusive curriculum standards of
success, also mirrored in standardized testing, it places minoritized students at a disadvantage
(Booher-Jennings, 2008; Chernoff, 2013; Butler, 2015). Hence, the Ministry of Education
acknowledges the achievement gap present in the education system between those of minoritized
backgrounds and those of upper- and middle-class, White backgrounds while emphasizing the
need to reduce them. To do so, equity and inclusion policies are devised to help mitigate the
effects of their minoritized backgrounds on their educational progress. However, as the policies
have been conceived in a knowledge economy, they adopt concepts of liberal multiculturalism,
thus shaping equity and inclusive education as a means to align minoritized students with their
peers to effectively produce equitable results for all to contribute to a prosperous society rather
than providing learning practices in education for an equitable learning experience.
There is an apparent conflict in equity and inclusive education in Ontario. In a knowledge
economy, the creation of all discourse and policies relate equity and inclusion to achievement
rather than the overall learning experience in schools. This is further solidified by the current
concept of diversity, fulfilling the need to ‘promote’ diversity by hiring bodies from diverse
backgrounds (Abawi, 2018). As a result, even the efforts to produce equitable outcomes for
minoritized students have been reduced to a market society. Moreover, policies are highly
disconnected from their conception to implementation and often focus on discrimination against
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racial minorities or the LGBTQ community. Thus, even to provide ‘inclusion’ in schools, many
students are not addressed in their boards’ policies.
The presence of neoliberal ideology perpetuates an education system based on hegemony.
The expectations measured in a knowledge economy promote an obligation to contribute to the
future growth of the economy and the nation. Thus, students who do not meet the expectations,
whether because they are unable to learn independently, do not produce desired test scores in
maths or literacy, or work better in a small group setting, are designated as incapable of
producing results and marginalized, often slipping through the cracks. Due to conditions that
stem from their backgrounds, minoritized students often face barriers that make it difficult for
them to successfully produce the desired outcomes in our education system. With the help of
resources and programs to support their learning, the evident gaps could be reduced, allowing
minoritized students to succeed alongside their peers.
However, recent cuts to funding in education pose a serious concern. Larger classroom
caps can produce a challenge to learning since a classroom of 22 students has already shown
difficulty in providing differentiated instruction or one-on-one instruction to students who may
need it. Even further, targeting the pre-existing barriers in education with the development of
proper equity and inclusion policies and funding supports are paramount in reducing the learning
disruptions caused by schools closures due to COVID-19 (UNESCO, 2021; Gallagher-Mackay et
al., 2021). Studies have already been conducted worldwide that conclude that the disruptions in
education caused by COVID-19 have had greater effects on the learning of disadvantaged
students (Gallagher-Mackay et al., 2021). Both the COVID-19 science table and UNESCO have
warned that it is necessary to address these issues and prioritize rebuilding education by
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enforcing a “first open, last closed” policy to allow local school boards to call school closures
rather than a provincial wide closure and by adequately funding support in schools in the
upcoming 2021-2022 school year. Unfortunately, the current release of the annual budget
suggests that there will be a drop in funding when needed most over the next decade.
The use of specific CDA tools in this study helped unveil the popularity of neoliberal
ideology in society. The current popularity of neoliberalism lies in its long-term presence within
society; hence many are not willing to refute or reject these practices as they have permeated
education and society for decades. In a hyper-capitalist world, the economy is at the forefront of
many decisions. Thus the trickle-down effect impacts everything from education to politics to
hobbies, such as the newfound obsession with cryptocurrency and stocks in youth. This lends an
explanation as to how marketized language has been naturalized over time, escaping out of the
world of business into our everyday conversations. That being said, this was not always the case.
The introduction of neoliberalism into Ontarian society may be accredited to Mike Harris, whose
political platform was based on manipulation, fiscal austerity, and support for those he deemed
worthy. These similar tactics were mirrored in 2018 when fellow Conservative Doug Ford was
elected as Premier.
Both Conservative leaders have sold their agendas by capitalizing on fear of
overspending on complicated, ineffective programs and resources in the province, taking away
from the ‘hard-working taxpayers’ and the ‘little guy’. To gain the support needed, populist
leaders align themselves with ‘the people’ to manipulate their voters into believing their best
interest is at heart to gain their support. Then they can place their values centred around fiscal
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austerity on the province. As a result, all those excluded from ‘the people’ were seen as opposing
the nation and being a barrier to the betterment of Ontario.
From a critical perspective, the neoliberal reforms in education have delegitimized the
institution of learning by focalizing the knowledge economy. Thus, the entire education system
in Ontario revolves around producing results to contribute to the nation's prosperity. The
democratic method of education that the Ontario Ministry of Education boasts is not present in
the discourse analyzed within this research. Even in the efforts to attain democratic education,
where students have equitable opportunities regardless of their backgrounds, there is much work
to be done to properly claim the education system as equitable and inclusive.
Limitations
There are limitations in all research; this study distinguishes three.
First, this study is limited in what I can claim because it is based on a collection of five
Ministry documents and three School Board equity and inclusive policies out of an existing
dozen. The guiding questions for this research used discourse to study Ontario’s education
system. However, my data collection would include certain voices while excluding others. Most
voices included in my discourse were either from the Ministry or School Boards, thus, creating a
gap in social actors that are relatively closer to the actual learning process in the classroom (i.e.,
students, teachers, and parents).
Secondly, the study analyses the discourse and its symptoms of signs without directly
testing those affected. CDA analyzes language through texts to interpret and explain the context
and impact on society. However, this study mainly presents students as passive social actors,
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speaking on their account rather than including them in the inquiry process to address the social
conditions of neoliberal concepts in their education.
Lastly, the scope for this study emphasized the impact of neoliberal language and policy
on minoritized students, but this was specified further to include students of low socioeconomic
backgrounds, ethnic and racial minorities. While examples of other minorities were briefly
discussed, such as members of the LGBTQ+ community, students with special education needs,
and the Indigenous communities, data are abundant on their exclusion in the education system
that warrants a study of its own.
Future Research
Given the limited scope of this study, future research is needed to establish a more
holistic account of neoliberal ideology in education. As stated, the inclusion of interviews,
surveys, or questionnaires could greatly enhance the arguments and findings of this thesis. As our
study covered the managerial side by analyzing texts directly from the Ministry or School Boards
to their audience, studying the active experiences of educators, students, parents, community
members, and administration involved in the microsystem of an individual could strengthen the
‘consumer’ side of education. The many silenced voices discussed in this study could also
provide an active account of the effects of neoliberal practices, such as marketized language,
heightened accountability, and increased individuality, pervading our society, and most
importantly, our education system due to our government system. Specifically, students are those
most affected by the concepts described in this study’s findings; thus, hearing their report could
solidify the analyses made throughout this research.
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The second avenue for future research relates to the narrowed scope of this study. The
choice to exclude specific focus on other minoritized students was due to the apparent surplus of
data that would have resulted in very long or much-diluted analysis. My study ignites a comment
on the overall inclusion of equity and inclusion throughout Ministry documents while further
analyzing the implications in the PPM no. 119 for equity and inclusion in schools. Moving
beyond my starting points, there is a lot of room for research possibilities for other minority
groups that have been directly affected by the neoliberal reformations and targeted by funding
cuts to the Education Programs-Other Fund grant by Ford’s Conservative government.
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